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Electron spin resonance~ESR! and the Hall effect are used to investigate low-temperature
relaxation of solid solutions of iron in gallium phosphide, as well as the distribution profiles for
paramagnetic iron centers in GaP located atA-site ~g52.02! andB-site ~g52.133!. The
data obtained are consistent with the idea that theA-site corresponds to an iron atom in a
substitutional position, i.e., Fes

31~Ga! (3d5), whereas theB-site corresponds to an interstitial
neutral iron atom, i.e., Fei

0 (3d8). As a solid solution of GaP : Fe undergoes low-
temperature relaxation, theA-centers are observed to be stable against annealing in the temperature
range 293–800 K. In contrast, the intensity of the ESR spectrum from theB-center has
complicated kinetics that qualitatively resembles the annealing kinetics of paramagnetic Fei

0-
centers in silicon. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00104-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductors doped withd- andf-transition metal im-
purities have excited new interest recently as investiga
uncover new nanoelectronics uses for the multicharged d
levels these impurities generate in quantum-well structu
Since the distances over which defects can move by di
sion are small at room temperature, the long-term stability
the operating characteristics of semiconductor devices
incorporate solid solutions of transition elements is de
mined by the low-temperature relaxation of these solutio
Hence, it is critical to understand this relaxation when
device applications involve operation at room temperatu
Low-temperature solid-solution relaxation has been rat
thoroughly studied for solutions of 3d-impurities from the
iron group in silicon. In these systems, the preferred mod
solution in Si is to occupy interstitial positions, i.e., Mei ,
which have especially high diffusive mobility even at roo
temperature. For chromium or iron impurities in Si, for e
ample, it is known1–4 that after samples of single-crystal sil
con are quenched from the high temperatures used in d
sion doping the most rapid relaxation processes invo
combining with vacancies. Once these have occurred, s
of the remaining impurities form complexes with shallo
acceptors. The time constant for this latter process is gi
by the expressiont5t0exp(Q/kT), where t0'1029 s and
Q'0.85 eV. Conversely, above the first inflection point Q
T1'400 K these complexes dissociate, and at temperat
higher than the second inflection point QT2'(4502490) K
the solid solution of 3d impurities decays as a whole. Both o
these processes – complex formation and solid-solution
cay in the bulk of the crystal – can be controlled by bo
barding the silicon surface with argon ions at energies
;40 keV ~Refs. 5–7! ~the effect of long-range ion implanta
tion Q!.
3771063-7826/99/33(4)/3/$15.00
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For III–V compounds it has been known since the p
neering work of Ludwig and Woodbury in the 1960~Ref. 1!
that 3d elements substitutionally occupy the position of theA
component in these crystals, i.e., Mes~A!. Later investiga-
tions revealed that the activation energies for diffusion
these impurities were quite high, i.e.,Q' 2–3 eV.8 How-
ever, evidence was also found~for the examples of Mn in
GaAs~Ref. 9! and Fe in GaP~Refs. 10 and 11! that some of
these impurities could also be interstitials, i.e., Mei , and that
the fraction of them was comparable to that of the Mes~A!. In
view of this circumstance, transition-element solutions
III–V compounds should exhibit significant low-temperatu
relaxation. This is indirectly confirmed by the observation4,12

of long-range Q effects, analogous to those mentioned ab
in Si : Fe and Si : Cr, when semi-insulating samples of g
lium arsenide and indium phosphide compensated byd
transition elements are bombarded by argon ions.

In this paper we report the first results of experimen
studies of low-temperature solid-solution relaxation in III–
compounds for the example of GaP : Fe crystals using
techniques of electron spin resonance~ESR!. In these crys-
tals, which are convenient to use because it is easy to obs
ESR in them at 77 K, two signals are observed: anA-center
spectrum with ag-factor of 2.02, which corresponds to F

s
31~Ga! ions with the configuration 3d5(6S5/2), and a
B-center spectrum withg52.133 ~Refs. 13 and 14!. Based
on their observations of hyperfine splitting of theB-site ESR
spectral lines, it was concluded10 that these centers corre
spond to interstitial Fei

0 ions with the configuration
3d8(3S1), analogous to such centers in silicon. Further co
firmation of this assignment of theB-spectrum was obtained
by one of us in Ref. 11, based on the considerably lar
diffusion length forB-centers than forA-centers and analysi
of the balance of concentrations ofB-centers and conduction
band electrons, which is inconsistent with the claim made
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Distributions of iron atA- and
B-centers in a crystal of gallium phos
phide, plotted versus depth. 1—A-center
@Fes

31~Ga!#, 2—B-center@Fei
0#.
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Ref. 3 that these defects are Fes
1~Ga! with the configuration

3d7(4S3/2).

EXPERIMENT

The GaP single crystals we investigated were 600mm
wide, with an initial shallow-donor concentration of
31017cm23. These crystals were diffusion-doped with iro
by placing them in evacuated quartz cells along with
charge of Fe2O3 as an iron source, a charge of red pho
phorus to stabilize the GaP surface, and a charge of met
aluminum as a getter of uncontrolled impurities.4 The cells
were heated for 5 hours at 1250 °C, then removed from
furnace and rapidly cooled in air. In order to study low
temperature solid-solution relaxation at temperatures in
range 293–800 K, these crystals were held in air at th
temperatures, and then their ESR spectra were meas
along with their electrical conductivities and Hall effect, u
ing a special apparatus which was developed by one o
~see Ref. 4! and which automatically held the temperature
nearly zero.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the distributions of paramagneticA- and
B-centers versus depthx in one of the GaP crystals. It is clea
from the figure that the iron that substitutionally replac
gallium is concentrated in the skin layer with thickne
;50mm. In these layers, the maximum concentrationN
.1.531018cm23 ~taking into account the 531017cm23

background of shallow donors for the original crystal!,
which is close to the maximum solubility of iron in GaA
and GaP.8 The falloff in the concentration ofA-centers cor-
responds to a diffusionD'231029 cm2/s, in good agree-
ment with the data of Ref. 15:D52.531029 cm2/s at
1250 °C.

According to Fig. 1, theB-centers are concentrated in
layer of thickness 300mm at the center of the crystal. The
maximum concentrationN is .1.531017cm23 if the spec-
trum corresponds to Fei

0 centers with 3d8 occupation of the
a
-
lic

e

e
se
red

us
t

s

d-shell and spinS 5 1, or 831016cm23 if it corresponds to
Fes

1~Ga! ions substituting for gallium with 3d7 occupation of
thed-shell and spinS5 3/2. However, calculations based o
classical diffusion in a crystal of finite thickness16 show that
for D5231029 cm2/s, i.e., iron substituting for gallium, the
concentration at the center of the crystal should be two
ders of magnitude smaller than that shown in Fig. 1. T
fact provides additional confirmation that theB-centers are
occupied by the fast-diffusing interstitial iron compone
Fei . A result of considerable interest is the high solubili
we deduce for interstitial iron in these crystals, which e
ceeds by an order of magnitude the value;1016cm23 for
the maximum solubility of interstitial iron in silicon .2,4

Electrical measurements show that after the iron dif
sion a conducting layer ofn-type material forms at the sur
face of the crystal, extending;5 mm inward, with a Fermi
level at approximatelyEc–0.15 eV. At the depth where th
B-centers are located~;200 mm! a very-high-resistance re
gion, made up of semi-insulating GaP, with a resistiv
greater than 1010V•cm, is formed. In the 300-mm-thick layer
of B-centers, we see ann-type conductivity, with a Fermi
level at Ec–0.34 eV if it is assumed that the effectiv
density-of-states mass of conduction-band electrons is 2
larger than the mass of a free electron, as is the case
heavy electrons in GaAs. If we argue by analogy with Fei

0 in
silicon that a similar center is present in gallium phosphi
then the analogous energy level is belowEc–0.34 eV. The
position of the Fermi level in this layer is thus controlled b
centers other than interstitial iron. Based on the behavio
charge-transfer levels deduced in Ref. 17, we expect the
donor level of Fei

0 to be located nearEv11 eV, i.e., almost 1
eV lower than the Fermi level in theB-layer. This level is
somewhat higher than the first acceptor level 21/31 with
charge-transfer energyEv10.7 eV for Fes~Ga! in GaP .4,18

Figure 1 shows that at distances between;50 and;200mm
from the crystal surface there are noA- or B-centers; in this
region the Fermi level probably lies betweenEv10.7 eV and
Ev11 eV. A more detailed investigation of the electric
properties of crystals with a nonuniform distribution of iro
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such as those shown in Fig. 1 will probably confirm th
assumption eventually.

ESR studies of low-temperature solid-solution relaxat
in a number of GaP : Fe crystals held at room temperature
12 years showed that the intensity of theB-spectrum had
decreased by 10–50 %. With increasing temperature, the
tensity of theB-spectrum decreases more rapidly. At 723
the process slows; at 773 K an increase in the amplitud
the B-spectrum is observed, and then at higher temperat
the intensity decreases again, as in the regionT ,723 K. The
amplitude of theA-spectrum remains nearly constant, cons
tent with the expected thermal stability of the Fes

31~Ga! state.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the time
stant associated with the decrease in the number ofB-centers
in the approximation that the decay of theB-center concen-
tration is exponential in the low-temperature portion of t
relaxation process. It is given by the expressi
t5t0exp(Q/kT) with parameterst0'331022 s and an acti-
vation energyQ 5 0.66 eV.

Thus, we have obtained further confirmation that t
B-centers should be associated with the state Fei

0 . The solu-
bility of Fei

0 in GaP is an order of magnitude higher than it
in Si. Moreover, Fei

0 forms complexes with unknownX- de-
fects in GaP, as it does in silicon~Fei

0 plus a shallow accep
tor!. The inverse process of complex dissociation is also

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the time constant for low-temper
relaxation of a solid solution ofB-centers of iron in a gallium phosphid
crystal.
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served, again as in silicon.2,4 The higher value of the
inflection-point Q temperature can be taken as evidence
the binding energy for the complex is larger than it is
silicon ~0.65 eV!. The activation energy for diffusion – 0.6
eV from Fig. 2 – is smaller than in silicon (Q50.85 eV!,
which suggests low potential barriers between neighbor
interstitial locations. The stronger shift of low-temperatu
solid-solution relaxation towards higher temperatures, wh
is associated with the small value oft0, is caused not by a
low concentration ofX partners~in Si, the concentration of
partners is of the same order of magnitude as that of Fi

0),
but rather by the more limited possibilities for hopping
neighboring interstitial sites, and for the most part by t
smaller vibrational lattice contribution to the entropy fact
for t0.

We are grateful to Professor Rembeza and his c
leagues, with whom we had fruitful discussions about
physics of 3d-centers that stimulated this work.
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Computer simulations based on the Monte Carlo method are used to analyze processes leading to
the formation of luminescence centers in SiO2 implanted with Si ions. The simulations,
which take place in a two-dimensional space, mimic the growth of silicon nanoprecipitates in
layers containing several at. % of excess silicon. It is assumed that percolation clusters
made up of neighboring Si atoms form first. As the annealing temperature increases, these clusters
grow and compactify into nano-sized inclusions of a well-defined phase. It is shown that a
dose dependence arises from an abrupt enhancement of the probability of forming direct Si–Si
bonds when the concentration of silicon exceeds;1 at. %. Under these conditions,
percolation chains and clusters form even before annealing begins. The effect of the temperature
of subsequent anneals up to 900 °C is modeled via the well-known temperature dependence
of Si diffusion in SiO2. It is assumed that annealing at moderate temperatures increases the
mobility of Si atoms, thereby facilitating percolation and development of clusters due to an
increase in the interaction radius. Intrinsic diffusion processes that occur at high temperatures
transform branching clusters into nanoprecipitates with well-defined phase boundaries. The
dose and temperature intervals for the formation of precipitates obtained from these simulations
are in agreement with the experimental intervals of dose and temperatures corresponding
to the appearance of and changes in luminescence. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00204-5#
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INTRODUCTION

The recently observed ability of silicon nanostructures
emit intense visible luminescence has generated conside
interest in these systems. There is particular interest in id
tifying the mechanisms that lead to the appearance of sili
nanostructures and the nature of the centers for visible li
Among the various ways used to generate these nanos
tures, one that has shown considerable promise is impla
tion of Si ions into a layer of SiO2, because it is easy to
monitor, because it is highly controllable, and because i
compatible with contemporary semiconduct
technology.1–13 However, despite successes in implement
this technique experimentally, the nature of the resulting c
ters of visible luminescence and the mechanisms that ge
ate them still remain subjects for discussion. We can s
with reasonable confidence that the intense emission ban
the wavelength rangel.700–850 nm, which appears on
after annealing at temperaturesTa.1000 °C, is connected
with the formation of Si crystallites in the implanted SiO2 ,
whose dimensions are 3–5 nm.2–6,9 The visible light is at-
tributable to the widening of the band gap in the Si nan
rystallites due to the quantum-well effect. However, desp
the fact that Si nanocrystallites do not form in the implan
SiO2 layers whenTa,900 °C, the layers yield a wide spec
trum of visible luminescence with peaks in the blue and
ange regions even after low-temperature processing.1–12This
emission is observed when sufficiently large doses of Si i
(>1016cm22) are incorporated, and low-temperature a
3801063-7826/99/33(4)/5/$15.00
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nealing can either enhance or attenuate
luminescence.1,4,8–12 As the annealing temperatures a
proach, Ta.900 °C, quenching of the luminescence
observed.4,6,11,12 These effects are undoubtedly associa
with distinct stages in the decay of the supersaturated s
solution of Si in implanted SiO2 layers; however, in order to
understand their evolution and effect on the illumination, a
ditional analysis is required.

Kachurin et al.5,6 proposed the following scheme fo
generating light-emitting nanoprecipitates during the anne
ing of Si layers implanted by SiO2 ions. At doses
D.1016cm22 the probability for direct interaction of Si at
oms among themselves increases abruptly with the forma
of Si–Si bonds. A Si–Si bond in SiO2 is equivalent to a
neutral oxygen vacancy, which absorbs photons with ene
5 eV and emits photons with energy 2.7 eV. The blue ligh
thus a consequence of the formation of complexes and ch
of Si atoms in SiO2 ~Refs. 8, 10, 12, and 13!. This process
occurs at temperatures where the computed diffusion len
of Si in SiO2 is much smaller than the interatomic distanc
and hence it should be viewed not as diffusion-control
growth of the precipitate but rather as percolation along s
where silicon atoms are close to one another. An increas
Ta enhances the segregation of Si, which not only anne
out structural damage but also causes the luminescenc
tensity to increase. Large-scale percolation clusters are
pable of emitting light in the orange portion of th
spectrum.10 However, starting withTa.700 °C another pro-
cess comes into play—the conversion of chains with
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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381Semiconductors 33 (4), April 1999 Le er et al.
phase boundaries and percolation clusters into nano-size
clusions of the amorphous phase of Si. The presence of
gling bonds and other centers of nonradiative recombina
in these precipitates suppresses their luminescence, w
accounts for the disappearance of the emission asTa ap-
proaches the interval 800–900 °C. AtTa.1000 °C, the dif-
fusion of Si in SiO2 is already large enough for diffusion
controlled growth of these precipitates, and they reach s
that ensure the stability of the crystal lattice (.2 nm!. At this
stage the strong red emission and near-infrared emiss
which are attributable to the quantum-well effects in the s
con nanocrystallites, appear.

This scheme agrees qualitatively with the currently o
tained data on the generation of light-emitting silicon p
cipitates. It is therefore important to quantitatively analy
whether these processes can actually occur for a given
of Si ions and anneal temperature. In this paper we do thi
computer simulation, using the smallest possible numbe
numerical parameters. Our basic interest centers on temp
tures below 900 °C, because at these temperaturesTa , the
nuclei of future nanocrystallites, which give strong re
infrared emission, form homogeneously; however, th
same nuclei are also capable of emitting at shorter wa
lengths.

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Both processes – generation of percolation clusters
compacting them into nano-inclusions of a well-defin
phase – were simulated by the Monte Carlo method i
two-dimensional space. In the first case, Si atoms, which
have up to three bonds at angles of 120°, arrive at rand
points on a plane, where they form bonds and occupy
vertices of a hexagonal lattice. The distance at which cap
is first possible is assumed to be the ordinary bond len
between silicon atoms,L050.234 nm. Since SiO2 is itself
made up of one-third Si atoms, which can participate in cl
tering, we did two simulations – one without allowance f
and one allowing for the ‘‘stoichiometric’’ Si. In the forme
case, the initial condition was that 33% of the sites on
plane were occupied by equidistant immovable Si io
These ‘‘host’’ atoms do not interact among themselves,
that cluster growth is fed only by the arriving atoms, whi
bond with the host atoms and each other as they find site
the hexagonal lattice. A particle’s membership in a cluste
established using a geometric criterion.

It is assumed that the growth of percolation clusters a
their compactification into phase inclusions are affected
temperature, because the mobility of the silicon atoms
creases with temperature. This effect is taken into acco
quantitatively through the diffusion equation for Si in SiO2

from Ref. 14, despite the fact that only the compactificat
process is intrinsically diffusion-driven, while percolatio
that occurs via isolated atomic translations is made ea
because the capture lengthL increases with time:

L5L012AD t,

whereD is the diffusion coefficient, andt is the time.
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The clusters are compacted as the Si atoms appro
each other randomly due to interatomic interaction. Comp
tion is described by introducing elastic bonds which act
the direction of the nearest-neighbor atoms. The angles
tween the covalent bonds are elastically fixed by taking i
account interactions with atoms in the second coordina
sphere. The elasticity constants of the bonds are calcul
from the values of the compression and shear moduli of c
talline silicon. In our Monte Carlo simulation of diffusion
driven compaction, each atom is randomly displaced a
one cycle by an amount whose mean-square value is pro
tional to the diffusion length at the given temperature
accordance with the diffusion equation from Ref. 14. T
tendency for this system to migrate to an energy minim
forces the branching~fractal! clusters to change into compa
dense inclusions with well-defined phase boundaries.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the results of two simulations of clus
formation after incorporation of a Si dose corresponding
10 at. %, one including and one not including the Si ato
that enter into the composition of SiO2. It is clear that when
the Si in the substrate is not included, only very limite
numbers of simple clusters can form. However, if we inclu
the Si in SiO2, then for each arriving Si atom the probabilit
of forming simple clusters is large at the outset: a dose of
at. % leads to the formation of chains containing ten or m
Si atoms. Figure 2 shows the quantitative dependences o

FIG. 1. Generation of silicon clusters in SiO2 without additional heating at
excess silicon concentrations of 10 at. %. a—without including the Si c
tained in SiO2 , b— including it.
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probability of forming Si–Si bonds (P) and the number of
clusters (N) of a preset size on the dose of implanted io
(D). When SiO2 is not included, the rate of formation o
Si–Si bonds increases rapidly once the dose increases a
;1 at. %. When the Si in the substrate is included, for do
.1 at. % an increase is observed in the probability of for
ing Si–Si bonds, although in this case it is large at the out
This is easily seen from Fig. 2a. Note also that the simp
clusters remain in the majority even when the Si in the s
strate is taken into account. The presence of Si in S2

causes a very sizable shift toward the low-dose end at
start of formation of large-scale clusters, but the numbe
these clusters in this case is limited by absorption of Si
simpler clusters. It also follows from Fig. 2b that as the do
increases, the number of clusters of a specific size increa
reaches a maximum, and then falls off. This occurs beca
of attachment of arriving atoms to clusters that already ex
and because small precipitates merge into large ones.
simulation shows that when;10 at. % of Si is implanted into
SiO2, the largest individual silicon clusters can contain
many as 100 atoms per two-dimensional grid, even be
thermal processing.

The influence of post-implantation heating on clus
formation is shown in Fig. 3. The increase of the capt
radius with temperature leads to an increase in the total n
ber of clusters (Nt). This process is most noticeable whe
the anneal temperatureTa is above 400 °C. By the time we
reach 800 °C, the process is complete, since all the ex
mobile Si atoms are attached to clusters. The presence
atoms in SiO2 leads not only to an increase in the number
clusters, but also to their formation at lower temperatu
~Fig. 3a!. The total number of clusters increases with ann
temperature primarily due to the creation of new clusters
an increase in the absolute number of the smallest pre
tates, although the relative numerical increase is larger
larger clusters~Fig. 3b!. It should also be noted that when th
Si in the substrate is taken into account, the relative num

FIG. 2. Dependence of the probability of forming Si–Si bonds (P) ~a! and
the number of clusters of a given sizeN ~b! on the dose of Si ions. The solid
curves are the results without allowance for the Si contained in SiO2; the
dashed curves are the results which include it. The curves from to
bottom correspond to clusters containing 5, 10, 15, and 25 Si atoms.
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of very simple complexes decreases due to the formatio
larger clusters.

Along with segregating silicon clusters from SiO2, the
interatomic interaction also causes them to compactify i
dense inclusions. Figure 4 shows a time history~in Monte
Carlo steps! of this compactification up to a certain tim
t5t1 for two clusters whose densities are initially (t50! dif-
ferent. It is clear that as time passes, the more dense clus
converted into a single formation with a well-defined pha
boundary. When the cluster is loose, the probability of
breakup into two or more parts is high during compactific
tion. We used simulation to investigate how cluster comp
tification depends on temperature, density, and cluster
~Fig. 5!. The quantitative measure of the degree of comp
tification was taken to be the number of Si atoms attache
three nearest neighbors (Si* ). From Fig. 5a it is clear that

to

FIG. 3. Dependence of cluster formation on the temperatureTa of 30-min
isochronous anneals. a—Total number of clustersNt for Si doses of 13~1!
and 5 ~2! at. % without allowance for~solid curves! and allowing for
~dashed curves! the Si contained in SiO2 . b—plots the number of clusters
~from top to bottom! that contain 5, 8, and 10 Si atoms for a dose of
at. %.

FIG. 4. Compactification versus timet for two clusters with different masse
and large~a! and small~b! initial densities.
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after the usual experimental anneal time~;30 min! at
600 °C, transformation of the clusters practically ceases.
creasing the annealing temperature by only 100 °C gre
activates the process, and at 850 °C the transformation
non-phase inclusion into a phase inclusion takes place
roughly 500 sec. Figure 5b shows how the rate of trans
mation of clusters at 800 °C depends on the initial density
higher initial density corresponds to a larger number of tri
coordinated Si atoms att50. The looser the initial cluster is
the more rapidly it is transformed into a phase inclusion. T
transformation rate also depends on the cluster size.
measure of cluster size was the radius of gyration, wh
characterizes the average departure of each of the atom
the cluster from the others. Equal density was ensured b
suitable selection of cluster masses and radii of gyrat
Figure 5c shows that the compactification of large-sized p
cipitates ~or high mass if the density is fixed! requires a
considerably longer time at a fixed temperature.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The range of medium-energy Si ions in SiO2 character-
istically lies in the interval 0.1–0.3mm, and their straggle is
about 0.03–0.1 mm. Hence, delivering a dose o
D.1016cm22 implies a doping level on the order o
1021cm23 ~;2 at. %! and an average distance between
cess Si atoms of roughly 1 nm. For such doses the m
closely spaced impurity atoms are able to interact dire
with each other, since the distance between them beco
comparable to the Si–Si bond length. The significant
hancement of cluster formation revealed by simulation, a
the increased number of new luminescence centers obse
in real experiments at doses greated than 1016cm22 ~Refs. 7
and 8!, indicate that the appearance of these centers
consequence of direct interaction of silicon atoms amo
themselves. As is clear from these results, this does no
quire intrinsic diffusion.

FIG. 5. Increase in the number of triply coordinated Si atoms Si* ~compac-
tification of clusters! with time. a—anneal temperaturesTa5 600 ~1!, 700
~2!, 750 ~3!, and 850 °C~4!. b—clusters with large~1!, medium ~2!, and
small~3! densities;Ta5800 °C. c—large~1!, medium~2!, and small~3! size
clusters~radius of gyration!; Ta5800 °C.
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Although the presence of ‘‘stoichiometric’’ Si in SiO2
turns out to be a significant factor, it does not alter the n
merical dominance of small clusters over large ones. T
dominance is preserved even under annealing; howe
there is no indication that it occurs in real experiments.
our model we made no provision for the simplest clusters
decay under heating, whereas it is known from experime
that at certain stages of the annealing the short-wavele
emission disappears.10 It is important to note that simulation
of temperature dependences based on diffusion cons
predict a rapid increase in cluster formation abo
Ta.400 °C, where the computed diffusion shift is muc
smaller than the interatomic distance. This matches the
perimentally observed sensitivity of the short-wavelength
minescence to even small amounts of heating. The ag
ment is explained by the fact that both diffusion a
enhancement of percolation are caused by an increase in
mobility of atoms as the temperature increases.

Another important fact, which was revealed by o
simulation and which agrees with the experimental data
that percolative formation of clusters of fractal type ‘‘ou
strips’’ compactification into nano-sized inclusions wi
well-defined phase boundaries. Because the latter proce
diffusive in nature, it occurs at higher temperatur
~.700 °C!. Since compactification depends on the size a
looseness of the percolating cluster, we can identify con
tions where percolation will dominate—low doses and te
peratures, and short anneal times. The last implies, in
ticular, that large-radius percolation clusters can be form
by very short pulsed anneals up to the point where th
compactify into phase inclusions. Moreover, by changing
implantation dose and using combinations of anneals at
ferent temperatures and durations, we can control the for
tion and final sizes of the nanostructures. Our recent exp
mental results on pulsed annealing and combinations
pulsed annealing with annealing in a furnace confirm w
we have said. In addition, the simulation data correlate w
such well-known facts as the dominant role of nucleus f
mation over growth for highly supercooled solid solutions15

or the need to reach certain temperatures and saturation
els of impurity in order to form nano-sized phas
inclusions.14,16We also argue that the results of our work a
immediately relevant to the problem of uniform nucleus fo
mation as a supersaturated solid solution decays. It is
mally assumed that nuclei that form uniformly out of flu
tuations correspond to the smallest phase volumes that
grow by attaching excess atoms from the surround
medium.17–19 The experimental data show that the phase
clusions interfere with the non-phase inclusions, depend
on saturation and heating regime, which in turn affects
specific behavior and further growth of the phase prec
tates.

CONCLUSIONS

Our simulation results show that when the concentrat
of excess Si in SiO2 reaches values on the order
1021cm23, cluster formation is abruptly enhanced. When im
plantation doses of Si ions in real experiments reach
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level of doping, they give rise to an intense band of b
luminescence which is attributable to the formation of Si–
bonds in SiO2 ~oxygen vacancies!. At doping levels used to
create light-emitting silicon nanostructures~,20 at. %!,
small clusters are predicted to predominate over large c
ters numerically, even when Si atoms contained in SiO2 are
included in the simulation. Despite this fact, incorporating
atoms from the host does lead to enlargement of the pre
tates. Heating increases the size of the clusters even m
which can be understood in terms of the increase in the
teraction radii of Si atoms proportional toAD t. Although we
have included temperature effects through diffusion c
stants, the creation of new bonds actually takes place bec
of isolated atomic displacements rather than due to rand
walks. The system’s tendency to minimize its energy for
compactification of branching clusters into dense precipita
with well-defined phase boundaries. This process, which
simulated using the same diffusion characteristics of S
SiO2, is manifestly temperature-dependent in the inter
600–900 °C. In experiments, quenching of the luminesce
is observed at these temperatures, which is interpreted a
conversion of non-phase inclusions of Si into precipitates
the amorphous phase that contain centers of nonradiativ
combination, in particular, dangling bonds. The time it tak
to compactify a cluster increases as its size increases an
density decreases; for large and loose clusters the proba
of breakup into several parts increases. Since cluster gro
is possible at smaller values ofAD t than compactification,
the use of pulsed and combination annealings allows u
principle to control the precipitates. The fact that both cal
lated temperature dependences can be made to agree
experiment using only the single parameterAD t indicates
that cluster growth and compactification are determined~as
in ordinary diffusion! by the mobility of Si atoms in SiO2,
i.e., the probability of their translation to a neighboring p
sition per unit time. However, only compactification, whic
occurs at higher temperatures, is intrinsically diffusive
character.

We wish to thank Professor L. S. Smirnov for a use
discussion of this work.
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Optical spectra and electronic structure of indium nitride
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A complete set of fundamental optical functions is calculated for hexagonal indium nitride
(w-InN! in the energy range 0–130 eV based on knowledge of the reflection spectrum. The
integrated spectrum of the dielectric permittivity is resolved into elementary components.
Three fundamental parameters are determined for each component~the maximum energy, the
width, and the oscillator strength!. A possible origin of these components of the dielectric
constant is proposed on the basis of known theoretical calculations of the indium nitride band
structure. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00304-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Indium nitride usually crystallizes as a hexagonal wur
ite lattice (w-InN!.1,2 Thin films are obtained by cathod
sputtering or microwave gas-phase epitaxy from metal
ganic compounds on various substrates~substrates of hex
agonal sapphire Al2O3 give the best results known to date!.

The long-wavelength absorption edge of InN has be
discussed in many papers.1–7 As a rule, samples of InN con
tain a high concentration of free carriers~up to 1020cm23 or
higher! and every possible lattice defect. This prevents
from studying free excitons and the fine structure of
threefold-degenerate top of the valence band, as is don
GaN.1 Analysis of the data in these papers gives a width
the band gap corresponding to direct allowed transitions
the rangeEg51.7–2.0 eV. Refractive indices of strong
doped polycrystalline films measured over the band of p
ton energies where they are transparent are found to
from 2.90 at a photon energyE51.4 eV down to 1.63 at
E50.78 eV~Ref. 4!.

Both pure InN and its solid solutions with GaN and Al
are promising materials for making optoelectronic and so
cell elements. Before their device parameters can be qu
tatively determined, however, it is necessary to know th
absorption spectra, i.e., their dielectric permittivities in t
region of intrinsic absorption. InN is also theoretically inte
esting as a model semiconducting elemental nitride crys

Although the electronic structure ofw-InN has been in-
vestigated theoretically in many papers,1 there is little experi-
mental data available.1,2 Maxima are observed in the reflec
tion spectra of InN films8 at 5.0, 5.5, 5.8, 7.3, and 8.8 eV
Sullivanet al.6 studied the dielectric permittivity spectrum i
the range 2.5–5.5 eV. It consists of a single band with
maximum at 5 eV. There is therefore an urgent need
experimental and theoretical studies of the optical spe
and electronic structure ofw-InN over a wide range of ener
gies for fundamental absorption. Such a study became
sible after publication9,10 of the reflection spectrum of single
3851063-7826/99/33(4)/6/$15.00
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crystal films ofw-InN in the energy rangeE52–130 eV.
The problem of identifying the electronic structure of

solid in a wide range of fundamental absorption energies
be addressed in three stages. First, the spectrum of at
one optical function must be measured; secondly, this sp
trum must be used to calculate optical spectra for all
remaining functions. Finally, the structures of at least so
of these functions must be identified and compared w
known theoretical data on energy levels and transition sp
tra. As a rule, all three of these stages reduce to discus
theoretical results based on only a single reflection spectr

It is well known that the best way to obtain extensi
amounts of revealing information about the parameters
distinctive features of a material’s electronic structure is
derive a complete set of spectra of the fundamental opt
functions in the energy range for intrinsic absorption. The
functions are: the reflection coefficient (R); the absorption
coefficient (m); the refraction index (n) and absorption in-
dex (k); the real («1) and imaginary («2) parts of the dielec-
tric permittivity («); the function E2«2, which is propor-
tional to the combined density of states in the approximat
of a constant transition probability; the number of valen
electronsneff(E) that participate in transitions up to a give
energyE, in fractions of the total number of valence ele
trons per unit cell; the characteristic bulk~-Im«21) and sur-
face @-Im~11«)21# electron loss functions; and the electr
optic functionsa and b used for quantitative analysis o
modulated optical spectra, etc.11

Guo et al.9,10 used the reflection spectrum, but did n
calculate a full set of functions. Specifically, they did n
resolve the spectrum of«2 into its components; instead, the
gave a comparison with theory for only the six maxima of«2

in the rangeE54–12 eV based on one of many theoretic
papers. Their calculated values for the refractive indexn
turned out to be smaller than unity for energiesE. 10 eV;
moreover, the calculated value of«2 at 2 eV reported in Ref.
9 is ; 2 instead of zero, i.e., it is greatly overestimate
These physically meaningless results are probably an ind
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Experimental reflection spectrumR of indium nitride based on data from Ref. 9 (a,1) and computed spectra. a:2 — n, 3 — «1; b: 4 — «2, 5 — k,
6 — m, 7 — E2«2; c: 8 — neff , 9 — @2Im «21#, 10 — @2Im («11)21#; d: 11 — a, 12 — b.
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tion that the calculations of the authors are insufficiently
curate. This deficiency will in turn make the calculations
the other optical functions erroneous as well.

The goal of this report is to derive a full set of optic
functions forw-InN in the rangeE52–130 eV, to resolve
the overall spectra of«2 and «1 into components, to deter
mine three parameters for each component, and to com
the results obtained with the data from theoretical calcu
tions of the bands and«2 ~Figs. 1 and 2, and Table I!.

METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

The method we used to derive the set of optical fu
tions and resolve the total dielectric permittivity curve in
elementary components has been used many times an
-
f

re
-

-

de-

scribed in detail in Ref. 11. Let us briefly consider its fund
mental features. Usually the input data to such calculati
are known experimental reflection spectra in a wide range
intrinsic absorption energies fromEg up to 10 or 100 eV, as
well as in the transparent range. The missing portion of
spectrum at high energies is traditionally modeled by add
terms likeE2p, wherep is a fitting parameter between 2 an
4. As a rule,R!0.1 in the energy rangeE.10 eV, which is
also true for our case, i.e., InN. Therefore, the method u
to extrapolate the reflection coefficient to spectral reg
where it does not change will to high accuracy have no eff
on the computed values of the other functions. The in
grated Kramers-Kronig relations with respect to the refl
tion spectrum are then used to compute the phase of
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~Continuation of Fig. 1!
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reflected wave. All the remaining optical functions except
neff and the effective dielectric permittivity«eff ~see Ref. 11!
can easily be determined from simple analytic expressio
and neff and «eff can be determined from simple integra
over the functionsE«2 andE21«2.

The experimental reflection curve and other optical fu
tions calculated from it are the result of summing over co
tributions from all transitions from occupied states to fr
states over the entire volume of the Brillouin zone. Beca
of the large half-width of the transition bands and th
strong overlap, some of these bands do not give rise
maxima in the integrated spectrum ofR or «2; moreover, the
energy positions of maxima of the total spectra ofR or «2

can differ significantly from the true energies at which t
individual transition bands have peaks. Very often the to
r

s;

-
-

e
r
to

l

spectra ofR or «2 are modeled asN symmetric Lorentzian
oscillators with a large number of fitting parameters~from 12
for N54 to 30~!! for N510 or higher!. This model requires
three parameters for each oscillator: the energy of the m
mum Ei , its half-widthHi , and the oscillator strengthf i .

In this paper we use the method of combined Arga
diagrams, which is based on the idea that for a symme
Lorentzian oscillator the function«25 f («1) has the form of
an almost perfect circle, whose center coordinates and ra
directly determine the three oscillator parameters (Ei , Hi ,
f i). We first construct an overall Argand diagram based
the total spectra of«2 and«1 of the crystal. Analysis of this
diagram allows us to unambiguously resolve the total sp
trum of «2 into its elementary components without any fi
ting parameters, and to determine its parameters.
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FIG. 2. Integrated spectrum of«2 for
w-InN ~upper curve! and its resolution
into components.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental spectrum ofw-InN given in Ref. 9 in
the rangeE52–20 eV contains maxima at;2.3, 5.3, 7.95,
8.90, 10.25, 11.2 eV~Fig. 1a!. All of these maxima are lo-
cated in a region of intense intrinsic absorption. The refl
tion coefficient in the energy rangeE. 15 eV is very small:
; 0.02 and 0.002, respectively, at 20 and 100 eV~Ref. 10!.
We will therefore discuss our results only in the range
20 eV.

The resolved maxima in the spectra ofn and «2 are
almost the same~Fig. 1a!. With increasing energy, thes
spectra shift toward lower energies relative to such reflec
-

n

maxima; this shift increases from zero atE52.3 eV to 0.3–
0.5 eV at subsequent maxima. The refractive index is
maximum (n52.78! at 4.80 eV, and is greater than uni
over the entire energy range. The real part of the dielec
permittivity «1 attains its largest values of 7.56 and 7.42
2.30 and 4.45 eV, respectively, and is positive in the en
region, i.e.,n.k in the rangeE52–20 eV.

The spectra of four other functions («2 , k, m, andE2«2)
are similar in the entire wide range of energiesE52–20 eV
~Fig. 1b!. Their largest values are as follows:«254.93 ~at
5.55 eV!, k50.99 ~at 5.65 eV!, m51.143106 cm21 ~at
11.60 eV!, andE2«25 528.7 (eV)2 ~at 11.2 eV!. The shift of
AO—
and
TABLE I. ParametersEi , Hi , f i , andSi /Smax of InN oscillators (Oi), and the nature and energy~in eV! of
components of«2 based on theory from Refs. 12 and 14–16.

Oi Our data 12 14 15 16

Ei , eV Hi , eV f i Si /Smax EPP MPP OLCAO SETB

O1 2.46 0.2 0.59 0.04 ••• ••• ••• •••
O2 2.79 0.5 0.90 0.10 ••• ••• ••• •••
O3 3.7 1.1 0.75 0.17 D 4 D 3.4 ••• GA 4.4
O4 4.85 0.7 0.39 0.18 ••• S 4.8,D 4.4 ••• •••
O5 5.55 1.2 1.27 1.0 S 5.5 M 5.2 LA 5.6 •••
O6 6.3 1.0 0.33 0.37 ••• S 6.4,M 5.8 S 6.2 S 6.7
O7 7.0 0.9 0.13 0.17 M 7.2 S 7.2 S 7.0 S 6.7
O8 7.5 0.7 0.07 0.09 S 7.6 S 7.4, 7.8 S 7.7 L 7.3
O9 8.0 0.7 0.19 0.28 G 7.9,K 8.1 M 8 S 8.3, 8.0 S 8.3,GA 8.3
O10 8.9 0.85 0.27 0.48 D 9 S 8.8 LA 8.6, 9.0 S 9.2,G 9
O11 9.3 0.5 0.04 0.08 K 8.6 S 9.2, 9.5, 9.6 S 9.3 S 9.2,G 9
O12 10.0 1.2 0.22 0.48 M 8.6 S 10.2 S 10.1 L 11
O13 11.1 1.7 0.40 0.99 K, M 11.3 S 10.6, 10.8 S 10.7, 11.1 L 11

LA 10.7
O14 11.8 1.4 0.08 0.22 M 11.7 M 11.6, 12 S 11.5 S 12

G 11.7,D 12 S 12, 12.2 LA,12
O15 12.85 2.1 0.27 0.78 S 14.5 S 14 S 13, 12.8 G 14
O16 14.25 1.6 0.09 0.27 ••• ••• S 14, 14.6 •••

LA 14
O17 16.15 2.2 0.09 0.29 S 16.2 LA 15.6, 16

H 16.7 ••• S 16.5 •••
O18 18.15 0.9 0.02 0.07 H 17.5 ••• S 17.5 •••
O19 19.65 0.87 0.03 0.08 ••• ••• S 20.5 •••

LA 21, 19

Note: EPP—method of empirical pseudopotentials; MPP—method of model pseudopotentials; OLC
method of orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals in the local-density approximation;
SETB—semi-empirical tight-binding method.
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the maxima ofm andk relative to the maxima of«2 at high
energies increases rapidly with decreasing wavelength.
position of many maxima of the spectra ofR and «2 are
almost the same.

The spectra of characteristic bulk and surface losses
electrons are also similar~Fig. 1c!. Their maxima are shifted
toward high energies relative to maxima of«2 by ;0.1–0.4
eV. This shift determines the energy of longitudina
transverse splitting of the transitions.

With decreasing wavelength, the effective number of
lence electrons participating in the transitions increases,
slowly ~for E,5 eV!, and then very rapidly and almost lin
early with increasing energy in the regionE58–14 eV. After
E'14 eV we observe a transition to saturation withneff'
6.5 ~at E520 eV!. The maxima of the two most intense an
broadest bands of the excitation spectra~bulk and surface
plasmons! of w-InN are located at 15.05 and 14.45 eV an
accordingly, the effective number of valence electronsneff

increases within the half-width of the band of bulk plasmo
from 4.5 to 6.25. Since a single formula unit of InN contri
utes five valence electrons, the increased value ofneff in the
band of bulk plasmons shows that electrons from deeper
els participate to a considerable degree in the excitation
bulk plasmons, in addition to the five uppermost valen
electrons.

The electro-optic functionb is negative in the range
E50–19 eV, while the functiona.0 in the intervals
E50–10 eV and 17.5–20 eV~Fig. 1d!. In the rangeE50–4
eV we haveubu!a; i.e., in this region—where modulatio
spectra are currently most often encountered—we can d
gard the contribution from changes in the imaginary part
the dielectric permittivity.

In the energy rangeE560–130 eV the measured refle
tion is very weak:R<0.003~Ref. 10!. The computed values
of other functions lie in the following ranges:«151.15–
1.24, n51.08–1.11,«250.04–0.1, andk50.02–0.05. The
number of valence electronsneff increases with increasin
energy linearly from 10 at 60 eV to 14 at 113 eV, and th
undergoes a rather small jump to 15.7 at 128 eV.

Thus, we have obtained a complete set of optical fu
tions for w–InN in the rangeE50–130 eV. Comparison o
our results with data from calculations ofn, k, «2, given in
Refs. 9 and 10, reveals errors in these papers: a physi
meaningless valuesn,1 in the rangeE510–50 eV, overes-
timation ofm, «2 , k in the rangeE52–4 eV, overestimation
of m in the rangeE58–13 eV, etc.

Of all the optical functions, theoretical calculations a
available only for «2 ~in relative units! in the range
E51.15–16 eV ~Ref. 12!. This spectrum of«2 contains
maxima in the neighborhood of the maxima of our spec
i.e., it would seem that the theoretical data for«2 is in good
agreement with our results. However, the theoretical sp
trum differs from our experimental-calculated spectrum
«2 by the absence of a very long-wavelength maximum a
an expected strong decrease in intensity of«2 with increas-
ing energy. The latter effect is characteristic of theoreti
calculations of«2 andR for many crystals. The nature of thi
discrepancy has yet to be been explained.11
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Using the method of Argand diagrams,11,13 we resolved
the total«2 curve for w-InN into components in the rang
E52–130 eV~in Fig. 2 and in Table I we show only result
for the rangeE52–20 eV!. Often the oscillator strengthf i is
averaged with respect to the total number of valence e
trons. In this casef i is proportional to the area of the bandSi

in the spectrum«2(E). However, in the presence ofneff(E) it
is more correct to takeneff(E) into account in computingf i .
Both methods of calculating the band intensities are rep
sented in Table I by values off i and Si /Smax. In resolving
the spectrum of the dielectric permittivity, in addition to th
six bands that coincide with maxima of the overall curve«2

we identified another twelve bands which are not obser
structurally in the total spectra of the optical functions. T
distribution of bands with respect to intensity can be a
lyzed using the standard method: according to their areaSi .

Our model for resolving the total spectrum of«2 into
components is the widely used theoretical representatio
the dielectric permittivity as a sum of contributions fro
symmetric Lorentzian oscillators. The set we used forw-InN
was the smallest possible. Each component sums up tra
tions that are close in energy, but not necessarily of sim
nature.

Of all the optical functions, we obtain only the reflectio
spectrum experimentally over the wide range of energies
intrinsic absorption. The energies at which it peaks are u
to determined several of the fitting parameters of the theo
Accordingly, we introduce errors into the theoretical calc
lations, and sometimes very large ones, since the trans
energies correspond to maxima of«2 ~or m,k), but not
maxima ofR. It is important to note that theoretical calcula
tions of the bands and spectra of optical functions could
be verified with only the previously used reflection spectru
available. This clearly shows how much new and detai
information we gain by using a complete set of optical fun
tions and by resolving the total spectrum of«2 into its com-
ponents, information that can be the basis for new theoret
calculations of the electronic structure and determination
parameters for phenomena inw-InN.

It is difficult to determine unambiguously what specifi
material property the components of the«2 spectrum repre-
sent. At this time, there is no theory of optical properties t
can combine the direct-interband-gap model with t
metastable- exciton model.11 One widely used qualitative
guideline says that the most intense interband, and acc
ingly excitonic, transitions must be observed betweeen p
of bands—a valence band and a conduction band—that
parallel. Let us accordingly discuss the specific nature
components of«2 on the basis of one of the two mode
mentioned above. We must take into account corrections
the binding energy of metastable excitons, which can re
values of 0.5 eV or larger. Although the maxima in the sp
trum of «2 can be explained much easier on the basis of
excitonic model than in the approximation of interband tra
sitions, calculations for metastable excitons are unkno
Therefore, the nature of optical spectra is usually discus
in a band model.

In the rangeE530–130 eV, reflection and absorptio
are very weak. In the total curves forR, «2 , k, andm, how-
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ever, the maxima are barely noticeable at;33.70 eV and
;120 eV. The resolved spectrum of«2 in this range contains
more than twelve bands. Our data on the spectra of op
functions and their components and the parameters of
bands involved in transitions will be presented in more de
in another paper.

The band structure ofw-InN has been calculated by var
ous methods: empirical12 and model-based14 pseudopoten-
tials, orthogonalized linear combinations of atomic orbit
in the local-density approximation,15 and the semi-empirica
tight-binding method.16 We have searched for pairs of almo
parallel bands based on data from these theoretical pa
viewing them as the most likely candidates for interba
transitions. Their energies and natures are listed in Table
cases where there is no enumeration of the bands we
only points (G,L) or directions (S,M ,LA) in the Brillouin
zone. The theoretical results for energies and the spe
nature of the transitionsEi which we have identified some
times differ from one paper to another, and this is natu
Since the reflection spectrum ofw-InN was unknown to
theorists, the model we have adopted, using the energie
maxima in the reflection, could not be applied. Con
quently, we cannot give preference to any one theoret
paper~see Refs. 12 and 14–16! at this time. Our identifica-
tions of the transition bands, which we list in Table I, co
stitute a first attempt to compare theory and experiment
the electronic structure ofw-InN in the fundamental-
absorption energy range.

CONCLUSIONS

We have derived the first complete set of fundamen
optical functions forw-InN in the energy rangeE52–20 eV,
and have resolved the total spectrum of the dielectric per
al
he
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rs,
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tivity into 19 transition bands without fitting parameters. W
have also identified their nature on the basis of known b
calculations, thereby providing a new data base for m
precise calculations and understanding of the electro
structure ofw-InN.

This work was supported by the Center for Fundamen
Natural Science at St. Petersburg State University.
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Electrostatic model of the energy gap between Hubbard bands for boron atoms in
silicon
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Electrostatics is used to model the narrowing of the energy gap«2 between Hubbard bands~the
A0- andA1-bands! in a p-doped semiconductor with increasing acceptor concentration
N5N01N211N11 and with increasing degree of compensationK by donors forN21'KN.
The screening of impurity ions by holes hopping from acceptor to acceptor is taken into
account. It is shown that this effect leads to a shift of theA0-band towards the valence band and
the A1-band towards the conduction band. The concentration of holes hopping in the
A1-bandN11N0 /N is determined by the energy of their thermal generation«2 from theA0-band.
The values of«2 calculated for Si : B are in agreement with experimental data. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00404-4#
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1. It is known1 that strongly doped, weakly compensat
Si : B crystals support not onlyA0-centers, i.e., boron atom
in charge states (21) and (0), but also coexisting
A1-centers, i.e., boron atoms in charge state~11!. Because
states of holes bound to neutral acceptors have a statis
scatter in energy, they form theA1-band~the upper Hubbard
band!, which is closer to the top of the valence band than
A0-band~the lower Hubbard band!.

In the model of Ref. 2~see also Ref. 3!, the authors
solved the Schro¨dinger equation in order to find the splittin
of symmetric and antisymmetric terms of a positive
charged molecule consisting of two acceptors in cha
states (0) and (11). It was shown that the exchange inte
action for these molecules causes the activation energy«x for
the transition of a hole from theA1-band to the valence ban
to increase with increasing acceptor concentrationN as the
temperatureT→0 K. According to Refs. 2 and 4, the energ
gap«2 between Hubbard bands is

«25I a2I d24pa0
3NV0F11

16~41a!

~21a!3 G5I a2«x , ~1!

where I a and I d are transition energies for a hole from a
isolated neutral acceptor (a) and positively charged accepto
(d) to the valence band~the v-band!; «x is the energy gap
between the A1- and v-bands, and V05e2/8p«a0 ;
«5« r«0 is the static dielectric permittivity of the undope
crystal (« r511.47 for Si; see Ref. 5!; a05\/A2mIa is the
Bohr radius for localization of a hole at a neutral accept
a5a0 /a11 is the ratio ofa0 to the localization length of a
hole at a positively charged acceptora115\/A2mId; and
m50.153m0 is the effective mass of a light hole in Si.1,6 For
boron atoms in silicon we haveI a' 44.4 meV ~Ref. 7!,
I d' 2 meV ~Ref. 1!; anda5a0 /a11'0.212.

However, the shift of theA0-band toward thev-band,
which strongly affects the probability of thermal ejection o
hole from theA0- to theA1-band, was disregarded in Refs.
and 3. In addition, those authors did not determine the
3911063-7826/99/33(4)/3/$15.00
cal

e

e
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pendence of«x on temperatureT and degree of compensa
tion K of the acceptors by donors.~The experiments of Ref
1 showed that«x increases with increasingK andT.!

In Ref. 8 the energy«x required to transport one of th
two holes bound to aA1-center to infinity was calculated
with allowance for the screening of the Coulomb interacti
between charges of theA1-center by the degenerate gas
v-band holes. However, the conclusion of Ref. 8 that«x

decreases with increasing hole concentration in thev-band
has found no support in the experiments of Ref. 4, where«x

was inferred from studies of the thermal ejection of ho
from theA1-band to thev-band for various values ofN ~see
also Ref. 1!.

In this study our goal was to describe the variation of«2

with increasing acceptor concentration and the degree
compensation for holes in theA1- andA0- bands that move
by hopping transport and screen the impurity ions.

2. The equation of electrical neutrality for a semicondu
tor with A1- andA0-bands has the form

N111KN5N21 , ~2!

whereN5N01N111N21 is the total concentration of ac
ceptors in charge states(0), (11), and (21), respectively,
and KN is the concentration of acceptors compensated
donors.

The concentration of neutralN0, negatively chargedN21

acceptors, and positively chargedN11 acceptors average
over the crystal, taking into account that their energy lev
Ed5E212E0 andEa5E02E11 are distributed with densi-
ties ga andgd , is9,10

Nt5NE E f tgagddEadEd , ~3!

where

f t
215 (

s521

11

gsg t
21 exp@2@~s2t !EF2Et1Es#/kBT#.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Here f t is the probability that an acceptor with energyEt and
number of quantum statesg t is found in one of the three
possible charge statest521, 0,11; EF.0 is the Fermi
level; andkBT is the thermal energy. We choose to meas
energies from the top of thev-band of undoped Si. If the
excited states of holes localized at a boron atom are igno
we have:1,10 ga5g0 /g2154, gd5g0 /g1151/4.

The transition of an acceptor from a neutral (0) to
negatively charged (21) state with thermal emission of
hole from theA0- to thev-band is accompanied by absor
tion of an energyEa5E212E0.0. The transition of an
acceptor from a positively charged (11) state to a neutra
(0) state is accompanied by absorption of an energyEd

5E02E11 ~emission of a hole from theA1-band to the
v-band!. When two neutral acceptors ‘‘decay’’ into neg
tively and positively charged ions, an energyEa2Ed5E21

1E1122E0 is absorbed.
Let us assume that the acceptor levelsEa and Ed are

normally distributed with densities centered aroundEa and
Ed, corresponding to the centers of theA0- andA1-bands:9

ga(d)5
1

A2pWa(d)

expF2
1

2 S Ea(d)2Ea(d)

Wa(d)
D 2G . ~4!

If we postulate a pure Coulomb interaction between nei
boring ions,Wa(d) is given by the expression11

Wa5Wd5W'1.64
e2

4p« S 8p

3
N21D 1/3

. ~5!

The total concentration of ionized impurities isN211N11

1KN52N21.
As the authors of Refs. 11 and 12 showed, screenin

ions by holes hopping from motionless acceptor to moti
less acceptor causes the levelEa to shift toward thev-band
and the levelEd to shift away from thev-band. These shifts
of theA0- andA1-bands in opposite directions are explain
by the decrease in the energiesE21 andE11 of the negative
and positive acceptor charge states due to their screenin
holes hopping from acceptor to acceptor:12

Ea5I a2
3e2

16p«~l1 l !
, Ed5I d1

3e2

16p«~l1 l !
, ~6!

whereI a5I 212I 0 ; I d5I 02I 11 ; l 50.554@(11K)N#21/3 is
the average distance between the closest impurity atoms
l is the screening length for the electrostatic field:9

l225
e2N

2«kBT (
t521

11

(
s521

11

~ t2s!2 E E f t f sgagddEadEd .

~7!

Note that if we take Eqs.~7! and~5! into account, Eq.~6!
implies that the transition energy of a hole from theA1-band
to thev-band (Ed) increases with increasingN, in agreement
with the experimental data reported in Ref. 1.

3. According to Ref. 13, the electrical conductivity du
to hopping of holes from acceptor to acceptor is made up
the electrical conductivity of theA0-bandsh15eNh1M0,21

and the electrical conductivity of the A1-band
sh25eNh2M 11,0, whereNh15N0N21 /N is the concentra-
e

d,

-

of
-

by

nd

f

tion and M0,21 is the mobility of holes that hop in the
A0-band, while Nh25N11N0 /N is the concentration and
M 11,0 is the mobility of holes that hop in theA1-band. The
concentrations of holes hopping in theA0- andA1- bands for
N115N21@KN has a maximum valueNh15Nh25N/8.

According to the estimates of Refs. 1, 4, 14, and 15,
hopping mobility of holes in theA1-band (M 11,0) is much
larger than in theA0-band (M0,21). Consequently, for the
ranges of temperatures, compensation degrees, and acc
concentrations wheresh2@sh1, the temperature dependenc
of the hopping conductivity is13

sh11sh2'sh2} expS 2
«2

kBTD , ~8!

where«2 is the energy of thermal generation of holes fro
A0- to A1-bands.

The temperature dependence ofsh2 is determined by the
change in the concentration of holesNh25N11N0 /N that
hop in theA1-band, while the dependence ofM 11,0 on T
gives the activation energy for transport of a hole in t
A1-band, whose value is smaller or at most equal toW. For
«2@W we then have the following expression from Eq.~8!:

«252kB

d ln sh2

d~1/T!
'2kB

d ln Nh2

d~1/T!

52kBFN0
21 dN0

d~1/T!
1N11

21 dN11

d~1/T!G , ~9!

where the derivatives with respect to temperature are de
mined from the equation of electrical neutrality~2! with al-
lowance for Eq.~3!; the dependence ofW andl on T can be
ignored.

For N11!N21'KN!N, in accordance with Eq.~7!,
the primary contribution to the screening comes from
holes of theA0-band, becauseNh1@Nh2. ForkBT>W, using
Eqs.~2!–~7!, from Eq. ~9! we can then write for«2

«2'I a2I d2
3e2

8p«~l1 l !
22

W2

kBT
. ~10!

As the concentration of acceptorsN increases, the condition
for applicability of Eq. ~10! at low temperatures and low
degrees of compensation are satisfied as long as the F
level is closer to theA0- than to the A1-band, i.e.,
EF.(Ed1Ea)/2. As the occupation of theA1-band by holes
increases, the conditionN11!N21'KN is violated, and the
A1- andA0-bands rapidly broaden and shift apart from o
another. ForEd2Ea'W the activated character of the hop
ping conductivity arises not only from the temperature d
pendence of the occupation of theA1-band by holes from
the A0-band, but is also determined by the activation en
gies for transport of holes from acceptor to acceptor in
A1- andA0-bands. Therefore, whenN11@KN, Eqs.~9! and
~10! for «2 cannot be used.

4. Figure 1 shows activation energies«2 for hopping
electrical conductivity stimulated by thermal ejection
holes from theA0-band to theA1-band for the example o
Si : B as a function of boron concentration; these are exp
mental data13,14and calculations based on Eq.~9! and on the
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model of Ref. 2. In the calculations we assumeT520 K,
because in the neighborhood of this temperature therm
activated conductivity is observed in theA1-band.14 For
these calculations three values of compensation were ch
(K5331024, 1023, and 331023), which are close to ex-
perimental data.14,15 For largeN the value ofK is smaller. It
is clear that in accordance with experiment1,4 the energy«2

decreases with increasing compensation. The calcul
curves 1 –3 atT 5 20 K are bounded by the same values
N as long asN11!N21'KN; the limiting values ofN are
denoted by vertical lines. According to the data of Refs.
and 16,* the activation energy for hopping conductivity
the A0-band of Si : B«2' 5 meV for N'1017– 1018cm23,
K,1022, andT,10 K.

In Ref. 4 the activation energy«x for electrical conduc-
tivity in the v-band was measured by photoexciting ho
from theA0-band to theA1-band, which were subsequent
emitted thermally into thev-band. These experiments we
done at acceptor concentrationsN,1017cm23, at which
there is no hopping conductivity from acceptor to accepto
theA1-band without illumination. In this case the activatio
energy«x corresponds to the average energyEd for a hole to
go from theA1-band to thev-band~see Ref. 12!. In order to
compare«x from Ref. 4 with our calculations of«2, we must
take into account that at low acceptor concentrations«2

'Ea2Ed and «x'Ed. From Eq.~6! it follows that in this
case the value ofEd increases with increasingN by as much

FIG. 1. Dependence of the thermal activation energy for transitions of h
from the A0- to the A1-band on the concentration of boron atoms in S
Calculations using Eq.~9! at T5 20 K for the following degrees of com
pensationK: 1 — 331024, 2 — 1023, 3 — 331023; 4 — calculation~see
Ref. 2! based on Eq.~1!. Experimental values: a—results of Ref. 1
b—data from Ref. 15, c—calculated using the expression«25I a1I d2«x

and data for«x from Ref. 4.
lly

en

ed
f
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as the quantityEa decreases~i.e.,Ed2I d5I a2Ea). Then the
energy for thermal activation of the transition of a hole fro
A0- to A1-band is«2'I a1I d22«x . In Fig. 1 we plot values
of «2 versusN, based on data for«x taken from Ref. 4~open
circles!.

5. In summary, we have derived an electrostatic mo
for the narrowing of the energy gap«2 between Hubbard
bands in ap-type doped semiconductor with increasing a
ceptor concentrationN5N01N211N11 and degree of
compensationK by donors whenN215N111KN'KN,
and applied it to the case of boron atoms in Si. In this mo
we take into account screening of the impurity ions by ho
that hop from acceptor to acceptor in theA0- andA1-bands.
We start by writing the hopping conductivity in theA1-band
as the concentration of hopping holesN11N0 /N times the
hole mobility and charge, and eventually obtain an expr
sion for«2. For the example of Si : B we have shown that t
computed values of«2 agree with experimental data.4,14,15

Note that our electrostatic model for calculating«2 agrees
qualitatively with the model of Refs. 2 and 3, but does n
support the conclusion of Ref. 8 regarding the shift of t
A1-band toward thev-band with increasing acceptor con
centration.

*Ref. 16 is cited in the Russian original, but is not listed in reference s
tion.
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The influence of defect clusters on redistribution of doping impurities in n- and p-type
Si0.7Ge0.3 irradiated by reactor neutrons

A. P. Dolgolenko

Institute for Nuclear Reasearch, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted April 15, 1998; accepted for publication September 7, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 405–409~April 1999!

Samples of a silicon-germanium solid solution withn- andp-type conductivities and resistivities
of 1–231023 V•cm doped with a natural mixture of phosphorus and boron isotopes were
studied while being irradiated in the reactor core of the VVR-M reactor at temperatures in the
range 200–500 °C. By using effective-medium theory it is possible to calculate the dose
dependence of the resistivity and thermoelectric power of these samples in detail under conditions
where clusters can act as effective nuclei for condensation of the doping impurities.
Volumes are determined within which clusters can trap doping boron and phosphorus impurities
during irradiation, and mean-statistical radii are calculated for the defect clusters and cross
sections for their incorporation. It is shown that precipitation of phosphorus primarily decreases
the concentration of carriers in a conducting host of the sample during irradiation, while
trapping of boron changes the concentration of carriers in the clusters. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00504-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The search for heat-resistant radiation-hard thermoe
tric materials has sparked much interest in the behavio
high-temperature materials based on solid solutions of
con and germanium irradiated by reactor neutrons.1–3 How-
ever, the literature contains very little conclusive data on
behavior of boron and phosphorus in a cubic lattice as pa
an overall picture of accumulation and annealing of radiat
defects caused by reactor neutrons.

Nevertheless, the authors of Ref. 4 have established
at doping levels of the order of 1019cm23 phosphorus re-
mains in the silicon lattice at substitutional positions up
temperatures of 200 °C, both during annealing and dur
irradiation by neutrons, while boron~up to 95%! enters into
complexes with defects but can be reactivated at 400 °C.
ter high-temperature irradiation of a semiconductor, the
mary defects that remain are clusters surrounded by sp
charge regions. In these regions, where electric fi
intensities can reach values of 106 V/cm, any 10 Å-size mo-
bile defect can obtain an energy of the order of 0.1 eV fr
the electric field.5,6

The electric and strain fields that surround clusters
not only capable of confining defects,7 but also of interacting
vigorously with impurities they capture.3,6 In their studies of
the influence of internal fields in neutron-irradiated silico
the authors of Ref. 6 showed that positively charged atom
lithium that enter the capture volume of a cluster decreas
negative charge. The loss of lithium from the conducti
volume is proportional to the density of defects introduc
Therefore, the question of how these clusters react with
ron and phosphorus during neutron irradiation is a relev
issue not only for the application of neutron doping, but a
for radiation stability of highly doped semiconducting the
moelectric materials.
3941063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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EXPERIMENT

The objects of our studies were samples of silico
germanium solid solution withn- and p-type conductivities
and resistivities of 1–231023 V•cm obtained by high-
temperature sintering and naturally doped with mixtures
phosphorus and boron isotopes. These samples were ir
ated in the reactor core of the VVR-M reactor at tempe
tures in the range 200–500 °C in a mixed neutron field. M
surements were made of the resistivity and thermoelec
power in the course of the irradiation, and the informati
obtained was accumulated in a computer for subsequent
cessing and analysis. Figures 1 and 2 show the experim
tally determined data on resistivity and absolute thermoe
tric power for samples ofn- and p-type Si0.7Ge0.3 with

FIG. 1. Dependence of the resistivityr of the alloy Si0.7Ge0.3 on the fast-
neutron flux~irradiation temperature 420 °C!: 1—p-type sample,2—n-type
sample; solid curves are calculations.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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starting carrier concentrationsn051.2431020cm23 and
p0[1.0831020cm23 after their irradiation with various
doses of fast neutrons. Usually, the changes in resistivity
thermoelectric power recorded as a function of the fast n
tron flux can be described in the framework of effectiv
medium theory as a transition from the initial conductivity
a conductivity determined by regions with the introduc
defects.8

THEORY

In Ref. 9 it was shown that neutrons with energies abo
36 keV are capable of creating clusters of defects in silic
The probability per unit length of fast neutrons creating th
clusters, which is the same inn- and p-type Si0.7Ge0.3, is
S50.15 cm21 if we assume that each scattered neutron c
ates a cluster of defects independently of the irradiation t
perature. This assumption is based on the idea that if
creased irradiation temperature leads to annealing of
small-size clusters, then heavy doping of samples of Si–
solid solution can lead to a spatial separation of prima
generated subcascades. Walker and Thompson10 used the
Monte Carlo method to calculate the dimensions of casca
created by first-generation knocked-out atoms in silic
from bismuth to nitrogen, and showed that with decreas
mass of these first-generation atoms the size of an ave
cascade increases along with the possibility of genera
isolated subcascades. Becausep-type samples were dope
naturally with a mixture of boron isotopes, thermal neutro
can react with10B according to the reaction10B(n,a)7Li. As
a result, a-particles and Li nuclei, whose total energi
amount to 2.66 MeV, are formed. Allowance for cluster fo
mation during scattering ofa-particles (Ea51.69 MeV!
leads to a change in the cross section for cluster formation
fast neutrons of only 2%. An increased concentration of
fects forms at the end of thea-particle range. These defect
however, cannot form clusters or at least nuclei, as a resu
aggregation, for subsequent vacancy formation, which t
could be converted into defect aggregates.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the thermoelectric powera of the alloy Si0.7Ge0.3 on
fast-neutron flux. Conductivity type of sample and irradiation temperat
1—p-type, 430 °C~see Ref. 2!, 2—n-type, 450 °C.
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Let us estimate how efficiently neutrons can form def
clusters, with allowance for scattering of7Li nuclei with
most probable energies on the order of 1 MeV by silicon
germanium atoms. We assume that the capture of each
mal neutron by a10B nucleus results in the creation of on
defect cluster on the average. Then the cross section for
ating defect clusters that lead to a fast-neutron flux (S) is

S5gaphR1S1 , ~1!

wherega is the cross section for capture of thermal neutro
by 10B (ga53838 barn!; p and h are the doping impurity
concentration and fraction of10B atoms;R is the ratio of flux
densities for thermal and fast neutrons; andS1 is the macro-
scopic cross section for formation of defect clusters cau
by the scattering of fast neutrons. The number of defect c
ters created (Nk) will then be

Nk5SF, ~2!

whereF is the flux of fast neutrons with energiesEn>36
keV.

As shown in Ref. 7, allowance for the strain-electrosta
fields of defects when regions of disorder are created sig
cantly increases the concentration of divacancies in the d
aged region. In Ref. 3 it was proposed that even after
formation of a defect cluster the presence of strain and e
trostatic fields around the damaged region can serve a
nucleus for the condensation of copper inp-Cu2Se. Once it
has precipitated out in the capture volume of the cluster,
copper is found to be electrically inert, whereas the conc
tration of holes in the conducting copper selenide host
creases.

It is natural to assume that defect clusters can also
sinks for doping impurities with a small diffusion coefficien
when a sample is irradiated at sufficiently high temperatu
conditions that exist in a reactor. Therefore, in order to
scribe the dose dependence of the resistivity and thermoe
tric power of then-type Si0.7Ge0.3 samples in more detail, we
will assume that when they are irradiated in a reactor a
temperature of about 420 °C, the doping phosphorus imp
ties they contain will lose their electrical activity, both b
virtue of natural precipitation onto intrinsic defects in th
presence of irradiation and after subsequent depositio
clusters. Usually,<40% of an initial phosphorus dopin
level (n051.2431020cm23) precipitates out before irradia
tion. Because the irradiation temperature of the sample
n, p-type Si0.7Ge0.3 exceed 400 °C, not only do the pho
phorus atoms remain electrically active during the irradiat
process~unless they turn out to be trapped by defect clust
or intrinsic defects!, but the boron atoms retain their electr
cal activity as well, both in the conducting host of th
samples and when they are captured in clusters. The ch
in carrier concentration of the conductingn-Si0.7Ge0.3 host,
and in the defect clusters created inp-Si0.7Ge0.3 by nuclear
radiation from the reactor, is then directly proportional to t
fraction of capture volume of the clusters:

DP5P`@12exp~2SVaF!#. ~3!

HereP` is the maximum boron or phosphorus concentrat
precipitated out into the capture volume of the clusters,

:
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TABLE I.

Material n0* , P1, P` , r 1, r a , y
Parameter type 1020 cm23 1018 cm23 1019 cm23 1028 cm 1028 cm

a, mV/K p 1.08 1.0 0.35 47 26.5 1.7
a, mV K n 0.73 6.3 22.0 41 47.0 0.88
r, V•cm p 1.08 1.0 0.35 42 33.0 1.7
r, V•cm n 0.73 6.3 22.0 38 47.0 0.88
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lost from the conducting host~for p- and n-type Si0.7Ge0.3

sample, respectively!; and V[(4/3)pr a
3 is the capture vol-

ume of a defect with radiusr a . Consequently, the conduc
tivity of the n-type Si0.7Ge0.3 host is

s0
n5qnmn , ~4!

whereq is the electron charge,mn is the mobility of electrons
in n-type Si0.7Ge0.3 before irradiation, andn5n0* 2Dp is the
concentration of carriers in the conducting host. The cond
tivity per unit volume of cluster created inp-Si0.7Ge0.3 can be
written as

s1
p[qpmp , ~5!

wheremp is the mobility of holes in the cluster volume fo
p-type samples, andp5p11Dp is the concentration of car
riers in the clusters.

According to effective-medium theory, the conductivi
of a medium containing high-resistivity clusters of defe
with conductivity s1 embedded in a host consisting of
material with conductivitys0 ~Ref. 8! is given by the expres
sions

seff5 f s0 , f 5a1S a21
x

2D 1/2

,

a5
1

2 F S 3

2
C2

1

2D ~12x!1
x

2G , x5s1 /s0 , ~6!

whereseff is the conductivity of the medium with incorpo
rated defect clusters, andC is the fraction of conducting
volume.

Using the standard expression for the fraction of nonc
ducting volume occupied by defect clusters, we can sh
that

C5exp~2SVF!, ~7!

whereV[(4/3)pr 1
3 is the volume of a cluster with radiusr 1.

The combined solution of Eqs.~6! under conditions~1!
and ~7! allows us to compute the average radius of def
clusters created by neutron irradiation in samples ofn-,
p-type Si0.7Ge0.3 at temperatures of about 700 K~Ref. 3!. In
order to describe the experimental dependence of the r
tivity on irradiation dose~fast-neutron flux! in more detail,
we took into account the change in carrier concentration
cording to Eqs.~3!–~5! in solving Eq. ~6!. The results of
these calculations are shown in Table I, wheren0* is the
carrier concentration after an hour of irradiation in the re
tor.
c-

-
w

t

is-

c-

-

We can determine the defect concentration (Nd) in clus-
ters created by neutrons when the latter overlap fully by m
suring the concentration of carriers in the sample before
after irradiation:

Nd5N02NF , ~8!

whereN0 and NF are the carrier concentrations before a
after irradiation. Using the relation between the conductiv
the Hall constant, and the Hall mobility for charge carrie
we can use the following expressions to describe the cha
in the thermoelectric power as a result of neutron bomba
ment (F):8

R5hR0 , m5gm0 ,

h5g/ f , y5m1 /m0 ,

g5 f 21F12
~2 f 11!2~12C!~12xy!

~2 f 11!2~12C!1~2 f 1x!2C
G , ~9!

whereR0 andR are the Hall constants before and after ne
tron bombardment,m0 andm are the charge-carrier mobili
ties before and after irradiation, andm1 is the charge-carrier
mobility for overlapping clusters.

While the sample was being irradiated in the channe
the reactor, we measured the differential thermoelec
power which allowed us to calculate the absolute therm
electric power. If we assume that a simple parabolic ban
sufficient to describe the silicon-germanium solid solutio
and that the scattering factor (r 51! does not change during
irradiation in the reactor core at temperatures in the ra
200–500 °C, we can find not only the carrier concentrat
from the experimental values of the thermoelectric pow
(a), but also use Eqs.~6! and ~9! from effective-medium
theory to calculate the thermoelectric power:

a~F1/2!5cspline@P0h21Nv
21#, ~10!

where F1/2 is the Fermi integral of degree 1/2,Nv is the
density of states in the conduction band, andP0 is the carrier
concentration in the conducting host of the sample.

The matrix for the procedure CSPLINE is calculat
from the known dependence of the thermoelectric power
the reduced Fermi level for a parabolic band when the s
tering factorr51.

RESULTS

Using Eqs.~6! and ~9! from effective-medium theory
and taking into account redistribution of doping boron a
phosphorus impurities according to Eqs.~3!–~5!, we can de-
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scribe the experimental data for dose dependence of th
sistivity and thermoelectric power in Si–Ge samples.

Our analysis of the experimental thermoelectric-pow
data in the framework of effective-medium theory revea
that the charge-carrier mobility increases inp-type samples
and decreases inn-type samples of Si0.7Ge0.3 alloys ~before
irradiation these mobilities aremn'50 cm2/(V•s) and
mp'40 cm2/(V•s) for electrons and holes at room tempe
ture!. However, the computed changes in carrier mobility (y)
for these materials do not correspond to their values m
sured after irradiation~the mobility of carriers inn-type
Si0.7Ge0.3 decreases by roughly a factor of 10, while
p-type Si0.7Ge0.3 it increases by only roughly a factor of 1.4!.
In our view, this behavior is attributable to the presence
potential and strain fields that surround the defect clust
which disappear when the clusters overlap fully at high ir
diation fluxes.

Table I shows clearly how much the carrier concent
tion in the conducting host and in the defect clusters chan
during irradiation. The concentration of electrically acti
phosphorus in the conducting host of ann-type Si0.7Ge0.3

sample, for example, decreases by 30% in the course of
tron irradiation due to precipitation at clusters, while f
p- Si0.7Ge0.3 samples the concentration of holes in clust
increases by roughly a factor of 3 from its initial value. T
calculations show that the radius of the capture volume o
cluster is smaller for boron than for phosphorus. In our vie
this result is attributable to the fact that boron, in preserv
its electric~negative! charge, is confined by the electric fie
of the cluster, whereas phosphorus probably is confined
the cluster’s strain field.

As it does for the dose dependence of the resistiv
allowance for the redistribution of doping impurities
n-p-Si0.7Ge0.3 samples via Eqs.~3!–~5! leads to a more de
tailed description of the experimental thermoelectric-pow
data as a function of fast-neutron flux. We were able to
scribe, for example, the dependence of the hole thermoe
tric power in p-Si0.7Ge0.3 ~Fig. 2! on the neutron flux well
enough to predict not only its maximum value at a flux
about 1019cm2, but also its falloff to values close to that o
the electron thermoelectric power at a flux on the order
231020cm2 in n-type Si0.7Ge0.3. The parameters used i
calculating values of the thermoelectric power in t
effective-medium theory are given in Table I.

When we take into account the redistribution of dopi
impurities during irradiation along with the consumption
re-
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10B in p-type Si0.7Ge0.3 and the precipitation of phosphoru
in n-Si0.7Ge0.3 at intrinsic defects, we find that the defe
concentration in clusters created inn-type samples turns ou
to be 9.831019cm23, while in p-type samples it is 9.6
31019cm23, In this case we assume that when clusters fo
near precipitation sites, the phosphorus atoms recover t
electrical activity.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that irradiation of highly doped mate
als by reactor neutrons, in particular materials based
silicon-germanium solid solutions, at elevated temperatu
of about 700°K leads to spatial redistribution of the dopi
impurities in the samples. During the irradiation, the impu
ties interact with the electrical and strain fields of the def
clusters created by neutrons from the reactor. Phospho
loses its electrical activity during irradiation, not only b
cause of precipitation at intrinsic defects but also at
newly introduced defect clusters, which are nuclei for
deposition. At these irradiation temperatures, boron does
lose its electrical activity in the samples, even if it is draw
by an electric field into a damaged cluster region. The mo
we have developed for defect formation allows us to desc
in detail the changes in kinetic coefficients as a function
fast-neutron flux. Our model gives more precise values
only of the sizes of the defect clusters but also the conc
trations of defects within them.
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Acoustostimulated activation of bound defects in CdHgTe alloys
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This paper describes the results of acoustodynamic studies of the electrical parameters~effective
electron concentrationn51/eRH and Hall mobilitymH5RH /r) of n-CdxHg12xTe crystals
(x'0.22). It is shown that ultrasonic loading~with intensities up to 0.53104 W/m2) leads to an
increase in the values ofn and mH in the impurity-conductivity temperature range
(T'100 K!. The authors explain the effects observed by invoking acoustostimulated liberation
~activation! of donor-like bound defects, leading to a corresponding decrease in the
scattering potential of alloy nonuniformities. Characteristic parameters of the acoustoelectric
interaction are evaluated in the framework of an assumed dislocation model. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00604-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A well-known characteristic of CdxHg12xTe crystals is
the presence of impurities and intrinsic point defects bou
to extended structural imperfections~dislocations, inclusions
of a second phase, small-angle boundaries, etc.!. It is highly
likely that external perturbations can cause these defec
become electrically active and give an additional contrib
tion to the conductivity. One such perturbation is tempe
ture; another is intense high-frequency ultrasonic loading
the crystal. Previous studies of the effect of ultrasonic lo
ing on the electrical and photoelectric parameters
CdxHg12xTe crystals, which focused primarily on residu
effects ~after ultrasonic processing!,1,2 established that the
nature of the acoustostimulated effects in II–VI semicond
tors is determined by acoustodislocation interactions and
fective conversion of the absorbed ultrasonic energy into
ternal vibrational states of the crystal.3 When this ultrasonic
energy is absorbed in a CdxHg12xTe sample, it intensifies
the diffusion-driven redistribution of point nonequilibrium
defects between the bulk ‘‘subblock’’ and extend
defects.4–6 However, dynamic ultrasonic loading at below
threshold intensities in samples with quasi-equilibrium sta
of their defect structure gives rise to completely different
processes which manifest themselves by reversible cha
in the electrical and acoustic parameters5,6 which require a
special study.

In order to clarify the mechanism of ac defect transf
mation we have studied the temperature and amplitude
pendences~from the intensity of the ultrasound! of the elec-
trical parameters~the concentrationn51/eRH and Hall
mobility mH5RH /r) of n-CdxHg12xTe crystals (x'0.22).

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In order to bring about a regime of dynamic ultrason
loading, we added acoustic elements to the setup for a s
dard Hall experiment~including a 0.45-T dc magnetic field!.7

Longitudinal ultrasonic vibrations~with frequency 5–7 MHz
and intensityWUS<0.53104 W/m2) were generated by a
3981063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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lithium niobate~35°Y-cut! transducer, and fed to the samp
through a quartz buffer, which was used for electrical iso
tion and acoustic matching. In order to prevent irreversi
ultrasonic effects, the intensityWUS did not exceed 0.5
3104 W/m2; high values ofWUS were used only at low
temperaturesT , 200 K. Particular attention was paid t
monitoring the temperature, due to the possibility of ad
tional ultrasonic heating. We were able to keep the tempe
ture constant to within at least 0.2 K, while making the u
trasonic measurements. The scheme for ultrasonic
loading the sample is shown in the inset in Fig. 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows temperature dependences of the con
tration n that are typical of then-CdxHg12xTe samples we
investigated, measured both without~curve 1! and with ul-
trasonic loading~curve2! in the temperature rangeT5 77–
200 K. The method of preparing the samples for measu
ment was described in Refs. 1, 2, and 9. WhenT, 110 K,
the functionn(T) was observed to saturate, i.e., the cond
tivity was impurity-like in character. Figure 1 also shows t
functionsmH(T) and data on the mobility of a structurall
perfect sample~curve4!.8 It is clear that at low temperature
(T, 120 K! the values ofmH for our samples are smalle
than those of a structurally perfect crystal, which is eviden
for the nonuniformity of the samples under study.9,10 It is
noteworthy that thermodynamic disorder at a level of 2–3
is a general characteristic of this material, due to the part
lar features of the phase diagram; for the most part,
determines the physical properties of the material as
whole.8,11

For all the samples we investigated~see Table I!, the
effect of ultrasonic loading on the electrical parameters in
impurity-conductivity temperature range (T, 120 K! mani-
fests itself as a decrease in the quantityRH and an increase in
mH . It noteworthy that switching on and switching off th
ultrasonic loading led to reversible relaxation of the elec
cal parameters, and the values ofn andmH returned to their
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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original values. The time for this relaxation oscillated b
tween a few seconds and hundreds of seconds, dependin
the sample, the ultrasound intensity, and the temperatur

The dependences ofn andmH on the effective ultrasonic
stress amplitudesUS , i.e.,n(sUS) andmH(sUS), are plotted
in Fig. 2 for one of the samples. The magnitude ofsUS is
determined by

sUS5~2rvUSWUS!1/2,

wherer is the density, andvUS is the velocity of ultrasound
in the crystal; for CdxHg12xTe we haver' 7.6 kg/m3, and
vUS' 3.43103 m/s. It is clear that increasing the ultrason

FIG. 1. n-Cd0.21Hg0.79Te ~sample 3!. Temperature dependences of the co
centrationn51/eRH ~1–3! and Hall mobility mH5RH /r ~18, 28, 4! for
sample 3 ofn-Cd0.21Hg0.79Te.1 and18 are without ultrasonic loading,2 and
28 are with ultrasonic loading (sUS'43105 Pa!, 3—theoretical dependence
of intrinsic concentration forx'0.21, 4—mobility of a structurally perfect
crystal ~see Ref. 8! The inset shows the scheme for ultrasonically load
the sample:1—sample,2—piezoelectric transducer,3— buffer. The mag-
netic field is directed perpendicular to the plane of the piezoelectric tr
ducer.
-
on

loading leads to an exponential growth inn, where the slope
of the function logn5f(sUS) increases somewhat with tem
perature. Every plot we made of the amplitude depende
mH(sUS) exhibited an initial range of linear growth inmH

with subsequent saturation. However, in contrast to the fu
tion n(sUS), the slope of the linear portion ofmH(sUS) did
not change appreciably with increasing temperature, w
its threshold for saturation shifted towards lower values
sUS .

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In analyzing the experimental data it is natural to st
from the fact that the behavior of the electrical characteris
at low temperaturesT, 120 K is determined by the defec
state of the structure, while the dynamic changes ofn andmH

s-

FIG. 2. Plots of the change in concentrationDnUS5n(Ti ,sUS)2n(Ti ,0)
~upper curves! and mobility mH ~lower curves! versus the stress of the
ultrasonic vibrationssUS , measured at temperaturesTi , K: 1 — 87, 2 —
93, 3 — 103, for sample 2 ofn-Cd0.22Hg0.78Te.
amples

‘US’’
TABLE I. Values of the Hall parameters and computed acoustoelectric interaction parameters for the s
of n-CdxHg12xTe under study (x'0.2120.22).

Sample 1/(eRH
0 ), mH

0 , sUS , 1/(eRH
US), mH

US , gn , gm /DE, DE,
No. T, K 1020 m23 m2/~V•s! 105 Pa 1020 m23 m2/~V•s! 10227 m3 10226 m3/eV eV

1* 77 9.3 4.0 5.3 14.7 7.0 6.1 14 0.05
2 87 3.1 5.5 3.7 4.4 9.1 6.2 6.6 0.09
2 93 3.2 6.7 3.7 4.5 8.4 7.4 6.6 0.11
2 103 3.9 6.8 3.7 5.4 7.6 9.7 6.6 0.14
3 77 3.0 5.3 3.3 4.0 9.0 ¯ ¯ ¯

4 77 2.8 14 3.7 3.4 16 ¯ ¯ ¯

*Note: The label ‘‘0’’ indicates a parameter obtained in the absence of ultrasonic loading; the label ‘
indicates the presence of ultrasonic loading. The values ofDE are estimated assuming thatgm5gn .
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in the ultrasonic field are a consequence of nonequilibri
short-time processes driven by the ac current~ac processes!
that transforms this defect state. It is noteworthy that pre
ously investigated mechanisms for residual ac-indu
changes in the electrical parameters ofn-CdxHg12xTe
samples ~internal ac annealing,2,4 decay of HgTe
inclusions,11 etc.! are not controlling factors for ultrasoni
loading in the dynamic regime. In fact, when the current fl
is uniform throughout the entire volume of the subblock, t
diffusive processes listed above require the presence
sources~or sinks! of point defects~dislocations, low-angle
boundaries, inclusions of a second phase, etc.12!, and also
rather high diffusion coefficients and processing times. T
relaxation times we observed, combined with the approxim
tion of using known high-temperature chemical diffusi
coefficients,13 indicate that at low temperatures (T, 150 K!
the estimated diffusion length does not exceed a few lat
constants even for the most mobile component of the s
solution, i.e., interstitial Hgi atoms. This allows us to assum
that ac processes in CdxHg12xTe crystals are nonequilibrium
in character. Primary evidence for this conclusion is th
reversibility and the absence of residual phenomena.

The decisive factor that creates these AC processes i
presence of an atmosphere of impurities and intrinsic def
‘‘bound’’ at dislocations and other imperfections. These i
purities can exist in the neutral and in the ionized states
the latter case they form space-charge regions. During u
sonic loading, some of these bound defects can be deta
and enter their electrically active state via thermal activat
with subsequent ionization, thereby becoming the same
the previously ionized defects.

4.1. THE EFFECT OF ULTRASOUND ON THE ELECTRON
CONCENTRATION

Let us denote the contributions of ‘‘free’’ donors Nd
0 and

‘‘free’’ acceptors Na
0 to the total carrier concentration in th

absence of ultrasonic loading byn05Nd
02Na

0 , and the con-
tribution from bound defects bynb5Nd

b2Na
b . It is important

to note that for our CdxHg12xTe crystals (x'0.21– 0.23) all
the donor impurity levels practically coincide with the bo
tom of the conduction band and are ionized even at liqu
helium temperatures, while for the intrinsic concentration
haveni,nb!n0 whenT< 100 K. Taking this circumstance
into account, but disregarding the possibility of multiple io
ization of various impurity levels, we can write the carri
concentration in the form

n5n01nb5~Nd
02Na

0!1~Nd
b2Na

b!. ~1!

For each group, the thermal activation of bound defe
is described by a corresponding expression:13

Nd,a
b ~T!5N0

b exp~2U0 /kT!, ~2!

whereNd,a
b is the concentration of donor- or acceptor-ty

defects, which as a result of thermal activation enter an e
trically active state;N0

b is the total concentration of boun
defects; andU0 is their binding~activation! energy. Disre-
garding thermoacoustic activation~and/or gettering! of
i-
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acceptor-type defectsNa
b ~compared toNd

b) for n-type crys-
tals, we can write from Eqs.~1! and ~2! the expression

n~T!2n05nb~T!5N0
b exp~2U0 /kT!. ~3!

Thermal activation of bound defects should manifest
self as a weak temperature dependence of the concentr
in the impurity-conductivity temperature range. It is cle
that whennb!n0 , it is very difficult to discern any such
dependence inn(T). However, a careful analysis of our dat
together with experimental data from the literature, sho
that certain CdxHg12xTe samples exhibit a weak increase
n ~in the range 80,T, 150 K!. We should emphasize on
more time that the increase in concentration in this tempe
ture range cannot be connected with ionization of impurit
or with the contribution of intrinsic carriers (ni,nb!n0).
Using the fact thatn0'n (77 K! and the experimental dat
on the functionn(T) measured in the absence of ultrasoun
we derive the following estimates from Eq.~3!: U05(0.05
60.02) eV andN0

b5(261)31022m23. The importance of
these parameters for clarifying the specific nature of
bound defects is beyond question; however, because of
comparatively narrow temperature range in which our inv
tigations were carried out~up to 78 K!, the accuracy of de-
terminingN0

b andU0 is rather low.
The effect of ultrasonic loading on the electrical para

eters will be discussed in the framework of dislocati
mechanisms,3,4 i.e., we identifyU0 , on the one hand, as th
energy for binding an impurity to a dislocation and, on t
other, as the energy of vibrational motion of a dislocatio
Let us consider the case of reversible effects, i.e., bel
threshold values of the intensityWUS , for which we can
ignore the stepwise motion of the dislocation. From theor
is known that external mechanical loading decreases
binding energy of a dislocation to a defect according to
approximately linear law.14,15 Assuming in the case of ultra
sonic loading thatUUS5U02gnsUS ~Ref. 3!, we rewrite Eq.
~2! in the form

Nd
b~T,sUS!5N0

b exp@2~U02gnsUS!/kT#, ~4!

wheregn is the effective interaction of an ultrasonic wav
with a crystal defect. Since the quantitysUS[s0 cos(2pft)
enters into the exponent in Eq.~4!, the average value of the
change in concentration over a period of the sound w
DnUS5n(Ti ,sUS)2n(Ti ,0) will not equal zero for
(gnsUS /kTi)>1, whereTi is a fixed temperature at whic
the amplitude measurements were made. This implies
during the expansion of a certain microvolume of crystal
increase in concentration of ionized defects in this microv
ume will not be compensated for in the next half-period
compression.3

In the theory of dislocations the quantityg5abl has the
sense of an activation volume, wherea and l are the ampli-
tude of displacement and length of the vibrating segmen
dislocation, respectively; andb is the Burgers vector.14 Note
that in our analysis of the vibrational ac motion of a disl
cation in a CdxHg12xTe crystal we assume a thermally ac
vated character for its motion, which is determined at te
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peratures T,300 °C by the impurity atmosphere.17

Therefore, using Eq.~4!, we can analyze the amplitude d
pendencen(sUS) by writing:

nb~sUS!5n~Ti ,sUS!2n0~Ti ,0!

5N0
b exp@2~U02gnsUS!/kTi #. ~5!

The values ofgn can be calculated according to Eq.~5! from
the slope of the experimental curves log@nb(sUS)#5f(sUS) at
fixed values of the temperatureTi ~see Fig. 2! ~the data are
listed in Table I!. The observed increase ingn , as the tem-
perature increases, confirms the thermally activated chara
of dislocation vibrations in II–VI crystals.15

4.2. EFFECT OF ULTRASOUND ON ELECTRON MOBILITY

We now turn to analysis of the influence of ultrasou
on the functionmH(T). Recall that for CdxHg12xTe crystals
in the temperature rangeT' 100 K, we should consider sca
tering by alloy nonuniformities and by lattice vibrations
determiningmH . 1,10,16 It is clear that the process of ultra
sonic activation of bound donors described above is not
form over the entire volume of the crystal, but rather is mo
effective in regions of maximum absorption of ultrason
energy, i.e., in regions with structural imperfections~nonuni-
formities!. Consequently, a local ac increase in the num
of ionized donors leads to ‘‘smoothing out’’ of fluctuation
in the nonuniformities of the potential~a change in the
space-charge region!, which in turn must lead to a decreas
in the scattering of the carriers. For a charge carrier re
ation time determined primarily by scattering by nonunifo
mities, the following expression is known:16

t5A/~m0
3/2DE2!,

wherem0 is the effective mass,DE is the scattering potentia
associated with nonuniformities of the solid solution, andA
is a coefficient that depends on the band parameters o
crystal and composition of the solid solution.16 Assuming
that ultrasonic loading decreasesDE according to a linear
law

DEUS5DE2gmsUS ,

and ignoring the influence of ultrasound on other parame
entering into Eq.~6!, we obtain an expression for the chan
in the quantitymH in an ultrasonic field:

DmUS5~mUS2m0!5~e/m!~tUSt0!

5m0~2sUSgm /DE!. ~6!

If we assume that atT5 100 K the dominant mechanism
for scattering in our samples is an alloy mechanism, th
using Eq.~7! and the experimental data of Fig. 2 we c
estimate the quantitygm/DE. The data are presented
Table I. It is interesting to estimate the value ofDE. Assum-
ing thatgm'gn , we find thatDE' 0.1 eV. For comparison
we note that the ‘‘zero-order’’ approximation in the theory
alloy scattering makes use of the difference in band-
widths of the alloy components.16

Since mH is determined by several electron scatteri
mechanisms in CdxHg12xTe, an ac decrease in the contrib
tion of scattering by nonuniformities should lead to an
creased role for other scattering mechanisms, which m
ter
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ht

depend only weakly on the ultrasound~or perhaps not—
compare curves18 and 28 for T. 150 K in Fig. 1!. It is
likely that the observed saturation of the functionmH(sUS)
is connected with this circumstance. The latter conclusio
also confirmed by the fact that the more perfect a crysta
CdxHg12xTe is, i.e., the closermH(T) is to curve4 ~Fig. 1!,
the smaller the ultrasonic effect of increasing mobility is
the impurity-conductivity range~see Table I, sample 4!.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we report the first results of an experime
tal study the electrical parameters of crystals
CdxHg12xTe, using the Hall effect in the presence of d
namic ultrasonic loading. We have shown that ultraso
loading at an intensityWUS<0.53104 W/m2 leads to an
increase in the effective concentration of electrons and
their mobility. The observed effects are explained in t
framework of a dislocation model for acoustostimulate
thermally activated liberation of bound defects of donor ty
and a corresponding decrease in the scattering potenti
alloy nonuniformities. Comparing the experimental data w
theoretical calculations on the basis of the model propo
here, we can estimate the characteristic parameters of
acoustoelectric interaction, whose values can be used for
liminary estimates of the structural quality of the origin
semiconductor samples of CdxHg12xTe.

In summary, by activating some of the bound defe
high-intensity sound can cause some appreciable trans
changes in the electrical parameters of the material, and
CdxHg12xTe crystals it is actually ‘‘active.’’18
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An electrostatic model is derived for the dependence of the thermal ionization energy of
hydrogenic impuritiesE1 on their concentrationN and degree of compensationK, with allowance
for the screening of ions by electrons~holes! that hop from impurity to impurity. It is
shown that the change inE1 with increasingN andK is connected with broadening of the impurity
band and its shift toward the valence (v) band for acceptors and toward the conduction
band~c! for donors. The shift in the impurity band is explained by a decrease in the affinity energy
of an ionized acceptor for a hole~or a donor for an electron! due to screening of the ions.
The impurity ion distribution density over the crystal is assumed to be Poisson-like, while its
energy distribution is normal. The electron densities of states in thev- andc-bands are
assumed to be those of the undoped crystal for the temperature interval in whichE1 is determined.
The values ofE1(N,K) calculated using the expressions given here coincide with known
experimental data for transmutation- doped Ge crystals. A description is given of the dependence
on N andK of the thermal ionization energy of Zn atoms inp-type Ge as they change from
a charge state~21! to ~22!. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00704-8#
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1. For definiteness let us assume the crystalline semic
ductor isp-type, which containsp5N212KN holes per unit
volume, N5N01N21 acceptors in charge states~21! and
~0!, andKN donors. Here and in what followsN denotes the
concentration of majority-carrier doping impurities, andK is
their degree of compensation.

The thermal ionization energyE1a equals the energy re
quired to detach a hole from a hydrogenic acceptor due
thermal fluctuations at the given temperature. Ordinarily,
value ofE1a is determined by analyzing the temperature d
pendence of the Hall concentration of holespH as they are
ejected into the valence (v) band from the acceptors. In thi
case it is assumed that in a strong magnetic field the foll
ing proportionality relations are correct for a thre
dimensional hole gas:1

pT23/2}pHT23/2} expS 2
E1a

kBTD .

In this case the thermal~Hall! ionization energy of the ac
ceptors is

E1a52kBd ln~pT23/2!/d~1/T!.kBT, ~1!

where

p52S 2pmpdkBT

~2p\!2 D 3/2

expS 2
EF

kBTD!K~12K !N;
4021063-7826/99/33(4)/5/$15.00
n-

to
e
-

-

kBT is the thermal energy,EF.0 is the Fermi level mea-
sured from the top of thev-band of an undoped crystal,mpd

is the effective mass of the hole density of states, andh is
Planck’s constant.

Here we note that for a nondegenerate semiconducto
low temperatures the average thermal wavelength of the
in thev-band,p\/A3mpdkBT, is much larger than the aver
age radius of the region assigned to a single point char
particle (3/8pN21)1/3. The hole, in fact, does not ‘‘feel’’ the
potential well of the ‘‘immobile’’ ionized impurities,2 so that
the tail of the density of states of thev-band can be ignored
and the expression forp is applicable.

In order to describe the dependence ofE1a on N andK,
we developed the methods of Refs. 3–7, which allow a co
parison with experimental data,8 when the width of the im-
purity band is much larger3 or much smaller4 than the ther-
mal energy.

The goal of this paper is to derive an electrostatic mo
for the dependence of the thermal ionization energy of
impurity on its concentration and compensation for arbitra
relations between the width of the impurity band and t
thermal energy in crystalline semiconductors.

2. The Fermi levelEF and alsodEF /dT are required in
order to calculate the ionization energyE1a according to Eq.
~1!. These quantities are found from the equation of electr
neutrality~we disregard the excited states of neutral and i
ized acceptors!:

N215NE
2`

1`

gaf 21d~Ea2Ēa!5p1KN, ~2!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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wherega5(A2pWa)21exp(2(Ea2Ēa)
2/2Wa

2) is the normal
density of the distribution of acceptor energy levels;f 21

512 f 05(11b exp((Ea2EF)/kBT))21 is the probability that
an acceptor with energy levelEa.0 relative to the top of the
v-band is ionized;b is a degeneracy factor~b54 for atoms
of Ga in Ge!; Wa is the effective width of the acceptor-ban
and Ēa.0 is the difference of acceptor energies in cha
states~21! and ~0! averaged over the crystal.

Let us compute the dependence of the acceptor b
parametersWa andĒa on the concentration of doping impu
rities and degree of compensation.

The mean-square fluctuationWz of the potential energy
of an ion with chargeze, taking into account a pure Coulom
interaction only with the nearest point defectz8e is9,10

Wz
25(

z8
E

0

`

Pz8uzz8
2 dr, ~3!

where

Pz8dr54pr 2Cz8 expF2~4p/3!r 2 (
z8Þ0

Cz8Gdr

is the Poisson probability that the point chargez8e located at
a distance fromr to r 1 dr is the closest charge to ionc with
chargeze, (z8Þ0Cz8 is the concentration of all the charge
particles,uzz8(r )5zz8e2/4p«r is the Coulomb energy of in
teraction of two nearest charges, and«5« r«0 is the dielec-
tric constant of the crystal lattice. The potential energy of
ion with chargezeaveraged over the crystal is

Ūz5(
z8

E
0

`

Pz8uzz8dr50.

From Eq.~3! we find the mean-square fluctuation of a
ceptor energy levels

Wa5AW0
21W21

2 5W21'1.64
e2

4p« S 8p

3
N21D 1/3

. ~4!

In the framework of linear screening theory,11–14 we as-
sume that the shift of the middle of the acceptor-bandĒa

toward thev-band is caused by the correlation interacti
between negatively charged, mobile states of the immo
acceptors, i.e., holes migrating by hopping from accepto
acceptor, and positively charged donors and holes in
v-band.

Each negatively charged acceptor is surrounded b
cloud ~spherically symmetric on the average! of charges that
screen it, so that the total electrical potential isws(r )
52@e/4p«r (11 l /l)#exp@2(r2l)/l#, where for p!K(1
2K)N the quantityl'0.554(N(11K))21/3 determines the
minimum approach between ionized impurities~taking into
account hopping of holes from acceptor to acceptor!; andl
is the screening length14

l225
e2

« S ]N21

]EF
2

]p

]EF
D'

e2

«

]N21

]EF
. ~5!

The energy of interaction of an acceptor in charge s
~21! with the cloud screening it equals2e2/4p«(l1 l ); the
interaction energy of charges in the cloud~with bulk density
e

nd

n

le
o
e

a

te

2ews(r )/l2 and total charge1e! among themselves is
e2/16p«(l1 l ). The total electrostatic energy of the syste
~ion plus screening cloud!13 is 3e2/16p«(l1 l ). According
to the data of Refs. 9 and 10, the difference between
average energy of an ionized acceptor~with the charge cloud
that screens it! Ē215I 2123e2/16p«(l1 l ) and the energy
of a neutral acceptorĒ0'I 0 determines the position of th
center of the acceptor band relative to the top of thev-band:

Ēa5Ē212Ē05I a2
3e3

16p«~l1 l !
, ~6!

whereI a5I 212I 0.0 is the energy level of an isolated a
ceptor.

In calculating the shift of the center of the acceptor ba
Ēa toward thev-band based on Eq.~6!, we assume that the
change in the energy of a charged acceptor due to interac
with its surroundings is much larger than the change in
ergy of the neutral acceptor. In fact, based on estimates f
Refs. 15 and 16, the polarization shift of the energy level
the ground state of a neutral acceptor, when it is screene
a degenerate gas of holes from thev-band ~when l !l) is
I 02Ē0'1.2(aH /l)4I a , where aH5e2/8p«I a is the Bohr
radius for localizing a hole at an isolated acceptor. Since
a nondegenerate semiconductorl@aH , we have I 02Ē0

!I 212Ē21.
Here we note that, according to Eq.~6!, the quantity

I a2Ēa is the decrease in the affinity energy of holes in t
v-band for a negatively charged acceptor due to its scree
by other charges. In thermodynamic equilibrium the affin
energy of a hole for a negatively charged acceptor avera
over the crystal equals the ionization energy of the neu
acceptor.

Let us show for the example of nondegenerate Ge :
that in the temperature range whereE1a is determined a
negatively charged Ga atom, prior to capturing a hole fr
the v-band, surrounds itself by a cloud of screening char

From experimental data for Ge : Ga~Refs. 17 and 18! we
can determine the temperatureTh at which the electrical con-
ductivity by holes in thev-bandsp equals the conductivity
sh for hopping between Ga atoms. For 231014,N,2
31016cm23, when K'0.35, the following approximations
are valid: Th55.331024N0.27, where Th is in K, N is in
cm23, and the width of the acceptor bandWa>4kBTh . In a
sample withN52.331015cm23 for K 5 0.35 at a tempera-
ture Th57.45 K, when the electrical conductivity issp1sh

52sp'231026 V21
•cm21 ~Ref. 17!, the Maxwell relax-

ation time ts5«/(sp1sh)'731027 s (« r515.4 for un-
doped Ge; see Ref. 19!. The lifetime of an acceptor in a
negatively charged statet2151/pSv is determined by the
concentration of holesp in the v-band, their capture cros
section S, and the average thermal velocityv5(8kBT/
pmpc)

1/2, wherempc50.29m0 is the effective mass for elec
trical conductivity. AtTh57.45 K the capture cross sectio
of a hole from thev-band by a negatively charged Ga ato
in germanium S'7310213cm22 ~Ref. 20!. For N52.3
31015cm23 the experimental value of the Hall consta
(Rvsp

21Rash
2)/(sp1sh)2'Rv/4'73108 cm3/Cl, where
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for sp5sh the Hall constant for holes that hop from acce
tor to acceptor satisfies the conditionRa!Rv . At T5Th the
concentration of holes in thev-band isp(Th)51/eRv'2.2
3109 cm23. We then havet21'231024 s, which is con-
siderably larger than the time for setting up the screeningts .
It is clear that the relationt21@ts is also preserved for othe
N whenK5 const, sincets}t21}1/p.

Using ~2! and ~6!, we obtain from Eq.~1! the thermal
ionization energy of an acceptor~disregarding the fluctua
tions or the shift of the top of thev-band! in the form

E1a52kB

d ln~pT23/2!

d~1/T!
5Ēa1Ga5I a2

3e2

16p«~l1 l !
1Ga ,

~7!

where

Ga5

E
2`

1`

~Ea2Ēa!gaf 21f 0d~Ea2Ēa!

E
2`

1`

gaf 21f 0d~Ea2Ēa!

;

Wa51.64
e2

4p« S 8p

3
KND 1/3

;

l225
e2

«kBT
NE

2`

1`

gaf 21f 0d~Ea2Ēa!;

l 50.554@~11K !N#21/3.

At low temperatures (Wa@kBT) it follows from Eq. ~7!
that

E1a5Ēa1Ga5EF2kBT ln b, ~8!

where the screening length and Fermi level are determ
from the relations

l225
e2

«

N

A2pWa

expS 2
~EF2Ēa2kBT ln b!2

2Wa
2 D ;

2K511erfS EF2Ēa2kBT ln b

A2Wa
D 511erfS Ga

A2Wa
D .

We note thatGa5EF2Ēa in the limit T→0 K.
SinceWa}(KN)1/3, we have from Eq.~8! the relation

I a2E1a5
e2N1/3

4p«
F0~K !, ~9!

whereF0(K)→0 asK→0. In the model of Ref. 3F0(K) is
represented in the form of a table determined by equating
threshold energy for charge flow~mobility! of holes in the
v-band and the Fermi levelEF .

At high temperatures (kBT@Wa) we find from Eq.~7!
thatGa!kBT, and the thermal ionization energy of an acce
tor E1a coincides with the average energy level of an acc
tor Ēa ~the energy distance between the top of thev-band
and the center of the acceptor band!:

E1a5Ēa5I a2
3e2

16p«~l1 l !
, ~10!
-

d

e

-
-

where

l225
e2K~12K !N

«kBT
.

For l@ l we have from Eq.~10!

I a2E1a5
e3N1/2

8p«3/2~kBT!1/2
F`~K !, ~11!

where F`(K)51.5AK(12K). The model of Ref. 4 gives
F`(K)5(K13)AK(12K).

3. Figure 1 shows the dependences ofF0 andF` on the
degree of compensation, calculated using Eqs.~7!–~11!,
which are compared with the electrostatic models of Refs
and 4.

Figure 2 shows the change in thermal ionization ene
(I a2E1a) of Ga atoms as their concentrationN increases as
a result of neutron transmutation~Ga! doping of crystals with
a natural component of isotopes. The experimental value
the degree of compensation wereK5 0.31, 0.35~Ref. 17!;
K' 0.4 ~Ref. 18!; and K' 0.27, 0.36, and 0.43~Ref. 21!.
SinceWa>4kBTh ~see the discussion above!, I a2E1a was
calculated using Eq.~8! and settingI a5 11.32 meV~Refs.
22 and 23! andK5 0.35. ForWa@kBT whenK5 0.35 we
have from Eq.~8! that I a2E1a'1.47e2N1/3/4p«, in reason-
ably good agreement with the value calculated according
the model of Ref. 3.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the thermal ioniza
energy of As atoms on the doseF of thermal neutrons irra-
diating a crystal ofn-type Ge enriched with the isotope74Ge
~Ref. 24!. The equation of electrical neutrality has the for
n1KN5N11, whereN5N01N11 andK' 0.8. Following
Ref. 25, we assume that for a doseF'1018cm22 the con-
centration of electrons in thec-band is n5(12K)N'8
31015cm23 at T5 300 K. The energy level of an isolate
As atom in germanium isI d5 14.18 meV~Refs. 22 and 23!.
The thermal ionization energy calculated according to E

FIG. 1. Dependence of the dimensionless functionsF0 andF` on the degree
of compensation of the majority-carrier doping impurity;1 and2 are calcu-
lations ofF0 andF` based on Eqs.~9! and~11!; 3 is F0 from the model of
Ref. 3;4 is F` from Ref. 4.
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~7! for donors is E1d52kBd ln(nT23/2)/d(1/T)5Ēd1Gd

when n!K(12K)N and Wd5W11@kBT, which is larger
than the experimental values24 ~curve1!.

It seems that when the degree of compensation is h
and Wd@kBT, the measured electrical conductivity (sn

1sh) and Hall constant (Rcsn
21Rdsh)2/(sn1sh)2 are

determined26 by thermally excited electrons at the center
the donor band (sh ,Rd) and by electrons in thec-band
(sn ,Rc). In this case, whenn!K(12K)N and Wd@KbT,
the thermal~Hall! ionization energy of As corresponds toGd

~the difference between the energy of the center of the do
band and the Fermi level asT→0 K! ~Fig. 3, curve2!. Ac-

FIG. 2. Calculation based on Eq.~8! of the change in the thermal ionizatio
energyI a2E1a of Ga atoms in Ge versus their concentrationN for a degree
of compensationK5 0.35 when Wa@kBT. Experimental data: a—K
50.31, 0.35 ~Ref. 17!; b—K50.4 ~Ref. 18!; c—K50.27, 0.36, 0.43
~Ref. 21!. The energy level of an isolated gallium atom isI a5 11.32 meV
~see Refs. 22 and 23!.

FIG. 3. Experimental dependence~see Ref. 24! of the thermal ionization
energyE1d of an As atom on the dose of thermal neutrons for samples
n-type Ge with varying isotopic compositions and the degree of compe
tion K5 0.79. 1,2—calculation ofE1d and Gd based on our model;3,4—

calculation ofE1d and uEF1Ēdu based on the model of Ref. 3. The ener
level for an isolated As atom in germanium isI d5 14.18 meV~see Refs. 22
and 23!.
h

f

or

cording to Eq.~8!, the quantityGd52(Ēd1EF1kBT ln 2)
is determined from the equation of electrical neutrality 2K

511erf(Gd /A2Wd), whereĒd.0 andEF,0 are measured
from the bottom of thec-band:

Ēd5I d2
3e2

16p«~l1 l !
;

l22'2
e2

«

]N11

]EF

52
e2N

«

]

]EF
E

2`

1` gdd~Ed2Ēd!

112 exp@~Ed1EF!/kBT#
.

For comparison, Fig. 3 shows values of the thermal io
ization energyE1d calculated using the model of Ref. 3 forK
5 0.79 ~the difference between the threshold energy
transport andEF ; curve3! and uEF1Ēdu ~curve4!.

4. Let us consider the dependence of the thermal ion
tion energy of Zn atoms inp-type Ge, where the hole con
centrationp in thev-band is determined by transitions of Z
from charge state~21! to charge state~22! through the cap-
ture of an electron from thev-band.27 Let the concentration
of Zn atoms equalN5N211N22; the concentration of sin-
gly ionized positive donors isKN, where 1,K,2. The the
equation of electrical neutralityp11KN5N2112N225N
1N22 then has the form

N225NE
2`

1`

gt f 22d~Et2Ēt!5p1~K21!N, ~12!

where gt5(A2pWt)
21 exp(2(Et2Ēt)

2/2Wt
2); the probabil-

ity that a Zn atom is in the charge state~22! is f 2251
2 f 215@114 exp((Et2EF)/kBT)#21; and the zinc energy
levels Et.0 andEF.0 are measured from the top of th
v-band.

According to Eq.~3!, the variance of fluctuations in th
energy level of a Zn atom when it makes transitions fro
charge states~21! to ~22! for p!KN is

Wt5AW22
2 1W21

2 5A5W21

'3.67
e2

4p« S 4p

3
N~11K ! D 1/3S 4K22

11K D 1/2

. ~13!

The average value of the energy level, i.e., the differe
between energies of Zn atoms in charge states~21! and
~22!, is @compare Eq.~6!#

Ēt5Ē222Ē215I t2
9e2

16p«~l1 l !
, ~14!

when Ē225I 22212e2/16p«(l1 l ), Ē215I 2123e2/16p«
3(l1 l ), I t5I 222I 21' 86.5 meV is the energy level of a
isolated Zn atom in charge state~21! in p-type Ge~Ref. 23!,
l 50.554@N(11K)#21/3, and the screening length11 is

l22'
e2

«

]N22

]EF
5

e2N

«kBTE2`

1`

gt f 22 f 21d~Et2Ēt!.

~15!

f
a-
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Note thatI 222Ē22 is the decrease in affinity energy o
a hole for a Zn atom in charge state~22! due to its screening
by the distributed charge (12e).

Upon determiningEF anddEF /dT, from Eq.~12! based
on Eq. ~1!, whenp!(22K)(K21)N, we find the thermal
ionization energy of a negatively charged Zn ions inp-type
Ge:

E1t52kB

d ln~pT23/2!

d~1/T!
5Ēt1G t , ~16!

where

G t5

E
2`

1`

~Et2Ēt!gt f 21 f 22d~Et2Ēt!

E
2`

1`

gt f 21 f 22d~Et2Ēt!

.

A calculation based on Eq.~16!, with allowance for Eqs.
~12!–~15!, for 531014,N,531016cm23, K' 1.3, andT
' 100 K, givesE1t,I t , which agrees with experiment.27

For example, whenN5331016cm23, the thermal ionization
energy E1t' 65 meV. ForK' 1.5 andT' 150 K, the
measured quantityE1t'I t is nearly independent of the con
centration of Zn atoms. This is also understandable in v
of Eq. ~16!: when K' 1.5, the decrease~shift towards the

v-band! of Ēt asN increases compensates for the increas
G t ~due to the shift ofEF into the depth of the band gap!.

Here we note that the measurement ofE1t in Ref. 27 was
made in the temperature interval whereWt'kBT, and the
limiting expressions forF0 andE` obtained in Refs. 3 and 4
cannot be used.

5. In summary, we have developed a model for the
pendence of the thermal ionization energy of an impurityE1

on its concentrationN and degree of compensationK. We
have calculated the width of the impurity bandW, taking into
account the Coulomb interaction between nearest-neigh
charges only. We also have taken into account the scree
of ions by holes~or electrons! that hop from impurity to
impurity in the temperature range in whichE1 was deter-
mined. Tails in the densities of states of thev- andc- bands
were disregarded. At extremely low (W@kBT) and ex-
tremely high (W!kBT) temperatures, we obtained analyt
expressions~9! and ~11! for the thermal ionization energy
which were compared with other theoretical models. For
example of crystalline germanium doped with the hyd
genic impurities Ga and As, and also the multicharged
ceptor Zn, we showed that the calculated values ofE1 agree
with experimental data for various degrees of compensa
and temperature.
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In this paper the photoluminescence~PL! of holmium-doped silicon is discussed. The silicon was
first implanted with holmium ions at energies of 1–2 MeV and doses of 13101323
31014cm22, and then annealed at temperatures of 620–900 °C for 0.5–1 h. In order to increase
the concentration of electrically and optically active centers, the silicon was implanted a
second time with oxygen ions at energies of 0.14–0.29 MeV and doses of 13101423
31015cm22. Several photoluminescence lines, which are attributable to the transitions
of electrons from the first excited state of the Ho31 ion ~5I 7) to the ground state (5I 8), were
observed. The amplitudes of the most intense lines, which correspond to transitions at frequencies
5119 and 5103 cm21, decreased by more than an order of magnitude in the temperature
range 4.2–78 K. The PL intensity of the holmium ions increased with increasing concentrations
of the implanted rare-earth ions and oxygen. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00804-2#
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Silicon doped with rare-earth elements has continued
attract interest as a promising material for optoelectronics
fundamental advantage derives from the fact that electro
transitions of the internalf-shell of the rare-earth element a
accompanied by light emission with a temperatu
independent emission frequency and very small spectral
width.1 Conferences at which the properties of semicond
tors doped with rare-earth ions are discussed are held al
yearly.2–4 Most current interest centers on erbium impuritie
because the emission of this particular rare-earth atom
wavelength of 1.54mm can be used in fiber-optic commun
cation lines. At this time, the motivation for doping silico
with other rare-earth elements is primarily to identify pa
terns of behavior in the rare-earth incorporation proce
which can lead either to structural defects or electrically
tive centers. Aleksandrovet al.,5 for example, were the firs
to report that inclusion of Ho and Dy impurities leads to t
formation of donor centers, and that the concentration
these centers increases with increasing oxygen content e
in the original material or one implanted later. They fou
that implantation of the rare-earth elements Ho, Dy, Er, a
Yb followed by annealing leads to formation of oxyge
containing thermal donors and donor centers in the band
of silicon, which incorporate the rare-earth elements,6 and
that: a! the concentration of oxygen-containing shallow th
mal donors, whose ionization energies are distributed in
rangeEc2~20–40! meV, does not depend on the type
4071063-7826/99/33(4)/3/$15.00
to
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rare-earth element and is proportional to the implantat
dose; b! each rare-earth element enters into the composi
of two donor centers with discrete ionization energies n
;Ec2 70 meV and;Ec2 140 meV; in this case the ion
ization energy of the donors increases with increas
atomic-number position of the rare-earth element in
~Mendeleev’s! periodic table. The properties of the structur
defects and the distinctive features of the so-called dislo
tion luminescence associated with their presence are als
sensitive to whether Ho, Dy, or Er is incorporated into t
silicon.7,8 This weak dependence of the structural and el
trical properties of silicon on the type of rare-earth elem
introduced is a consequence of the almost identical geom
ric sizes of these elements and electronic structures of t
outer s- and p-shells. The fundamental difference betwe
rare-earth elements is in the structure of their 4f -shells,
which also determines the optical and magnetic propertie
the material. As far as we know, there have been to date
investigations of these properties in silicon doped with h
mium ~Si : Ho!. Our goal in this study was to investigate th
optical properties of Si : Ho obtained by ion implantation.

Ions of holmium were implanted into samples
Czochralski-grown silicon, i.e.,Cz-Si ^100&, with n- and
p-type conductivities, at energiesEHo5 1.0, 1.6, and 2.0
MeV and dosesDHo5131013, 131014, and 331014cm22.
Some samples were implanted a second time with oxyge
energiesEO chosen in such a way that the projected rang
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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408 Semiconductors 33 (4), April 1999 Sobolev et al.
of ions of both types were the same, and at doses (DO) an
order of magnitude higher than the holmium dose. Samp
implanted with non-amorphizing doses of holmium (DHo

5131013cm22) were annealed at a temperature of 900
for half an hour. Amorphized layers (DHo>131014cm22)
were annealed twice, one at 620 °C for 1 hour, the othe
900 °C for 0.5 hour. The first anneal leads to crystallizat
of the amorphous layer via the mechanism of solid-ph
epitaxy, while the second anneal creates the optically
electrically active centers that contain the rare-ea
elements.9

In order to photoexcite the silicon we used cw emiss
from a krypton laser~with wavelengthl5 647 nm! at power
levels of up to 300 mW. The excitation light~whose power
level at the input to the cryostat was usually 50–80 mW! is
transmitted through an opening in a mirror that focuses
secondary illumination normal to the surface from the i
planted side of the layer. The optical power was monito
using a IMO-4C photoelectric power detector. The relat
change in power did not exceed 10% at the time the sp
trum was recorded~,15 min!. The samples were placed in
liquid-helium bath of an optical cryostat with quartz win
dows in order to input and output the light. The reflected a
scattered light atl5 647 nm was attenuated by an optic
filter at the input to the spectrometer. The photoluminesce
~PL! spectra were recorded with a resolution of up to 0
cm21 by a ‘‘Bomem- DA3’’ vacuum Fourier spectrometer i
the range 3000–12 000 cm21 with a quartz beam divider in
the interferometer and an InSb detector~with a detectivity no
less than 431011cm•Hz1/23W21 at an operating tempera
ture of 78 K and a cold filter!.

FIG. 1. PL spectrum of Si : Ho : O at 4.2 K after implantation of holmiu
and oxygen with energiesEHo5 1 MeV and EO5 0.14 MeV at doses
DHo5131013 cm22 and DO5131014 cm22, respectively. The resolution
of the spectrum was 10 cm21.
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After implantation of a doseDHo5131013cm22 of hol-
miun atoms followed by annealing, no PL lines associa
with 4f -transitions of electrons in the rare-earth eleme
were observed. However, in samples subjected to a sec
implant with oxygen the PL signal of the Ho31 ion appeared
at liquid-helium temperatures~Fig. 1!. The most intense lines
were observed at frequencies of 5119 and 5103 cm21. This
pair of lines is due to splitting of the holmium terms5I 7 and
5I 8 in the crystal field of the silicon host. Clearly, oxyge
ions are capable of forming optically active holmium
containing centers, and may enter into the composition
these centers. Note that these lines, which are the domi
lines of the transitions5I 7→5I 8 of Ho31 ions, are shifted
towards shorter wavelengths in the semiconductor mate
compared to the position of the dominant lines
insulators.10

Increasing the implantation dose of holmium and oxyg
by an order of magnitude leads to the appearance of a
tional lines and a considerable increase in the PL intensit
Ho31 ions at 4.2 K ~Fig. 2!. However, the 5119 and
5103-cm21 lines continue to dominate the spectrum. Furth
increasing the implantation doses toDHo5331014cm22 and
DO5331015cm22 decreases the intensity of the Ho31 PL
somewhat, which probably is attributable to the appeara
of additional nonradiative recombination channels.

In the PL spectrum at 4.2 K, in addition to the holmiu
lines, we see lines of excitons bound at the centers dope
boron and phosphorus impurities. The intensity of the
bound exciton lines is roughly an order of magnitude sma
than the intensity of the lines from the Ho31 ions. When the
temperature is increased from 4.2 to 78 K, a considera

FIG. 2. PL spectrum of Si : Ho : O at 4.2 K after implantation of holmiu
and oxygen with energiesEHo5 1 MeV and EO5 0.14 MeV at doses
DHo5131014 cm22 and DO5131015 cm22 , respectively. The resolution
of the spectrum was 1 cm21.
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decrease is observed~by more than an order of magnitude! in
the intensity of the luminescence with no change in the
sitions of the most intense lines at 5119 and 5103 cm21. The
observed temperature quenching of PL from Ho31 in the
spectral range near 5100 cm21 upon raising the temperatur
is accompanied by the disappearance of the exciton l
bound at the silicon impurities and by the appearance of
dominant free-exciton peak.

In summary, we have observed PL in silicon associa
with transitions of electrons from the first excited state to
ground state of Ho31 ions, i.e.,5I 7→5I 8. Increasing the con-
centration of implanted holmium ions and oxygen leads to
increase in the PL intensity. In the range of temperatu
4.2–78 K we observed rather strong temperature quenc
of the holmium PL intensity.

We wish to thank A. M. Emel’yanov for useful discus
sions of several results from this work.
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SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES, INTERFACES AND SURFACES

Generation-recombination instabilities in thin-film structures
V. V. Kolobaev
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The possibility of negative differential resistance, which appears in symmetric thin-film metal-
semiconductor-metal structures, is discussed. A model, which can explain to first
approximation why generation-recombination processes that take place in the bulk of this sample
during bipolar injection should lead to bistability, is proposed. It is shown that the design
and use of these negative differential resistance structures could lead to promising new devices
for detecting and processing information. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00904-7#
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The symmetric thin-film metal-semiconductor-me
structures~with film thicknesses,1 mm! exhibit a region of
negative differential conductivity.1 Since the thickness o
such films is comparable to the diffusion length of inject
carriers, it is reasonable to assume that their effective ca
concentrations could be controlled by recombinat
processes.2,3

The goal of our study was to evaluate this possibili
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the structure under considera
which will be used in subsequent calculations. In this ske
we include only two types of transitions: generation tran
tions Y1 , Y2 ~which stimulate the instability! and recombi-
nation transitionsTr1 , Tr2 ~which ensure that dynamic equ
librium is established!.

Our problem is to determine whether it is possible
bistability to appear, and to estimate the dependence of
threshold voltage~corresponding to the breakdown point! on
the generation-recombination parameters of the structure
address it, we make several simplifying assumptions. Le

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram used to simulate the appearance of bistab
Y1 andY2 are generation rates of electrons and holes in the semicondu
Tr1 and Tr2 are capture coefficients for electrons and holes by trapp
levels, andfb1 andfb2 are the heights of the contact barriers.
4101063-7826/99/33(4)/2/$15.00
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assume that the conductivity of the film is close to intrins
and that its thickness is less than the Debye screening le
and the diffusion length for charge carriers~we ignore the
diffusion processes!. We also assume that at high electr
fields double injection takes place and multiplication of bo
electrons and holes is possible.

Disregarding the concentration of intrinsic charge ca
ers compared to the injected charge, we can write the follo
ing equations for the structure as a whole:

n85Y1n1Y2p2Tr1n~Nt2nt!,

p85Y1n1Y2p2Tr2pnt ,

nt85p82n8, ~1!

where n, nt , and p are concentrations of electrons in th
conduction band, electrons at trapping levels, and hole
the valence band, respectively;n8, p8, andnt8 are their de-
rivatives with respect to time,Y1 and Y2 are voltage-
dependent parameters that characterize the multiplicatio
injected charge carriers,Tr1 and Tr2 are parameters tha
characterize the interaction of recombination levels with
conduction and valence bands, respectively; andNt is the
concentration of trapping centers. The condition for elec
cal neutrality isnt1n2p50.

Using Eq.~1! with nt850, we find the following relation
between the steady-state concentrations of trapped and
carriers:

nt5
Tr1Ntn

Tr1n1Tr2p
. ~2!

Using Eq.~2! and the first two equations from~1!, we obtain

p5
an6Aa224Y1Y2Tr1Tr2

2Tr1Tr2
, ~3!

wherea5Tr1Tr2Nt24Y1Y2Tr1Tr2.
Equation~1! and the condition for electrical neutrality o

the sample can then be used to find the concentrations of
charge carriers and trapped electrons.

ty.
or,
g

© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The system has a stable high-resistance state at
charge carrier concentration. From Eq.~3! it is clear that the
threshold condition for a transition from an unstable to
stable state occurs when

a224Y1Y2Tr1Tr250. ~4!

Let us assume thatTr25Tr15Tr andY25Y15Y. Then Eq.
~4! implies that the condition for breakdown of a structu
with areaS and thicknessd can be written

TrNtdS54Y. ~5!

Taking into account injection from the contacts and
noring the intrinsic concentrations, we can write the follo
ing expression for the generation of carriers in the samp

Y5
4Spm* ~kT!2

h3
e2fb /kTe2E0 /E ~6!

~wherefb is the height of the contact barrier!. From Eqs.~5!
and ~6! we can determine the threshold value for the bre
down voltage:

FIG. 2. Dependence of the threshold voltageU th on the concentration of
trapping centersNt for the following film thicknessesd, mm: 1 — 0.5; 2 —
1; 3 — 2; 4 — 4. E0553105 V/cm, Tr15Tr251028 cm3/s.
ro

-
-
:

-

U th5
E0d

ln@4pm* ~kT!2/h3TrNtd#2fb /kT
. ~7!

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the threshold volt
U th on the concentration of trapping centers for various fi
thicknessesd. It is clear that the threshold voltage increas
smoothly with increasing concentration of trapping cente
however, this dependence is weak.

This discussion allows us to conclude that when car
multiplication is possible, bipolar injection into thin sem
conductor layers can lead to a dynamic phase transition4 in
which the threshold voltage is controlled by generatio
recombination parameters of the film. For small thicknes
this voltage is comparable to the value of the operating v
age of semiconductor devices, which makes it possible to
structures of this type as devices for recording and proc
ing information. The response time is determined by the ti
for accumulation of charge at the trapping centers; for
vices with sizes of about 0.1mm we estimate this time to be
about 1029 s, which makes thin-film structures with negativ
differential resistance of the generation-recombination ty
promising.

1E. N. Voronkov and V. V. Kolobaev,Current Instability in Thin Films of
Cadmium Telluride. Noise and Degradation Processes in Semicondu
Devices @in Russian#, Publ. of the A. S. Popov MNTORES, Moscow
~1997!, p. 206.

2V. I. Stafeev, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 1, 841~1959! @Sov. Phys. Solid
State1, 763 ~1959!#.

3M. Lampert and P. Mark,Current Injection in Solids@Academic Press,
New York, 1970; Mir, Moscow, 1973#.

4E. Sholl, Self-Organization in Semiconductors. Nonequilibrium Pha
Transitions in Semiconductors Caused by Generation-Recombination
cesses~Mir, Moscow, 1991!.
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Oscillations in the induced photopleochroism of In „Au …/Si thin-film structures
V. M. Botnaryuk
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The fabrication of photosensitive In~Au!/Si barrier-contact structures is described and the
photoelectric behavior of these structures upon exposure to linearly polarized light incident
obliquely on the barrier-contact side is investigated. Oscillations are observed in the
spectral dependences of the photoconversion quantum efficiency and induced photopleochroism.
The oscillations are explained by interference of the linearly polarized light in the thin
silicon films. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01004-2#
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It is known that the induced photopleochroismPI of
surface-barrier structures based on cubic semiconductor
mains practically unchanged over the entire photosensiti
range, and that its value is controlled by the refractive ind
of the semiconductor and the angle of incidenceQ on the
receiving plane of these structures.1–3 It was recently estab
lished that interference conditions for linearly polarized lig
at the input window of a heterojunction between porous a
crystalline phases of Si can lead to oscillations in the indu
photopleochroism.4 In this paper we report a first attempt
observe these oscillations in the spectral dependence of
topleochroism for surface-barrier structures created by
positing metals on thin single-crystal films of silicon.

1. Single-crystal films of Si with thicknessd5 0.6– 0.8
mm were deposited on sapphire plates by a gas-ph
method. Under transillumination, the layers of Si were a u
form dark-yellow color and adhered strongly to the su
strates we used. The spectra of optical transmission and
toconductivityi pc of these Si layers usually contained clea
marked oscillations in the spectral range 1.2 –2.5 eV, cau
by interference of the incident light~Fig. 1!. The obvious
interference pattern attests to the high quality of the fi
Estimating its thickness from the position of successive p
toconductivity maxima using the known index of refractio
of silicon5 gives film thicknesses corresponding to measu
values.

2. The surface-barrier structures were made by vacu
thermal sputtering of layers of Au and In with thicknesses
0.5–1 mm on the surface of the Si films, which were on
degreased between growth and deposition of the metals.
areas of the prepared In~Au!/Si structures were; 1 cm2.

The resulting structures were excellent rectifiers, w
the forward-bias direction corresponding to positive polar
of the external bias on the barrier contact. The residual
sistance of these structures was in the rangeR05109

21011V. Illumination of the In/Si and Au/Si structures pro
4121063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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duced a photovoltaic effect, for which the barrier conta
were charged positive relative to the substrate, which co
lates with the forward bias direction. For the best structu
the voltage photosensitivity reached 20–30 V/W atT5 300
K and dominated when the structures were illuminated
the barrier-contact side.

Spectral dependences of the relative photoconvers
quantum efficiencyh in natural light for typical In/Si and
Au/Si structures are shown in Fig. 2. In these structures
long-wavelength edge forh is determined by absorption in
silicon; extrapolating the product of the short-circuit phot
current and the photon energy (i\v)1/2 as\v→0, gives the
cutoff energyE05 1.08 eV~Fig. 2, curve28!, which agrees

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the steady-state photoconductivity o
films at T5 300 K in natural light.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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with the known band gap of crystalline silicon.6 It is clear
from Fig. 2 that in both types of structures an increase inh
takes place as the photon energy increases and pene
deeper into the region of fundamental absorption of the
film, and that the photosensitivity falls off appreciably on
above 3 eV. The spectral dependence ofh for our structures
attests to their rather high quality with regard to suppress
of recombination of nonequilibrium electron-hole pairs at t
semiconductor surface. It is characteristic that the photos
sitivity spectrah clearly exhibit 12 maxima, independent o
the nature of the barrier metal~In or Au!, which corresponds
to the photoconductivity spectrum of the Si film~Fig. 1! on
which these structures were made. From this result it follo
that the oscillations in the photosensitivity spectra for th
surface-barrier structures are due to interference of the i
dent light in the semiconductor film itself.

3. When the surface-barrier In~Au!/Si structures were
illuminated by linearly polarized light along the normal
the plane of the barrier contact~Q50°!, the photosensitivity
did not depend on the position of the electrical vectorE of
the light wave relative to the crystal axes in the Si crys
Figure 3~curve1! shows the spectral dependence of the p
tosensitivity for one of the structures illuminated by linea
polarized light with two mutually orthogonal polarizations.
is clear that forQ50° the spectrum ofh in linearly polarized
light corresponds to the spectrum obtained for natural lig
This derives from the fact that the photoconductivity in
silicon crystal is isotropic. AsQ.0° increases, the photosen
sitivity spectrumhp for polarization parallel to the plane o
incidence (EiPI) begins to deviate from the spectrum ofhs

for E'PI. Figure 3 shows a typical example of the spectra
hp andhs whenQ550°. From this figure it is clear that eac
polarization of the linearly polarized light has its own spe

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the relative photoconversion quantum
ciency of an In/Si structure~1! and an Au/Si structure~2,28! at T5 300 K in
natural light~illumination along the normal from the barrier side!.
tes
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tral dependence of the photosensitivity, and that the rela
displacement of these functions along the ordinate increa
with increasingQ. The induced photopleochroism is usual
used to characteristize the effect of polarization on the p
tosensitivity of structures:7

PI5S hp2hs

hp1hsD 100%, ~1!

where the polarization differenceDh5hp2hs gives exactly
the displacement of the photosensitivity curves as the opt
polarization changes. Figure 3 shows the spectral func
Dh(\v) at Q550° ~curve 4!. It is clear that the curve
Dh(\v) also exhibits oscillations. In this case the minima
Dh are located in regions whereh is a maximum, which is
associated with the maximal efficiency of transilluminatio
conversely, the maxima ofDh occur in the region whereh is
a minimum, indicating a maximum loss of light to reflectio
In comparing curves2 and3 ~Fig. 3!, we should also note the
fact that the modulation depth of the spectral photosensiti
curves is larger as a rule forP-polarization, and that the
maximum approachhs→hp corresponds to a minimum o
Dh and conversely. From Eq.~1! it is clear that the nature o
the extremum of the induced photopleochroism~minimum or
maximum! is directly connected with the character of th
extremum inDh.

Figure 4 shows angular dependences of the induced p
topleochroism that are typical of the structures we inve

ffi-

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the relative quantum efficiency~1–3! and
polarization difference~4! of the photoconversion quantum efficiency in a
Au/Si structure atT5 300 K illuminated by linearly polarized light
~1—Q50°; 2—Q550°!.
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gated in the neighborhood of the adjacent extrema ofDh. It
is clear that as the angle of incidence increases, the indu
photopleochroism varies nonmonotonically in heteroju
tions made of porous Si/Si~Ref. 4!, although the primary
tendency of these variations reduces to an increase inPI with
increasingQ with a close to quadratic dependence,PI;Q2.
The nonmonotonicity of the experimental functionPI(Q)
arises from interference effects, which are sensitive to
effective thickness of the absorbing layer. From Fig. 4 it
also clear that the character of the angular functionsPI is
preserved as the wavelength changes, and that the l
change simply causes a transition from the maximum to
nearest minimum inPI . We should emphasize here that
decrease in the photopleochroism~Fig. 4! and, accordingly,
the polarization difference of the photosensitivity accom
nies the decrease in losses to reflection.

On the basis of our investigations, we also found tha
the neighborhood of maxima of the spectraDh ~Fig. 3, curve
4! the angular dependences of the quantum efficien
hp(Q) and hs(Q) correspond to what was expected fro
the Fresnel relations, which describe the passage of line
polarized light through the boundaries of two media.8,9 In
fact, for aP-wave the quantum efficiency initially increase
with increasingQ, passes through a maximum, and then
creases, whereas for anS-wave h increases monotonically
with increasingQ. The angular dependences ofhp and hs

are comparable in the neighborhood of minima of the spe
Dh ~Fig. 3, curve4!, at which losses to reflection are min
mized, and initially an increase is observed in the quant
efficiency, which reaches a maximum and then decrease
both polarizations. Thus there are grounds for associating
decrease inPI with the effect of transillumination.

Figure 5 shows the spectral dependence of the indu

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the induced photopleochroism for an I
structure atT5 300 K (\v, eV: 1—1.96;2—1.84!.
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photopleochroism for a typical structure compared w
Dh(\v) at a fixed angle of incidence. In agreement with t
relationPI;Dh implied by Eq.~1!, in-phase oscillations are
clearly present in the spectrum of the polarization differen
of quantum efficiencies and in spectra ofPI as a result of
interference of the linearly polarized light in the Si film. Th
period of oscillation of the photopleochroism is the same
that of the photoconductivity~Fig. 1!, since the interference
of linearly polarized light is also determined in the silico
film. Maximum values of the induced photopleochrois
PI

max at Q570° reach values of 48–50%, which, based
Ref. 10, gives a valuen5 3.5 for the refractive index, which
is close to the known value for Si.5 The minima in the spec-
trum of the coefficient of induced photopleochroismPI

min

510–18%~Fig. 5, curve2! are due to interference transillu
mination and therefore cannot be used to estimaten since in
Ref. 10 the interference was disregarded.

Thus, the interference of linearly polarized light in th
active regions of photosensitive structures~for the example
of In/Si and Au/Si structures! is accompanied by the appea
ance of oscillations in the spectrum of the induced ph
topleochroism. This effect may find applications in polariz
tion photoelectronics as a way to create select
photoanalyzers of linearly polarized light.
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FIG. 5. Spectral dependence of the photoconversion quantum efficie
polarization difference~1! and induced photopleochroism~2! for an In/Si
structure atT5 300 K.
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Surface of n-type InP „100… passivated in sulfide solutions
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the Kelvin probe method, and Raman scattering are used to
study the properties of the surface ofn-type InP~100! passivated by ammonium sulfide
dissolved in water or int-butyl alcohol. Both treatments are found to cause a reduction in the
depth of the depleted skin layer, a shift of the surface Fermi level toward the conduction
band, and an enhancement of the electron work function and increase in the ionization energy of
the semiconductor. The processing in the alcohol solution yields a stronger effect than
processing in an aqueous solution. For sulfidization in an alcohol solution the surface Fermi level
shifts by 0.2 eV, while the ionization energy increases by 0.53 eV. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01104-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Because of its high mobility and relatively wide condu
tion band, indium phosphide is an important material
high-frequency field-effect transistors, solar cells, and op
electronic integrated circuits. Passivation of InP surfaces
sulfur atoms modifies its electronic properti
significantly;1–4 in particular, it lowers the density of surfac
states at an InPa/insulator interface,1,2 makes the height of a
Schottky barrier depend on the work function of the meta3

raises the photoluminescence intensity,4 and improves the
characteristic of InGaAlP~Ref. 5! and InGaAsP~Ref. 6! la-
ser diodes.

The modification of the electronic properties of surfac
has initiated studies of the chemical composition and
atomic and electronic structure of InP surfaces covered w
sulfur atoms. It has been found that when InP is treated
sulfide solutions, the sulfur on the surface is bound only
indium atoms7 and can be found in at least three valen
states8 corresponding to:~a! elementary sulfur,~b! sulfur
bound to indium on the surface, and~c! sulfur occupying a
phosphorus site in the skin layer of the semiconductor. It
been shown that the adsorption of sulfur onp-type InP, fol-
lowed by annealing at temperatures in the range 200–300
has led in several cases to a shift in the surface Fermi l
toward the conduction band,9,10 while on a sulfidedn-type
InP surface the Fermi level was shifted only slightly in t
direction of the valence band and returned to its origi
location after annealing.10

Sulfiding of InP surfaces is mainly done from the ga
eous phase9 or from water solutions of sodium sulfide,4 or
ammonium sulfide1–3,7,8,10On the other hand, the propertie
of the sulfide solution have a major effect on the chemi
composition and electronic structure of the sulfided surfa
Thus, for example, it has been shown that using alcoh
increases the efficiency of sulfur coating formation on Ga
4161063-7826/99/33(4)/5/$15.00
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surfaces11 and this has made it possible to increase the p
toluminescence intensity substantially11 and reduce the skin
layer band bending.12 Passivation in alcohol sulfide solution
has been used to enhance the efficiency of InGaAs/AlGaA13

and InGaAsP/InP14 laser diodes.
In this paper we use x-ray photoelectron spectrosco

the Kelvin probe method, and Raman scattering to comp
the chemical composition and electronic properties ofn-type
InP ~100! surfaces that have been sulfided in water and a
hol solutions of ammonium sulfide.

2. EXPERIMENT

Wafers of n-InP ~100! with an electron concentration
n'1018 cm23 were studied. Prior to sulfiding, the wafe
were etched in HF for 1 min at room temperature.

Two different solutions were used for sulfiding: first, in
water solution of ammonium sulfide (NH4)2S1H2O ~1:10!
for 1.5 min and second, in a solution of ammonium sulfide
t-butyl alcohol (NH4)2S1t-C4H9OH ~1:100! for 30 s. In
order to remove the sulfide solution from the surface at
end of the sulfiding process the sample was placed in a
trifuge and spun in air at a speed of 1000 rpm.

X-ray photoelectron spectra of the InP surface we
taken on a Perkin- Elmer PHI 5400 spectrometer using M
Ka emission~energyhn51253.6 eV! at a power level of 300
W. The samples were placed in a vacuum chamber no l
than 10 min after the sulfiding process was completed. T
energies of the peaks were measured relative to the carb
1s ~285.5 eV! peak.15

The electron work function of the semiconductor befo
and after sulfiding was determined by the Kelvin pro
method using a dynamic capacitor for measuring the c
tact potential difference between the semiconductor an
500-nm-thick gold film deposited on the SiO2 substrate.16

The metal probe had a diameter of 40mm and its work
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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function did not change by more than 15 meV in the cou
of the measurements. The work function of gold was
sumed to be 5.4 eV.17

Raman spectra were measured in the range 150–
cm21 at room temperature on a Dilor XY spectromet
equipped with a multichannel detector and an optical mic
scope to ensure focussing of the laser beam to a spot d
eter of 1 mm.18 The excitation wavelength was th
l5457.9-nm line of an Ar1-laser ~the penetration depth o
the radiation in InP is 54.7 nm!19 and the laser power was 2.
mW. According to the selection rules20 only optical
LO-phonons should be observed in the spectra. The spe
were measured in air.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Studies of sulfided n-type InP „100… surfaces by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and the Kelvin probe
method

The reference x-ray photoelectron spectra of all the s
faces contain peaks of In, P, C, and O, while the spectr
the sulfided surfaces also contain S. The intensities of
oxygen and carbon peaks were largely unaffected by su
ing in an aqueous solution, but they decreased notice
when an alcohol solution was used. The thickness of
sulfide coating estimated by the method of Carpenteret al.21

is given in Table I in units of monolayers. All of the surfac
were rich in indium. The highest In/P ratio~1.61! was ob-
served on the surface treated in the (NH4)2S1t-C4H9OH
solution and the lowest~1.43! on the surface of the unsu
fided semiconductor.

Figures 1 and 2 show x-ray spectra of P 2p and In 3d5/2.
All the spectra are normalized to the maximum peak heig
The spectrum of P 2p of unsulfided InP after etching in HF
~Fig. 1a! contains a doublet associated with indium pho
phide in the bulk semiconductor, for which the P 2p3/2 en-
ergy is 129.0 eV relative to the position of the Fermi level
the surface. Since the P 2p3/2 peak stands 127.8 eV from th
boundary of the valence band of InP~Ref. 22!, we estimate
the initial band bending of the unsulfided semiconductor
be 0.14 eV. The In 3d5/2 spectrum of the unsulfided sem
conductor~Fig. 2a! contains a peak associated with bulk In
~with an energy of 444.8 eV! and a small peak at about 445
eV associated with indium oxides. Note that the oxygen
served in the reference spectra is mainly in a physisor

TABLE I.

Thickness Work
of sulfide function

Surface layer, ML eV d, nm Vb , eV

Unsulfided ¯ 4.885 13.8 0.14
~etched in HF!
Sulfided in 3.9 5.063 11.2 0.0920.14*
(NH4)2S1H2O
Sulfided in 1.5 5.210 9.2 20.06**
(NH4)2S1t2C4H9OH

Note: *The scatter is because of the different shifts of the In 3d5/2 and P 2p
peaks.
** A negative barrier height means that the bands are bent downward.
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state, since the amount of it greatly exceeds the obse
amount of indium oxides and no phosphorus oxides w
observed at all.

With sulfiding in a water solution of ammonium sulfide
the P 2p spectrum was essentially unaffected~Fig. 1b!, but
in the In 3d5/2 spectrum the intensity of the 445.5 eV oxid
peak decreased somewhat~Fig. 2b!. Here a slight shift to-
ward higher energies was observed.~The shift was, 0.05
eV, i.e., less than the accuracy of the energy measurem!

With sulfiding employing a solution of ammonium su
fide in t-butyl alcohol, the peaks of both P 2p ~Fig. 1c! and
In 3d5/2 ~Fig. 2c! shifted by 0.2 eV toward higher binding
energies relative to their positions for the unsulfided se
conductor. This indicates that the surface Fermi level
shifted into the conduction band. Given the magnitude of
band bending at the surface of the unsulfided semicondu
~0.14 eV!, we may conclude that after sulfiding in at- butyl
alcohol solution of ammonium sulfide, the surface Fer
level lies above the conduction band.

The shape of the P 2p spectrum does not change whe
InP is sulfided in a solution of ammonium sulfide int-butyl
alcohol, and no distinctive features at high binding energ
due to the formation of oxides and sulfides of phosphor
were observed. This suggests that compounds with P

FIG. 1. P 2p photoelectron spectra of three differentn-InP ~100! surfaces
initially etched in HF:~a! unsulfided surface,~b! sulfided in a water solution
of ammonium sulfide (NH4)2S1H2O, and ~c! sulfided in an (NH4)2S
1t-CH4H9OH solution.
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bonds are as highly soluble in alcohol solutions as in wa
solutions.23

In the spectrum of In 3d5/2 ~Fig. 2c! for InP sulfided in a
solution of ammonium sulfide int-butyl alcohol, the chemi-
cal shift between the two peaks decreases by 0.2 eV rela
to the spectrum of unsulfided InP~Fig. 2a! or InP sulfided in
a water solution of ammonium sulfide~Fig. 2b!. The oxides
and sulfides of indium are hard to distinguish by x-r
spectroscopy,24 in contrast with those of gallium, where th
positions of the corresponding peaks differ by;0.420.6 eV
~Ref. 25!. Nevertheless, by analogy with gallium, the redu
tion in the chemical shift of the high-energy component
the In 3d5/2 spectrum indicates that this component ori
nates mainly from indium sulfide. Note that a similar chem
cal shift has been observed for In–S bonds.23

Figure 3 shows S 2p spectra from InP sulfided in solu
tions of ammonium sulfide in water~Fig. 3a! and t-butyl
alcohol ~Fig. 3b!. The spectra were resolved as in Ref.
using the following parameters: intensity ratio 2p3/2:2p1/2

52:1, energy between 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 1.08 eV, and half-
width of the peaks 1.2 eV. Three different states of sul
were resolved in the spectra, withp3/2 peak energies relative
to the top of the valence band of 160.90 eV~S1!, 161.65 eV

FIG. 2. In 3d5/2 photoelectron spectra of three differentn-InP ~100! surfaces
initially etched in HF:~a! unsulfided surface,~b! sulfided in a water solution
of ammonium sulfide~NH4)2S1H2O, and ~c! sulfided in an (NH4)2S
1t-CH4H9OH solution.
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~S2!, and 162.90 eV~3!. The S1 state is associated with th
sulfur bound to indium on the surface, S2 is associated w
the sulfur occupying a phosphorus site in the skin layer
the semiconductor, and S3 is associated with the elemen
sulfur on the surface adsorbed on the sulfide coating.10

The intensity of the S3 peak is the same for sulfidi
in both solutions, while the ratio of the S1 and S2 pea
is different. For InP sulfided in a water solution of amm
nium sulfide, the intensities are in the proportion S1 : S2 :
51.65 : 2.70 : 1, and InP sulfided in a solution of ammoniu
sulfide in t-butyl alcohol, this proportion is 2.00:2.45:1.

The work function ofn-InP ~100! increases with sulfid-
ing in a water solution and, to an even greater degr
with sulfiding in an alcohol solution of ammonium sulfid
~Table I!.

3.2. Raman scattering studies of the surface depletion
region of sulfided n-type InP „100…

The depth of the surface region of the semiconduc
was estimated by analyzing Raman scattering spectra.26

Given that the magnitude of the surface band bendin
Vb050.14 eV for the unsulfided semiconductor, we estim
the depthd of the depletion region using the formula

d5A2«s«0Vb0

eN
,

where«0 is the dielectric constant,«s512.4 is the static
relative dielectric constant of InP,e is the electronic charge
and N is the donor concentration in InP. This calculatio
yields d513.8 nm.

Since d is less than the penetration depth of the la
light into the semiconductor, the Raman spectra should
clude both surface and volume scattering modes. In fact,
peaks can be seen clearly in the Raman spectra~Fig. 4!. The
peakL2 ~303.7 cm21) is caused by scattering on a couple

FIG. 3. S 2p photoelectron spectra of two differentn-InP ~100! surfaces
initially etched in HF:~a! sulfided in a water solution of ammonium sulfid
(NH4)2S1H2O and~b! sulfided in an (NH4)2S1t-CH4H9OH solution.
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phonon-plasmon mode in the bulk of the semiconducto
free carriers. The peakLO ~341.9 cm21) is associated with
the depletion layer at the surface of the semiconductor
unsulfided InP the intensity of theLO peak is half that of the
L2 peak~Fig. 4a!.

Sulfiding the semiconductor in the different solutio
leads to a change in the relationship between the volu
(L2) and surface (LO) peaks. For sulfiding in an aqueou
solution of ammonium sulfide, theL2 peak is three times
higher than theLO peak ~Fig. 4b! and for sulfiding in a
t-butyl solution, it is 4.5 times higher. Thus, the sulfiding
InP causes a reduction in the depth of the depletion regio
the semiconductor which is greater when the ammonium
fide is dissolved int-butyl alcohol.

The depthd of the depletion layer was calculated12,26

from the ratioI (LO)/I (L2) of the peak intensities. The re
sults are shown in Table I. Also shown there are the surf
band bendingVb obtained from the x-ray photoelectron spe
troscopy data.

Thus, when ann-InP ~100! surface is treated in a wate
solution of ammonium sulfide, the surface Fermi levelEFs

shifts slightly toward the conduction band; the depth of
depletion region of the semiconductor decreases slightly

FIG. 4. Raman spectra of three differentn-InP ~100! surfaces initially
etched in HF:~a! unsulfided surface,~b! sulfided in a water solution of
ammonium sulfide (NH4)2S1H2O, and ~c! sulfided in an (NH4)2S
1t-CH4H9OH solution.
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the electron work function increases. Treating ann-InP ~100!
surface in at-butyl alcohol solution of ammonium sulfid
causes the surface Fermi layer to shift into the conduc
band of the semiconductor, and leads to a larger reductio
the depth of the depletion layer and increase in the w
function. Here the fraction of sulfur bound to indium atom
at the semiconductor surface is greater than the fraction
displaces phosphorus.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The rate constant for formation of the sulfide coati
was calculated from the x-ray photoelectron spectrosc
data as the ratio of the thickness of the sulfide layer to
concentration of sulfur in the solution and the duration of t
sulfiding treatment. It turns out that the rate constant
roughly an order of magnitude higher whenn-InP is sulfided
with a t-butyl alcohol solution of ammonium sulfide tha
with a water solution. Similar results have been obtained
the sulfiding of GaAs in different solutions of ammoniu
sulfide.27

Decomposition of the S 2p spectra~Fig. 3! showed that
as the rate of formation of the sulfide coating increases,
fraction of the S1 state increases compared to that of S2,
just as in the case of annealing of a sulfided surface ,12,14

there is an increase in the ratio of the sulfur bound to indi
to the sulfur which displaces phosphorus vacancies in
surface layer of the semiconductor.

According to the Arrhenius equation, the rate const
for the sulfiding reaction characterizes the energy relea
during adsorption of atoms on the semiconductor surfa
Since the rate constants for sulfiding from solutions of a
monium sulfide in t-butyl alcohol and water differ by
roughly an order of magnitude, it is possible to estimate
difference in adsorption energies for sulfiding in these so
tions. The energy released during adsorption of a sulfur a
from a t-butyl alcohol solution is roughly 0.06 eV highe
than that from a water solution. Theoretical studies of I
~100! surfaces coated with S atoms28 show that there are
several possible atomic structures for these surfaces with
ferent mutual positions of the sulfur and phosphorus ato
and a difference of less than 0.1 eV among the energie
the several structures. It was pointed out that the ac
atomic structure of an InP~100!-S surface is a statistical sum
of different structures with similar energies and special e
phasis was placed on the importance of kinetic processe
establishing the surface structure. The decomposition of
S 2p spectra~Fig. 3! suggests that kinetic processes can ha
an important influence on the atomic structure of the surfa

On the other hand, increasing the reaction rate cons
for formation of a sulfide surface reduces the depth of
depletion region and also shifts the surface Fermi level
ward the conduction band. The latter is a consequence
change in the electronic structure of the surface that can
serve as further indirect confirmation of changes in
atomic structure of sulfided InP~100! surfaces.

The Raman spectroscopy data make it clear that the
duction in the depth of the depletion region after passivat
in a water solution should indicate a drop in the surfa
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barrier~by 0.05 eV!. However, the x-ray photoelectron spe
troscopy data do not confirm this result. This contradict
indicates that heightened doping level at the semicondu
surface must be taken into account when analyzing the
man spectra, since the amount of sulfur occupying ph
phorus vacancies~the S2 component! is quite high. The
amount of sulfur associated with the S2 component is
tirely sufficient to ensure a rise in the donor concentration
this amount at the semiconductor surface. Note that a ris
the donor concentration has been observed during sulfidi
of GaP in water solutions of ammonium sulfide.29

In the meantime, the change in depth of the deplet
region due to sulfiding in a solution of ammonium sulfide
t-butyl alcohol still cannot be explained solely by the ad
tional doping at the semiconductor surface, since the amo
of sulfur on the surface and the amount of sulfur associa
with the S2 component are less than the amount obta
with sulfiding in a water solution.

The combined x-ray photoelectron and Kelvin pro
data show that sulfiding leads to a rise in the ionization
ergy of the semiconductor: by 0.23 eV in the water solut
and by 0.53 eV in the alcohol solution~Fig. 5!. The change
in the ionization energy is caused by a change in the dip
moment at the surface.30 Two facts– the greater change
the ionization energy and, therefore, in the magnitude of
dipole moment at ann-InP ~100! surface sulfided in an alco
hol solution compared to the case of sulfiding in a wa
solution, and the greater amount of sulfur bound to indi
atoms ~state S1!– indicate that the dipole moment is pro
duced by sulfur atoms bound to indium atoms at the surfa
On the other hand, the larger dipole moment may also
caused by the higher effective electronegativity of the su
ion in an alcohol solution.31

5. CONCLUSIONS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the Kelvin pro
method, and Raman scattering have been used to show
whenn-InP ~100! is treated in a solution of ammonium su
fide in t-butyl alcohol, the surface Fermi level shifts towa

FIG. 5. Locations of the surface Fermi level (EFs) and the edges of the
conduction (Ec) and valence (Ev) bands relative to the vacuum level fo
three differentn-InP ~100! surfaces– an unsulfided surface~etched in HF!
and surfaces sulfided in (NH4)2S1H2O and in (NH4)2S1t-CH4H9OH.
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the conduction band, but when it is treated in a water so
tion, the surface Fermi level is essentially unaffected. T
reduction in the depth of the surface depletion layer dur
sulfiding may be caused either by an increase in the dop
level at the surface due to the filling of phosphorus vacanc
by sulfur or by a change in the surface barrier of the se
conductor. The increase in the ionization energy of the se
conductor is greater when then-InP ~100! is sulfided in an
alcohol solution, rather than a water solution.
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Electrical and photoelectric characteristics of an isotypic n-ZnO2n -Si structure
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Current-voltage and capacitance-voltage characteristics and the transverse and longitudinal
photoelectric effects are measured forn-ZnO–n-Si heterostructures obtained by deposition from
organometallic compounds. Some parameters of the interface, the mechanisms for current
flow, and the photoelectric characteristics of these heterostructures, which are of interest for
evaluating their practical applications, are determined. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01204-1#
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Thin ZnO films have attracted the interest of research
in connection with their possible attractive applications
optoelectronics. They have been used, in particular, in p
duction technologies for gas sensors, varistors, color
plays, and solar cells. For example, the conversion efficie
for sunlight in test samples of an anisotypicn-ZnO–p-Si
heterostructure was 0.95%.1 Pd-n-ZnO diode structures hav
been tested as hydrogen detectors.2

In this paper we present some results from a study of
electrical and photoelectric characteristics of isoty
n-ZnO–n-Si heterostructures with possible practical applic
tions in mind.

We have used deposition from organometallic co
pounds to obtain conducting layers ofn-ZnO. Zinc acetylac-
etonate Zn(AcAc)2 was used as a source.

Processing was done in a vertical reactor on an Si s
strate with a~100! orientation, held at a temperature of 300
350 °C. Deposition was from a mixture of Ar saturated w
Zn(AcAc)2 vapor and oxygen introduced into the reacti
zone through a concentric injector. Then-type ZnO layers
were deposited with a zinc acetylacetonate source temp
ture of 120 °C and in a 100 mL/min flow of argon and ox
gen with a flux ratio Ar/@Ar1O2#50.5. It was noticed that a
the substrate temperature increased, the rate of depositio
n-ZnO increased and that the morphological structure of
zinc oxide layer improved. The resulting conducting laye
of n-ZnO have an electron concentration (5 – 8)31019 cm23

and mobility ;50 cm2/~V•s!. The metallic contacts on th
structures were Al on then-Si and Pd on then-ZnO.

Figure 1 shows current-voltage characteristics of a ty
cal sample of isotypic Pd–n-ZnO–n-Si–Al heterostructure.
A sublinear variation can be seen in both polarities. Note t
the direction of easy flow of these structures corresponds
negative potential on then- Si. The detailed mechanism o
current flow is complicated. If we include the existence
intermediate states on the interface, then current flow in
forward direction is associated with overcoming a low
boundary in thêintermediate state&–n-Si system, and in the
reverse direction, in thêintermediate state&–n-ZnO system.
To some extent, the process of current flow resembles
4211063-7826/99/33(4)/2/$15.00
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that has been examined3 for n-Ge–n-Si heterostructures. In
this case,

I;F1,2exp~2qVD1,2/kT!~12R1,2! f ~a1 ,a2!, ~1!

whereF1,2 are the emitted fluxes of carriers from the volum
to barriers,VD1,2 are the diffusion potentials at the interface
R1,2 are the reflection coefficients for the carrier fluxes at
interfaces,f (a1 ,a2) is a function of the transmission~by
intermediate states! at the interface for the correspondin
emitted fluxes, and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote param
values for the two polarities of the applied bias. Figure
shows the forward and reverse currents as functions of t
perature. According to Eq.~1!, the barrier height obtained
from curve2 is VD250.25 eV and corresponds to ann-Si–
^interface& barrier. The weak temperature dependence of
forward current~curve 1! indicates that the tunnel curren
predominates in then-ZnO–̂ interface& segment.

Measurements of the capacitance as a function of
reverse bias~Fig. 3! yield a barrier height of 0.9 eV. The
total capacitance of an isotypic heterostructure can be wri
in the form

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of an isotypicn-ZnO–n-Si hetero-
structure:~1! forward branch~negative potential on then-Si, ~2! reverse
branch.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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C1C2

C11C2
5C, ~2!

whereC1 is the capacitance determined by the intermed
states in thê interface&–n-ZnO junction, andC2 is the ca-
pacitance of the depleted layer in then-Si. If C1!C2, then
the measuredC225 f (V) dependence probably gives th
height of then-ZnO–̂ interface& barrier.

The measured maximum photosensitivity of the isoty
heterostructure corresponds to the spectral region where
con is sensitive. A comparative estimate of the short-circ
current, observed by illuminating the isotypic heterostruct
by monochromatic light at a wavelength ofl50.64mm, on
one hand, and, for example, a siliconp2n junction photo-
detector of average sensitivity, on the other, showed that
heterojunction had a photocurrent that was only a facto
1.8 smaller than that of the photodetector. But the differe
for illumination by white light was much greater because
the lower collection efficiency for the minority current carr
ers in the heterostructure.

Figure 4 shows a plot of the inversion characteristics
the longitudinal photoelectric effect in the heterostructu

FIG. 2. The forward~1! and reverse~2! currents of ann-ZnO–n-Si structure
as functions of temperature.

FIG. 3. The capacitance~per unit area! as a function of reverse bias voltag
for an n-ZnO–n-Si structure.
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The characteristics are linear for a distancel .5 mm be-
tween the contacts. The linearity condition4 has the form
a l→0, where

a5AgS rn1

wn1
1

rn2

wn2
D . ~3!

Hereg is the perpendicular conductivity of the structure,rn1

and rn2 are the resistivities of then-ZnO andn-Si layers,
respectively; andwn1 andwn2 are their effective thicknesses

Calculations4 show that a rather wide range of lineari
should be observed even fora l ,1. Here the condition for
estimating the transverse conductivity of our structures,
cluding the electrical and geometric characteristics of
n-ZnO (wn1.431026 cm! andn-Si layers (n51016 cm23,
wn250.531024 cm! givesg<1025 V21. The other param-
eters of a longitudinal photodetector include, in particul
the capacitance per unit area under reverse bias,Cd , and the
time constant for the same bias,b l 2, whereb5Cdrn2 /wn2.
In the structures that were measured,Cd5931029 F/cm2

(V51 V! andb l 25231026 s.
It is clear that, in order to increase their prospects

practical application,n-ZnO–n-Si heterostructures must b
optimized, both in terms of their engineering design and
terms of the choice of electrical and photoelectric charac
istics of then-ZnO andn-Si layers. They probably cannot b
made into efficient converters of solar energy, but they c
serve, in practice, as relatively fast photodetectors base
the transverse or longitudinal photoelectric effects.

1M. Shimizu, T. Horii, T. Shiosaki, and A. Kawabata, Thin Solid Films96,
149 ~1982!.

2K. Ito, Surf. Sci.86, 345 ~1979!.
3W. G. Oldham and A. G. Milnes, Solid-State Electron.7, 153 ~1964!.
4U. Nin, T. Matsuda, H. Sadamtzu, and M. Takai, J. Appl. Phys.53, 457
~1982!.

Translated by D. H. McNeill

FIG. 4. Inversion characteristics for the longitudinal photoelectric effec
an n-ZnO–n-Si structure.
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Analysis of mechanisms for electron scattering in GaAs/Al xGa12xAs superlattices
with doped quantum wells for longitudinal resonant current flow in high electric fields
and at low temperatures

S. I. Borisenko and G. F. Karavaev

V. D. Kuznetsov Siberian Physicotechnical Institute, 634050 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted July 6, 1998; accepted for publication July 7, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 438–444~April 1999!

Formulas are derived for, and a numerical analysis made of, the dependence of the transverse
phase relaxation time on electron energy for resonant current flow through
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattices with doped quantum wells. The parameters are chosen to be
close to those of superlattices used for creating photodiodes for operation atl.10 mm. The
analysis is limited to the interactions of electrons with neutral atoms and impurity ions at
low temperatures. Resonant current flow is ensured by an electric field that brings the ground state
and the first excited state of the ‘‘Stark ladder’’ into resonance with neighboring, weakly
interacting quantum wells. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01304-6#
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Because of their possible use in infrared~IR!
detectors1–5 and ultrahigh frequency generators,6–9 the ki-
netic properties of weakly interacting quantum-well super
tices of the type GaAs/AlxGa12xAs in an electric field along
the longitudinal axis of the superlattice are currently stud
extensively, both experimentally and theoretically. The
gion of high electric fields, which cause ‘‘Stark’’ quantiza
tion of the subbands in the conduction band, is of grea
interest from the standpoint of increasing the
photosensitivity.1 In this case, the current-voltage charact
istic is highly nonlinear and when the electron concentrat
in the quantum well is high enough, the current-voltage ch
acteristic has distinct oscillatory structures.10,11The latter are
related10,12 to the presence of a high field at the anode d
main wall. It has recently been shown13–16 that current flow
in these domains is determined, in general, by nonreso
transitions of electrons between neighboring quantum we
If, however, a domain encompasses the entire superlattic
the applied field increases, then current flow through the
main can acquire a resonant character.15 The condition for
resonant current flow is that the lowest state and an exc
state of the Stark ladder be brought into resonance with
neighboring quantum wells by the electric field.17

Until now, the theoretical analysis of the role of the d
ferent scattering mechanisms which affect the longitudi
current flow in a superlattice has mainly touched on the fi
miniband in the classical electric field region.18–21The effect
of different scattering mechanisms on resonant and nonr
nant current flow in a high-field superlattice domain has b
given virtually no attention in the literature.

In this paper we carry out a numerical analysis of, a
present formulas for, the transverse phase relaxation tim17

during passage of a longitudinal current in
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattice with a straight barrier ban
4231063-7826/99/33(4)/6/$15.00
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gap for the case in which the electric field corresponds
step-by-step resonant tunnelling of electrons between
ground state and the first excited state of the neighbo
quantum wells. Based on the operating regimes for photo
tectors using these superlattices,1 the analysis is carried ou
for low temperatures including elastic scattering of electro
on impurity ions and neutral atoms. An analysis of expe
mental data for the dark current density in the resonant fl
region yields an estimate for the matrix element which d
termines the tunnelling transition probability for electro
between neighboring quantum wells.

1. THE PHASE RELAXATION TIME

It is known that in a strong electric field and with per
odic boundary conditions, the electron wave function is
calized and this localization accounts for the Stark quant
tion. This effect is especially noticeable in the case of narr
bands, such as the subbands in the superlattices used f
photodetectors. According to theory,17 in this case the energy
of an electron’s motion along a field parallel to the superl
tice axis is given in terms of two quantum numbers by

Ein5Ei2eFdn, ~1!

wherei is the number of a state in the unit cell of the sup
lattice with quantum numbern, 2e is the electronic charge
F is the field strength, andd is the superlattice period. Th
energyEin corresponds to the wave function

W̃in~z!5(
j

Ci j ~F !Wjn~z!, ~2!

where

Win~z!5
1

AN
(

q
e2 iqdnC iq~z! ~3!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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is the Wannier function;C iq is the one-dimensional Bloch
wave function corresponding to energyEiq with band num-
ber i and wave numberq; andN is the number of periods o
the superlattice along its axis. The energyEi and the coeffi-
cientsCi j , which depend on the field, are found by solvin
the equations

(
j

@~ I i02E!d i j 2eFZi j #Cji 50, ~4!

where

I i05
1

N (
q

Eiq ~5!

is the average value of the energy in the minibandi,

Zi j 5^Wi0uzuWj 0&E
L
Wi0* zWj 0 dz ~6!

is the matrix element of the position operators along
superlattice axis, andL5Nd is the length of the superlattic
along the symmetry axis.

For a superlattice consisting of weakly interacting qua
tum wells, the resonant electric current densityj r , which is
attributable to electron transitions between the ground s
and the first excited state of the neighboring quantum w
is given by17

j r5en̂ t'& d̃ uṼ128u
2, ~7!

where

d̃5^W̃21uzuW̃21&2^W̃10uzuW̃10& ~8!

is a parameter close in magnitude to the superlattice pe
d;

\V1285^W̃10uH02eFzuW̃21&

5(
i j

Ci1* Cj 2~ I i1d i j 2eF^Wi0uzuWj 1&! ~9!

is the matrix element for a tunnelling transition, which d
termines the probability of a transition of this type betwe
neighboring quantum wells;H0 is the Hamiltonian of the
superlattice in the absence of an electric field with eigenfu
tions C iq ;

I i15
1

N (
q

eiqdEiq ; ~10!

^t'&5
1

2p2dn
E t'~k!dk

exp$@«~k!2j#/k0T%11
~11!

is the transverse phase relaxation time averaged ove
equilibrium distribution;

n5
m* k0T

p\2d
ln@11exp~j/k0T!# ~12!

is the electron concentration in the approximation of isola
quantum wells fork0T!E22E1 ; «(k)5\2k2/2m* is the
e

-

te
ls

d

-

c-

an

d

energy of transverse motion of an electron in the effecti
mass approximation;k is the two-dimensional wave vecto
andj is the Fermi level.

The transverse phase relaxation time is given as a fu
tion of k by17

1

t'

5
p

\ (
k8

uUkk8
1010

2Ukk8
2121u2d~«~k!2«~k8!!, ~13!

where

Ukk8
im jn

5^CkimuU~r !uCk8 jn& ~14!

is the matrix element of the scattering operator

U~r !5(
a

V~r 2Ra! ~15!

in the basis of wave functions

Ckim5
1

AS
eikr'W̃im~z!, ~16!

which describe the bound motion of the electrons along
superlattice axis and their free motion transverse to the a
In Eqs.~15! and ~16! V(r 2Ra) is the interaction energy o
an electron with an impurity center located at the pointRa

andS is the cross-sectional area of the superlattice. The h
zontal bar in Eq.~13! denotes averaging over the coordinat
of the scattering centers. Equation~13! has been written dis-
regarding the scattering between the ground state and
first excited state within a single well, which we shall igno
because of its smallness for elastic scattering.

Using Eqs.~2! and~3!, we can write the matrix elemen
of the scattering operator in the form

Ukk8
im jn

5
1

N (
a j 8 i 8

(
bqq8

Ci 8 i
* Cj 8 jexp@ i ~kbq2kq8!Ra#

3exp@ id~mq82nq!#Ci 8 j 8b~q,q8!V~kq82kbq!,

~17!

where

kq5~k,q!, kbq5~k, q12pb/d!, 2N/2<b<N/2,

and

Ci j b~q,q8!5
1

dE2d/2

d/2

ei2pbz/d uiq* ujq8 dz ~18!

is the Fourier component of the product of the parts of
Bloch wave functions which are periodic in the superlatt
period, while

V~K !5E eiKr V~r ! dr ~19!

is the Fourier component in three-dimensional wave vec
K space of the interaction energy of an electron with a sc
tering center at the pointR50.

For scattering at impurity ions in the approximation
an isotropic Coulomb screening potential, it is known tha
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V~K !5
4pe2

«s~K21a2!
, ~20!

where«s is the static dielectric constant, anda is the screen-
ing parameter. In the Debye approximation, with allowan
for Eq. ~12! for the concentration, we have

a25
4m* e2

«s\
2d

@11exp~2j/k0T!#21. ~21!

For scattering on neutral atoms at energies correspondin
elastic scattering, we use the approximate formula

V~K !5F 30pr B\4

~m* !2uK u
G 1/2

, ~22!

wherer B5(2m* «D)1/2/\ is the Bohr radius of the impurity
ground state, and«D is the impurity ionization energy. In the
case of a bulk semiconductor, this formula yields the we
known expression obtained by Erginsoy22 for the cross sec-
tion of scattering at the neutral hydrogen-like atoms.

A numerical analysis of the coefficientsCi j showed that,
for calculating the elements of the scattering matrix in E
~13!, the field dependence of theW̃in can be ignored in the
resonant current flow region, i.e., it can be assumed
Ci j 5d i j . In addition, since the superlattices under consid
ation here consist of weakly interacting quantum wells,
can use the approximation of infinitely deep, isolated qu
tum wells for theWin . Given these approximations, afte
averaging over the uniformly distributed impurity cente
within the quantum wells, according to Eqs.~13! and ~17!,
we obtain the following expression for the transverse ph
relaxation time~seeAppendix I!:

t'~k!5t'~«!5t0G~«!21, ~23!

whereG(«) is a dimensionless function of the energy. F
scattering at impurity ions, with allowance for Eq.~20!, we
obtain

t0
ion5

«s
2\3

p5e4a3m* Nion

, ~24!

wherea is the width of the quantum well,m* is the effective
mass, andNion is the concentration of the impurity ions in th
quantum well;

G~«!5E
0

` ~2x21n«12g2!g~x!dx

~x21g2!3/2~x21n«1g2!3/2
, ~25!

g~x!5
sin2~x!

hx2 H 1

~p22x2!2
1

16

~4p22x2!2

2
8cos~hx!

~p22x2!~4p22x2!
J , ~26!

whereg andh are dimensionless parameters, andn has the
dimensions of reciprocal energy:

n52
m* a2

\2
, g5

1

2
aa, h52

d

a
. ~27!
e

to

-

.

at
r-
e
-

e

r

A similar calculation of the constantt0 and the function
G(«), using Eq.~22! when the transverse relaxation time
limited to scattering on neutral hydrogen-like atoms, yield

t0
n.a.5

e2m* 2

60p3«s\
3Nn.a.

, ~28!

whereNn.a. is the concentration of neutral impurity cente
in the quantum well, and

G~«!5E
0

p/2

dwE
0

`

dx
g~x!

~x21n«sin2w!1/2
. ~29!

The integrals in Eqs.~25! and ~29! have no general analytic
form and can only be calculated numerically.

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSVERSE PHASE
RELAXATION TIME

Since there is no analytic expression for the depende
of the transverse phase relaxation time on the energy an
the superlattice parameters, these dependences were
lyzed numerically for a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs type superlattice
with parameters close to those employed for fabricating p
todetectors. For the parameters in the formula fort'

ion(«), we
have used the following values:mGaAs* 50.067m0 and «s

513.13. The ionization energy of the impurity atoms,«D

was estimated from the hydrogen-like model.
According to Eqs.~23!–~27!, the transverse phase rela

ation timet'
ion , which is restricted to scattering on impurit

ions, depends on the electron concentrationn, the quantum
well width a, and the ratiod/a of the superlattice period to
the quantum well width. Note that, in the approximation
electrical neutrality, the electron concentration determin
the impurity ion concentration (Nion5n) and, according to
Eq. ~21!, through the Fermi level, the screening parametera.
Figure 1 shows the calculated energy dependence oft'

ion for
different electron concentrations. It is clear from the figu
that t'

ion is an increasing function of energy. This distin
guishes it from the ordinary relaxation timet ion for the bulk
semiconductor, sincet'

ion(«) approaches a finite value as th
energy goes to zero, whilet ion(«) approaches infinity as
«21/2. As the electron concentration increases, the transv
relaxation time decreases as a result of the higher impu
concentration. Figure 2 shows plots oft'

ion(«) for different
values of the ratiod/a with a570 Å. According to this
figure, as the superlattice barrier thickness increases rela
to the quantum well width, the transverse relaxation tim
decreases for these values ofd/a. Figure 3 shows plots of
t'

ion(«) for different quantum well widths. This figure im
plies that the transverse relaxation time also decreases
increasinga for constantd/a. The reason for such a depen
dence oft'

ion on these parameters is related to the interf
ence properties of the square of the modulus of the differe
in the matrix elements of the scattering operator for nei
boring quantum wells, which determines the transve
phase relaxation time through Eq.~13!.

According to Eqs.~23! and~26!–~29!, the transverse re
laxation timet'

n.a. , which is limited to scattering on neutra
hydrogen-like atoms, depends parametrically on the neu
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atom concentrationNn.a. in the quantum well, the quantum
well width a, and the ratiod/a. Figures 4 and 5 show plots o
t'

n.a.(«) for different values of the parametersa andd/a. The
calculations were done forNn.a.51018 cm23. These figures
imply that for these energies,t'

n.a.(«) is an increasing func-
tion. This distinguishes it from the relaxation timetn.a. in the
bulk material, which is independent of the energy at lo
energies«,«D/4. As the parameterd/a increases witha
constant, the transverse relaxation timet'

n.a. increases, in
contrast witht'

ion . A rise in t'
n.a. with increasinga for con-

stantd/a is also observed, in contrast witht'
ion .

FIG. 1. The transverse relaxation time as a function of energy,t'
ion(«), for

different electron concentrations (a570 Å, d5210 Å!. Concentrations
n (cm23): 1 — 1015, 2 — 231015, and3 — 1016.

FIG. 2. The transverse relaxation time as a function of energy,t'
ion(«), for

different ratios of the superlattice period to the quantum well width,d/a:
1 — 2, 2 — 3, and3 — 4 (a570 Å, n51016 cm23).
3. CALCULATING THE TUNNELLING TRANSITION MATRIX
ELEMENT

According to Eq.~7!, if the resonant current density
carrier concentration, and the transverse phase relaxa
time averaged over the energy are known, then in the
proximationd̃5d it is possible to estimateu\Ṽ128u, the ma-
trix element which determines the tunnelling transition pro
ability. An estimate of this sort was made for
GaAs/Al0.36Ga0.64As superlattice with a quantum well with
of 70 Å and a barrier thickness of 140 Å (d5210 Å!. An

FIG. 3. The transverse relaxation time as a function of energy,t'
ion(«), for

different widths of the superlattice quantum well,a, Å: 1 — 40,2 — 70, and
3 — 100 (d/a53, n51016 cm23).

FIG. 4. The transverse relaxation time as a function of energy for the cas
scattering on neutral atoms,t'

n.a.(«), for different ratios of the superlattice
period to the quantum well width,d/a: 1 — 2, 2 — 3, and3 — 4 (a570 Å,

Nn.a51018 cm23, «̃D510.5 meV!.
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experiment1 shows that at 15 K a superlattice with these
parameters, doped quantum wells with a concentrationND

51.431018 cm23, and 50 periods has resonant IR abso
tion at l510.3 mm (\v215120 meV! and has a dark cur
rent ~density! of j r;0.9 A/cm2 for a bias of 6V.

A calculation of the transverse relaxation time for th
temperature and impurity concentration yielded^t'

n.a.&52.3
310215 s and^t'

ion&57.8310213 s. In this calculation the
electron densityn51.331015 cm23 was calculated by solv
ing the equation for the electrical neutrality condition~see
Appendix II! with parameters taken from Mailhiotet al.:23

«0512.5 meV andD«50.11 meV/Å. In calculating the Fou
rier component~22! of the electron-neutral impurity atom
interaction, we have used the average value«D5 «̃D510.5
meV for the ionization energy.

The very small value of̂t'
n.a.& indicates that the inter

action of the electrons with the neutral impurity atoms m
be taken into account when calculating the electron ene
spectrum and wave functions. In the zeroth approximat
the motion of the electrons in the field of the neutral ato
can be treated as motion in a field with an average poten
accompanied by weak scattering analogous to that in an
loy. With this approach to the problem, the main mechan
for scattering is scattering on impurity ions, which gives
value for u\Ṽ128u of roughly 3.431025 eV. This value is in
good agreement with that calculated using Eq.~9!, 4.0
31025 eV. In the calculation the fit parameter for the give
\v215120 meV was the effective height of the potent
barrier of the quantum well, which turned out to be rough
218 meV.

The existing discrepancy may be related to the abo
mentioned weak scattering at neutral atoms and to pho
emission. It should also be noted that in calculating^t'

ion& we
have used a rather approximate Wannier function, in wh

FIG. 5. The transverse relaxation time as a function of energy for the ca
scattering on neutral atoms,t'

n.a.(«), for different superlattice quantum we
widths,a, Å: 1 — 40, 2 —70, and3 — 100 (d/a53 Å, Nn.a51018 cm23,

«̃D510.5 meV!.
-

t
y
n
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the finite height and thickness of the potential barrier w
ignored, along with an isotropic Coulomb potential for th
impurity ion. Another factor which might affect the calcu
lated value of̂ t'

ion& is scattering which leads to transfer o
electrons among neighboring quantum wells.

APPENDIX I

According to Eq.~13!, the transverse relaxation time i

1

t'

5
p

\ (
k8

$uUkk8
1010u21uUkk8

2121u222Re~Ukk8
1010Uk8k

2121
!%

3d~«~k!2«~k8!!. ~A.I.1!

Ignoring the field dependence of the wave functions, we
tain the following expressions for the matrix elements of t
scattering operator, taking Eq.~17! into account:

Ukk8
2121

5
1

N (
a

(
bqq8

ei (kbq2kq8)Raeid(q82q)

3C22b~q,q8!V~kq82kbq!,

Ukk8
1010

5
1

N (
a

(
bqq8

ei (kbq2kq8)Ra

3C11b~q,q8!V~kq82kbq!. ~A.I.2!

In the approximation of isolated infinitely deep quantu
wells, for the Wannier function we use the standard formu

W105H ~2/a!1/2cos~pz/a!, uzu<a/2,

0, uzu>a/2,

W205H ~2/a!1/2sin~pz/a!, uzu<a/2,

0, uzu>a/2. ~A.I.3!

The coefficientsCi j b are calculated using Eqs.~18! and
~A.I.3!:

C11b~q8,q!5C1~Q!5
p2sin~aQ/2!

~aQ/2!@p22~aQ/2!2#
,

C22b~q8,q!5C2~Q!5
4p2sin~aQ/2!

~aQ/2!@4p22~aQ/2!2#
,

~A.I.4!

whereQ52pb/d1q2q8.
Using Eq.~A.I.4!, Eq. ~A.I.2! takes the form

Ukk8
2121

5
L

2p (
a

ei (k82k)Ra'E
2`

1`

eiq(Raz2d)C2~q!

3V~ uk82ku, uqu! dq,

Ukk8
1010

5
L

2p (
a

ei (k82k)Ra'E
2`

1`

eiqRazC1~q!

3V~ uk82ku, uqu! dq. ~A.I.5!

of
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Assuming independent scattering on individual impurity ce
ters and considering a uniform impurity distribution with
the quantum well, using Eq.~A.I.5! and integrating over the
coordinatesRa , we obtain

uUkk8
1010

2Ukk8
2121u25

aNvL

2pd È1`

V2~ uk82ku,uqu!

3@C1
2~q!1C2

2~q!

22 cos~qd! C1~q! C2~q!#dq,

~A.I.6!

whereNv is the concentration of impurity centers within
quantum well.

APPENDIX II

In the approximation of electrical neutrality the electr
concentrationn can be calculated using the formula

n5
1

L E
2L/2

L/2 f ~z!dz

2 exp$@«D~z!1j#/k0T%11
, ~A.II,1!

whereL5Nd is the superlattice thickness, andf (z) is the
impurity distribution function~the number of centers per un
length at the pointz). Assuming that the impurity distribu
tion in the quantum well is uniform, and that the ionizatio
energy function«D(z) is periodic over the superlattice an
symmetric with respect to the center of a quantum well,
transform Eq.~A.I.1! to the form

n52
ND

d E
0

a/2 dz

2 exp$@«D~z!1j#/k0T%11
, ~A.II.2!

whereND is the concentration of the donor impurity inside
quantum well.

For the function«D(z) we use the linear approximatio

«D~z!5«02D«z ~0<z<a/2!, ~A.II.3!

where «0 is the ionization energy of an impurity atom lo
cated at the center of a quantum well. In this approximat
the integral in Eq.~A.II.2! can be expressed analytically an
the condition of electrical neutrality with Eq.~12! takes the
form

ln@11exp~j/k0T!#

5
2p\2ND

m* D«
lnH 2exp@~«01j!/k0T#1exp~aD«/2k0T!

2exp~~«01j!/k0T!11 J .

~A.II.4!
-

e

n

For a nondegenerate electron gas at low temperat
(k0T!«0), this equation for the reduced Fermi levelj has
the simple solution

j5
k0T

2
lnH p\2ND@exp~aD«/2k0T!21#

m* D«exp~«0 /k0T!
J . ~A.II.5!
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Luminescence and electrical properties of InGaN/AlGaN/GaN light emitting diodes
with multiple quantum wells
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Luminescence spectra of light-emitting diodes based on InGaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with
multiple quantum wells are studied for currents in the rangeJ50.15mA–150 mA. The
comparatively high quantum efficiency for lowJ (Jmax50.521 mA! is a consequence of a low
probability for the nonradiative tunnel current. The current-voltage characteristicsJ(V) are
studied forJ51021221021 A; they are approximated by the functionV5wk1mkT•@ ln(J/J0)
1(J/J1)

0.5#1J•Rs . The portion ofV}(J/J1)0.5 and measurements of the dynamic
capacitance indicate thati-layers adjacent to the active layer play an important role. The spectra
are described by a model with a two-dimensional density of states with exponential tails in
multiple quantum wells. The rise inT with increasingJ is determined from the short-wavelength
decay of the spectrum of the blue diodes:T53602370 K for J5802100 mA. An
emission band is observed at 2.7–2.8 eV from green diodes at highJ; this band may be explained
by phase separation with different amounts of In in the InGaN. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01404-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanisms for recombination in light emitting d
odes ~LEDs! based on complicated quantum well hete
structures such as InGaN/AlGaN/GaN are still not und
stood adequately, despite enormous progress in
fabrication of blue and green LEDs. Studies have be
made1–6 of the spontaneous luminescence spectra and e
trical properties of LEDs with single InGaN quantu
wells.7,8 The spectra were fit well by a model which include
the tails of the density of states attributable to fluctuations
the In concentration and to the boundaries of the two dim
sional~2D! structures. High electric fields produce tunnellin
effects in these structures.3–5,9,10

In discussions at the Second International Conference
Nitride Semiconductors11 the possibility of phase separatio
in heterostructure layers that are enriched in In was dem
strated. We are unaware of any papers in which the lumin
cence spectra might have been analyzed in terms of a m
which includes phase separation. In that discussion, as
as two other papers,12,13 the possibility of piezoelectric ef
fects in these heterostructures was pointed out.

In this paper we study the luminescence spectra
electrical properties of LEDs based on InGaN/AlGaN/G
structures with multiple quantum wells,14,15 which were sent
to Moscow State University by Dr. M. Koike of the Toyod
Hosei Company. There was some interest in examining
feasibility of describing the spectra of the LED by a mod
which includes the tails of the density of states in 2D str
tures. It would be important to understand whether tun
effects occur in these structures and to study the distribu
4291063-7826/99/33(4)/6/$15.00
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of charges and electric fields in the structures and exam
their influence on the luminescence.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We have studied samples of blue and gre
InxGa12xN/Al yGa12yN/GaN LEDs.14,15 The structures were
grown by gaseous phase epitaxy from organometallic co
pounds on sapphire substrates with a buffer layer of AlN~30
nm!. Then-GaN base layer~4-5 mm! was doped with Si and
the active layer of InxGa12xN/GaN ~5 periods of multiple
quantum wells, period,8 nm! was grown on it. The layer of
p-Al yGa12yN ~50 nm! covering the multiple quantum well
and the upper layer ofp-GaN~0.5mm! were doped with Mg.
The amount of In in the quantum wells was varied. T
value of x determined the spectral region of the lumine
cence, as blue (x'0.2) or green (x'0.4).

It was possible to study the spectra at low currents ra
ing upward fromJ50.1 mA in a dc mode~at room tempera-
ture!. The spectra at high currents, up toJ5200 mA, were
studied in a pulsed regime~50 Hz, 5ms!.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. LED luminescence spectra for dc currents

We studied the spectra of ten blue and ten green LED
room temperature. The spectral peaks for 10 mA lay in
interval \vmax52.6422.67 eV (lmax54652467 nm! for
the blue LEDs and in the range\vmax52.3522.37 eV
(lmax54652467 nm! for the green LEDs. The spectra
width at half maximum wasD(\v)1/2'0.2120.23 eV
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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@D(l)1/2536238 nm#. The spectra of typical LEDs for a
wide range of currents are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Spe
from '0.15 mA are shown for the blue LED~Fig. 1! and
from '0.5mA, for the green~Fig. 2!. Apparently, no spectra
of GaN LEDs down to such low currents at room tempe
ture have been published. The spectral peaks of the
LEDs shift with current in the interval\vmax52.5722.67
eV, in contrast with the blue LEDs with single quantu
wells, for which the peak of the fundamental band does
vary with J.1–3 No separate band was observed in the yello
green region, of the sort attributed to tunnel radiation in b
LEDs with single quantum wells.3–6 The spectral peaks o
the green LEDs shift in the interval\vmax52.222.45 eV,
which is wider than that for green single quantum w
LEDs.1–3 The long-wavelength portion of the spectra has
exponential decay,I}exp(\v/E0). In the exponent the pa
rameterE0'40260 meV for the blue and green LEDs, eve
when the current was varied over wide limits, in contra
with the case of LEDs with single quantum wells.1–3 In the
short wavelength portion of the spectrum, the intensity a

FIG. 1. Luminescence spectra of a blue LED at room temperature for
rents of 0.5mA ~bottom curve! to 50 mA ~top curve!. The open circles
represent approximations of the spectra forJ55 mA and 10 mA by Eq.~2!.

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra of a green LED at room temperature
different currents from 1mA ~bottom curve! to 50 mA~top curve!. The open
circles represent approximations of the spectra forJ55 mA and 10 mA by
Eq. ~2!.
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falls exponentially, with I}exp(2\v/E1). The parameter
E1540245 meV for the blue LEDs andE1.50 meV for the
green; i.e., it differs substantially fromkT. A band which
appears as a shoulder on the short wavelength wing of
spectrum was observed at\v52.722.8 eV in the green
LEDs ~Fig. 2!.

3.2. Temperature dependence of the spectra

The parameterE1 for the spectra of the blue LEDs wa
proportional to the temperature according to measurem
in the rangeT52202300 K: E15m•kT, with m51.4
21.7. Spectra of blue LEDs at high currents (J5202150
mA! are shown in Fig. 3. The peaks of the spectra for
currents began to shift to longer wavelengths whenJ.40
mA ~Fig. 3a!. The short-wavelength decay parameterE1 in-
creased during this shift of the peaks. The peaks of the s
tra for pulsed currents~50 Hz, 5ms! continued to shift with
the current toward higher energies andE1 did not vary~Fig.
3b!. These facts must be explained by heating of the LED
high dc currents.

3.3. Spectral shift with rising voltage

The dependence of\vmax on the energyeV (V is the
voltage! is shown in Fig. 4. Over a fairly wide interval thi
dependence is linear, but the slope of the curve is much
than unity~in contrast with the peak in the tunnel emissio
band of single quantum-well diodes3–6!. This shift can be

r-

or

FIG. 3. Luminescence spectra of a blue LED at high currents: a — dc
current; b — pulsed current~50 Hz, 5ms!. The hollow circles indicate an
approximation of the spectra by Eq.~2! for J510 and 80 mA. a —J
510, 20, 30, 50, 80 mA; b —J510, 20, 30, 50, 80, 100, 150 mA.
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explained by filling of the tail in the density of states as
result of fluctuations in the potential and electric fields in
active layer with multiple quantum wells.

3.4. Current-voltage characteristics

Current-voltage characteristicsJ(V) of blue and green
LEDs are shown in Fig. 5. For low currents,J,1027 A, at
300 K the current rises exponentially with an energyEj

'150 meV in the exponent. This part of the characteristic
explained by the tunnel component of the current. The tun
component in these diodes is 3-4 orders of magnitude lo
than in single quantum-well LEDs.2–5 For voltages in the
rangeV52.322.7 V, a sharp exponential rise correspondi
to injection into the active region is observed. For high c
rents,J.20 mA, the current increases almost linearly w
voltage because of the series resistanceRs of the contact
regions.

It was possible to approximate the characteristics w
good accuracy when, besides the series resistanceRs , the
formula for J(V) was supplemented with a quadratic ter
J}(V2V1)2 corresponding to a double-injection model. T
current-voltage characteristic forJ.1024 A was approxi-
mated by the equation

V5wk1EJ@ ln~J/J0!1~J/J1!0.5#1J•Rs ~1!

FIG. 4. The locations of the peaks in the emission spectra of blue~a! and
green~b! LEDs as functions of the current and voltage on the diode~dc
current!. a: 1 — \vmax (V5U1JRs), 2 — \vmax (U); b: 1 — \vmax (V
5U1JRs); the smooth curves are a fit to\vmax (U).
n
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el
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with the fit parameterswk ~contact potential!, EJ ~the param-
eter in the injection exponent,EJ5c•kT, c5122), J0 ~the
saturation current!, J1, and Rs . The results of the fit are
shown in Fig. 5. The part of the current-voltage characteri
of the formV5EJ(J/J1)0.5 plays an important role betwee
injection growth and the linear portion of the characterist
i.e., in the rangeJ52230 mA corresponding to the opera
ing current for these diodes. WhenT is reduced to 80 K, the
current-voltage characteristics shift to higher voltages, wh
the slope of the tunnel exponent remains the same; the
tribution of the quadratic term andRs increase, so that the
injection exponent does not show up as strongly as migh
expected.

FIG. 5. a — Current-voltage characteristics of blue (B) and green (G)
InGaN/AlGaN/GaN LEDs with single~1! and multiple~2! quantum wells at
room temperature~smooth curves! and at 80 K ~dashed curves!; b —
approximation of the current-voltage characteristic by Eq.~1!: the dashed
curve is J(V)5J0ewk/EJe(V2JRs)/EJ and the smooth curve includes th
(V2V1)2 term; the points are experimental data.
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3.5. Luminescence quantum yield

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the integrated in
sity F ~photons/s! and external quantum efficiencyhe

5eF/J on the current for typical green and blue diodes. T
quantity he was measured by a method describ
elsewhere16 and he reaches a maximum at a comparative
low J which corresponds to the onset of the injection port
of the current-voltage characteristic. The quantityhe falls off
logarithmically with increasingJ for high currents~linearly
with V).

3.6. Distribution of charge centers

The distribution of the concentration of charge centers
the p-region of these structures is shown in Fig. 7~the
method of measuring the dynamic capacitance is gi
elsewhere17!. The charge distributions for LEDs with singl
and multiple quantum wells are compared in this figure.
odes with single quantum wells1–5 have a thinner spac
charge region and in both cases the space charge lay
thicker for green than blue LEDs. This is consistent with t
weakness of tunnelling effects in multiple quantum-well
odes. Apparently, introducing high concentrations of In in
the active region of these structures makes heavy Mg do
of the p-regions difficult and facilitates the formation o
compensated regions adjacent to the active layer.

FIG. 6. The integrated emission intensity~squares! and external quantum
efficiency~crosses! as functions of current for blue~a! and green~b! LEDs.
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ng

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1. Approximation of the spectra

The spectra were described by a model that has b
used for LEDs with single quantum wells.1–6 In this model it
is assumed that radiative recombination takes place betw
electrons and holes injected into the quantum wells; the v
age U on the active layer is close to the contact poten
difference:U'wk,V.

Optical transitions take place between statesE(c) and
E(v) in the tails~of the density of states! produced by poten-
tial fluctuations in the 2D-structure. It is assumed that
density of states has the form

N2D~\v2Eg
eff!;@11exp~2\v2Eg

eff!/E0#21. ~2!

Here Eg
eff is the effective band gap, given byEg

eff5Ec*
2Ev* . The spectral intensity is proportional to the populati
function for the states nearEc* andEv* ; these functions de-
pend on the Fermi quasi-levelsFn and Fp , whereFn2Fp

5eU ~see Ref. 5!:

I ~\v!;N2D~\v2Eg
eff! f c~\v,m,kT,Fn!

3~12 f v~\v,m,kT,Fp!!;

1,m,2. ~3!

Figures 1 and 2 show how this function approxima
the spectra and Table I lists the parameters for one blue L
They demonstrate that the recombination mechanis
change when the current is varied over a wide range. In
range ofJ, the change in\vmax can be attributed to a chang
in Fn , with Eg

eff and E15m•kT fixed. This is evidence for
the model of transitions in the tails of the density of sta
during random potential fluctuations.

The interval ofJ over which this description fits, how
ever, is limited. These parameters for a series of LEDs
their dependence on the random and directed~in particular,
piezoelectric! fields will be analyzed in more detail late
Here we note that the parameterE15m•kT increases notice-
ably with J. This is caused by heating of the LED fo

FIG. 7. Spatial distributions of the concentration of charged centers~the
coordinate origin corresponds to the boundary of then-region!; the points
are the values ofN corresponding to zero external voltage on the diode. B
~1,3! and green~2,4–6! LEDs with single~1,2!! and multiple~3–6! quantum
wells.
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J.10 mA. The approximation is shown in Fig. 3. The sh
in the spectra for the pulsed regime can be described with
changingE1 and that for dc currents, without changingm as
T varies~Fig. 3a!. The shift in\vmax for high J is consistent
with Varshni’s formula,Eg

eff(T)5E(0)2aT2/(b1T) with
parametersE(0)53.07 eV, a512.831024 eV/K, and
b51190 K ~Ref. 18!.

4.2. A new spectral band

The short wavelength rolloff of the principal lin
changes withJ in part because of the influence of anoth
spectral line. That line shows up distinctly in the spectra
green LEDs and, close to the noise level, in blue LEDs~Figs.
1 and 2!. It seems to be a consequence of large-scale in
mogeneities – phase separation with different amounts o
in InxGa12xN. In Ref. 11, models of recombination in tai
of the density of states and in ‘‘quantum dots’’ produced
the nonuniform distribution of In were considered as alter
tives. Our data appear to show that both of these possibil
occur. This assumption must be verified by comparing
luminescence spectra with data on the structure of the m
tiple quantum wells obtained by electron microscopy a
secondary ion spectroscopy.

4.3. The role of compensated regions and the maximum
quantum efficiency

The question of the maximumhe as a function of the
current is important. It is related to the number of quant
wells and the features of the charge distribution in differ
heterostructures. The quantityhe has a maximum, becaus
tunnelling nonradiative recombination channels show up
low J. As J is increased, the electrons injected into the m
tiple quantum well layer fill it up; this is the region of expo
nential growth in J and the maximum ofhe . As J is
increased further, the electrons partially flow over in
the adjacenti-layer ~such a model was proposed by Dom
et al.19!, having been drawn there by the electric field. This
indicated by the quadratic term in the current-voltage ch
acteristic.

TABLE I. Approximation parameters for the spectra of a blue diode acco
ing to Eq. ~3!. The accuracy of the values is indicated by the number
places after the decimal point.

J, mA U, V \vmax, meV E0, meV m DFn , eV Eg
eff , eV

50 3.108 2.683 65.07 1.375 20.171 2.903
20 3.049 2.680 61.45 1.327 20.196 2.920
10 2.982 2.657 60.42 1.321 20.183 2.905
5 2.921 2.647 59.61 1.331 20.167 2.870
2 2.841 2.644 58.74 1.342 20.140 2.821
1 2.787 2.633 59.80 1.339 20.140 2.809
0.5 2.712 2.637 58.41 1.368 20.129 2.801
0.2 2.644 2.632 54.61 1.469 20.152 2.846
0.1 2.602 2.624 45.75 1.576 20.115 2.807
0.05 2.564 2.626 40.27 1.440 20.112 2.781
0.02 2.512 2.606 36.97 1.384 20.111 2.751
0.01 2.471 2.610 36.74 1.358 20.112 2.743
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5. CONCLUSIONS

1. We have studied the electroluminescence spectr
multiple quantum well InGaN/AlGaN/GaN light-emitting di
odes down to low currents on the order of 1027 A. With
increasingV, the spectral peaks of the blue diodes shift in t
range 2.57–2.67 eV and those of the green diodes shift in
range 2.2–2.4 eV as the tail of the density of states in
multiple quantum wells is filled.

2. A model of radiative recombination in a 2D-structu
with an exponential tail in the density of states provides
good fit to the spectrum with a small number of fitting p
rameters. The change in the parameters is evidence of v
tions in the recombination mechanism with current. At hi
currents a previously unobserved band is seen in the sh
wavelength wing of the spectra. This band appears to
caused by the separation of phases with different amoun
In in the InGaN wells.

3. The tunnelling component of the current in the mu
tiple quantum-well diodes is 3–4 orders of magnitu
smaller than in analogous single quantum well diodes. T
current-voltage characteristics of the LEDs have a segm
corresponding to double injection into thei-layers adjacent
to the multiple quantum wells. This is confirmed by the for
of the distribution of charge centers in the structures.

4. The radiative quantum efficiency has a peak wh
depends on the current for lowJ (J'0.52131023 A!. The
drop in he for J.1 mA can be explained by overflow o
electrons from the active layer and their being drawn by
electric field into thei-layers of the structure.
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The absorption of light by photoionization of deep impurity centers in quantum well
heterostructures is studied theoretically using a model with a maximally localized potential.
Analytic expressions are found for the photoionization cross sections for light polarized
perpendicular and parallel to the axis of the structure, disregarding the effect of the
impurity potential on the continuum electronic states. The dependence of the frequency variation
of the cross section on the charge state of the impurity after photoionization, as well as on
the position of the impurity in the structure and the doping profile, is studied qualitatively near the
absorption threshold. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01504-5#
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1. Optical techniques for studying quantum-well hete
structures yield extensive information on the structure a
quality of the interfaces and can be used to estimate
quantum-well width to within a monolayer.1 A part of the
visible spectrum, which corresponds to rather distinct ex
ton resonance lines, is used for these purposes, as well a
many device applications in optoelectronic equipment. T
properties of quantum-well structures are determined, t
great extent, by the presence of certain impurities and p
defects in them, which lead to the appearance of additio
features in their optical absorption spectra due, in particu
to the photoionization of impurity centers. Substantial imp
rity concentrations are required in order to observe these
tures. Since the photoionization energy depends on the l
tion of an impurity in a heterostructure, the impurity ba
spectra are spread out and this makes their resolution
interpretation more difficult. Despite these circumstanc
the optical transitions associated with impurity centers
accessible to experimental study.2–4 When impurities are in-
troduced byd-doping,5 it is possible to determine the loca
tion of the impurities from the location of the edge of th
absorption band. The high sensitivity of the binding ene
between a carrier and an impurity to changes in an exte
electric field parallel to the axis of the heterostructure6 makes
it possible, in principle, to change the location of the imp
rity optical absorption edge.

Shallow ~Coulomb! donor and acceptor impurities i
quantum-well heterostructures have been studied in s
detail.7,8 The structure of deep impurities of the nontransiti
elements, which often play an important role in determin
the properties of a heterostructure, are less well understo9

In this paper we examine impurity optical absorption
quantum well structures due to photoionization of deep
purity centers. It is assumed that a localized state is form
exclusively of states in the conduction band, and the im
rity potential is assumed to be a maximally localized~singu-
lar! attractive potential. In fact, this involves an analog of t
standard Lucovsky formula10 and a modification of it to ac-
count for a Coulomb interaction excited in the conducti
band between an electron and an impurity center.11,12
4351063-7826/99/33(4)/5/$15.00
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2. Let us consider the photoexcitation of an electr
from a local level with energyEi to one of the two-
dimensional ~2D) subbands of the quantum-well system
whose dispersion relation we shall assume to be parab
and isotropic, i.e.,

El~k!5El
~0!1

\2k2

2ml
. ~1!

Herek is the 2D quasiwave vector,l is the subband number
El

(0) is the energy of the subband edge~in the following, the
energy reckoned from the bottom of the lowest subband
that E1

(0)50), andml is the effective mass. In the dipol
approximation the total photoionization cross section can
written as

sl5
2mlSa

m0
2\v

E d2ku^l̄kuj p̂u i &u2d~k22kv
2 !, ~2!

whereS is the normalizing area of the structure,a5e2/\c,
m0 is the free electron mass,j is the polarization vector of
the photon,\v is its energy,p̂ is the electron momentum
operator, and

kv
2 5

2ml

\2
@\v2~El

~0!1Ei
~0!!#. ~3!

The refractive index and local field coefficient, which tak
into account the difference in the amplitudes of the local a
average macroscopic fields, have been left out of Eq.~2! and
the binding energy of an electron at an impurity cent
Ei

(0)[2Ei , has been introduced. The matrix elementul̄k&
of the momentum operator is calculated between elec
states at the local level,u i &, and in the 2D subband,l. The
symboll indicates that, when the Coulomb interaction of t
excited electron with the ionized impurity atom is taken in
account, the envelope of the continuum wave function m
have the correct asymptotic behavior.13 A function of this
type for the 2D case can be found elsewhere.14,15

3. We assume that a deep localized state is formed by
2D quantum-well subbands of the conduction band. For
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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scribing the localized states we shall use the method of
velope functions in the effective-mass approximation.7 The
one-electron envelope functions for free motion with a de
nite transverse quasimomentum have the form

ulk&5
1

AS
eikr f lk~z!. ~4!

Here the coordinatez is directed along the axis of the he
erostructure, andr is the transverse 2D radius vector. Since
the characteristic spatial scale of the localized state is
least, considerably greater than the interatomic distanca,
and that the main contribution to the expansion of the w
function u i & over the basis~4! is from states withk!a21, we
shall disregard the dependence of the one-dimensional (D)
envelope of the wave functionf lk(z) on k, and write
f l0(z)[ f l(z). In the model of a maximally localized poten
tial, the Fourier transform of the envelope of the wave fun
tion, which corresponds to the contribution of the 2D sub-
bandl to the localized state, has the form

C̃l~k!5A
f l* ~z0!

El~k!2Ei
, ~5!

wherez0 is the coordinate of an impurity atom in the heter
structure, andA is a common normalizing factor. In the cas
of the dispersion relation~1! we have

Cl~r!5
k il

Ap
K0~k ilr!, k il

2 5
2ml

\2
~El

~0!1Ei
~0!!, ~6!

whereK0(x) is a modified Bessel function of the third kind
The energyEi of the localized state is found from the equ
tion

U0a3

~2p!2 (
l

u f l~z0!u2 E d2k

El~k!2Ei
51, ~7!

where U0 is a phenomenological parameter characteriz
the magnitude of the impurity potential. The contribution
the 2D subbandl to the energy and the envelope function
the localized state is therefore determined by the value
the 1D envelopes at the sitez0 of the impurity atom. If we
assume, for example, that the localized state is formed o
by the lowest (l51) subband~this approximation is ad-
equate if the separation between the edge of the lowest
band to the other subbands is much greater than the bin
energyEi

(0)), then the position of the impurity shows up
the envelope~5! only through the dependence of the bindi
energy onz0. Including the other subbands changes the s
ation somewhat: the weight of the envelope~5! with a given
numberl can be determined substantially by the value of
1D envelopes of the corresponding subbands at the sit
the impurity atom.

The Lifshitz method16, which is used here for describin
the deep electronic states, is semiphenomenological. H
the experimentally determined parameter is logically
sumed to be the binding energy of an electron at an impu
center. When its value is known for somez0, Eq. ~7! can
then be used to determine the parameterU0, as when the
n-
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zero-radius-potential method is used to describe deep im
rity states in thin semiconducting films17 and quantum-well
structures.18

4. Specifyingul̄k&5 f l(z)wlk
(2)(r), wherewlk

(2)(r) is the
2D continuum envelope,15 the matrix element that deter
mines the photoionization cross section can be written in
form

^l̄kujpu i &5E d2rwlk
~2 !* ~r!jrp̂rCl~r!

1(
l8

F E d2rwlk
~2 !* ~r!Cl8~r!Gjzpz

ll8 , ~8!

wherejr , jz , and p̂r , p̂z are the perpendicular and parall
~relative to the heterostructure axis! components of the po
larization vector and the momentum operator, respectiv

andpz
ll85*dz fl* (z) p̂zf l8(z).

Equation ~8! implies that, when the localized state
formed by states only from the lowest (l51) subbands, im-
purity absorption of light polarized perpendicular to the h
erostructure axis can only occur when an electron is exc
from an impurity level into thel51 sublevel. On the othe
hand, when light polarized along the heterostructure axi
absorbed, then the transitions to thel51 subband are for-
bidden. In this case, only one term withl851 andpz

11[0 is
left in the sum~8!. Allowance for contributions from othe
subbands in the localized state cancels selection rules of
type, but, within sufficiently narrow quantum wells, whe
the distances between the edges of the quantum-well
bands are very large compared to the binding energy o
electron with an impurity center, the contribution from th
lowest subband dominates in the photoionization cross
tion.

5. We now consider the simplest case of the photoex
tation of an electron from an impurity level into the lowe
subband, assuming that the localized electronic state
formed exclusively by states from that subband. In additi
we shall ignore the interaction of the excited electron w
the potential of the impurity center. In this case, the envelo
function of the final state has the form~4!, the matrix ele-
ment ~8! between envelope functions of the localized st
and continuum states in the lowest subband is easily ca
lated, and for\v>Ei

(0) the photoionization cross sectio
takes the form

s1516p2aai
2jr

2~Ei
~0!!2~\v!23~\v2Ei

~0!!, ~9!

whereai
25m1\2/2m0

2Ei
(0) . Equation~9!, the 2D analog of

Lucovsky’s formula,10 describes the photoionization of a sin
gly charged negative impurity ion in the ground state.

The plot of the function~9! has a peak corresponding t
\v/Ei

(0)53/2 with magnitude

s1
~m!5S 4

3D 3

p2aai
2jr

2 . ~10!

Note thats1
(m)}(Ei

(0))21. For Ei
(0);0.1 eV, Eq.~10! gives

s1
(m);10217 cm2.
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The photoionization cross section for transitions to
subbandlÞ1, which are possible for light polarized parall
to the heterostructure axis, is given by

sl516p2aãi
2jz

2~Ei
~0!!3~\v!21

3S \v2~El
~0!1Ei

~0!!1
m1

ml
Ei

~0!D 22

. ~11!

Here ãi
25ai

2upz
l1u2/2mlEi

(0)}(Ei
(0))22, and \v>El

(0)

1Ei
(0) . Equation~11! has a finite~and its highest! value at

the photoionization threshold,\v5El
(0)1Ei

(0) :

sl
m516p2aãi

2jz
2S ml

m1
D 2 Ei

~0!

El
~0!1Ei

~0!
}

1

Ei
~0!~El

~0!1Ei
~0!!

.

~12!

When the inequalityEl
(0)@Ei

(0) is satisfied, the threshold
value of the cross section~12! is much smaller as the numbe
of the quantum-well subband increases.

6. If the impurity charge is nonzero after photoioniz
tion, then forwlk

(2)(r) it is necessary to use the correct co
tinuum wave functions, which take into account the Co
lomb interaction of the excited electron with the charg
impurity center. Again restricting the analysis to a simp
model for the impurity center, i.e., considering only the co
tribution of the lowest 2D subband and, therefore, when co
sidering the absorption of light polarized perpendicular to
heterostructure axis, only the first term in Eq.~8!, in w1k

(2)

3(r) we can distinguish components that correspond to v
ues m561 for the projection of the angular momentu
onto the heterostructure axis, which give a nonzero contr
tion to the matrix element~8!. For the corresponding radia
envelope function we have14

w1k1
~2 !5

1

AS
CZ~k!r exp~2 ikr!FS 3

2
1

iZ

ia*
,3;2ikr D ,

~13!

whereF(a,b;z) is the degenerate hypergeometric functio
a* 5«\2/m1e2 is the effective Bohr radius (« is the dielec-
tric constant!, Z is the charge~in units of the elementary
charge! of the impurities after photoionization, and

CZ~k!521/2S 1

4
1

Z2

k2a* 2D 1/2F11expS 2
2pZ

ka*
D G21/2

~14!

is the Sommerfeld factor.Z.0 corresponds to attraction o
the electron to the ionized impurity andZ,0 corresponds to
repulsion.

No closed expression in the form of special functions
known for the matrix element~8! with the wave functions
~13!, but it is easy to determine its limits. In the lim
k→0, for example, we have19

FS 3

2
1

iZ

ka*
, 3; 2ikr D⇒J0S 2A2r

a*
D , ~15!

and at the absorption edge the frequency dependence o
photoionization cross section is actually determined by
Sommerfeld factor. ForZ.0 the cross section has a fini
-

-

e

l-

u-

,

s

the
e

threshold value of the same order of magnitude as given
Eq. ~10!. For Z,0 the cross section at the photoionizatio
threshold is exponentially small,s1}exp(22pZ/kva* ).
When\v@Ei

(0) , the frequency dependence of the cross s
tion has a universal dependence for arbitraryZ, s1}v22.

The absorption of light polarized along the heterostru
ture axis can be studied in a similar fashion. F
\v@Ei

(0) , for example, the frequency dependence of
cross section also has a universal dependence for arbitraZ,
sl}v23. For Z.0 the cross section, just as forZ50, has a
finite threshold value, while forZ,0 it is exponentially
small.

7. Equations~9! and ~11! for the photoionization cross
section were obtained under the assumption that the atom
the dopant impurity lie in a single monatomic layer of th
heterostructure corresponding to a certain value of the b
ing energyEi

(0)(z0). In real heterostructures the doping pr
file, which determines the distribution of the impurities wi
respect to the binding energy, may have a significant ef
on the frequency dependence of the absorption. The att
ation of a light flux directed along thez axis coincident with
the axis of the heterostructure is given by

b~v!5E Ni~z0!s1~z0 ,v!dz0 , ~16!

whereNi(z0) is the volume concentration of the dopant im
purity atoms~the dopant is assumed to be homogeneous
layers perpendicular to the heterostructure axis! and the in-
tegral is taken along thez coordinate of an impurity atom
within the structure. The photoionization cross section
pends on the position of the impurity atom through the bin
ing energyEi

(0)(z0).
In the case of deep impurities, it is easy to find the fun

tion Ei
(0)(z0), if, as before,we assume that the impurity sta

is formed exclusively from states in the lowest 2D subband.
In this case, in accordance with Eq.~7!, we have

Ei
~0!~z0!'

p2\2

2m1a2
expS 2

1

w~z0! D , ~17!

where

w~z0!5
m1U0a3

2p\2
u f 1~z0!u2. ~18!

The function ~17! has a rather sharp~in contrast with the
Coulomb impurities20! maximum at some pointz0m , which
is also the maximum point for the function of Eq.~18!. Ex-
panding the latter in a series in powers ofz02z0m while
taking into account the equation for the 1D envelopef 1(z),
we can approximate Eq.~17! in the neighborhood of the
point z0m by

Ei
~0!~z0!'Ei

~m!expS 2
~z02z0m!2

D2 D , ~19!

where Ei
(m)[Ei

(0)(z0m), and D25\2w(z0m)/m1Ẽ1
(0) . Here

Ẽ1
(0) is the energy of the edge of the lowest subband rela

to the bottom of the quantum well. The parameterD, which
determines the width of the peak of the function~17!, is on
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the order of a few times the interatomic distance for
typical Ẽi

(0)'50 meV andU0'1 eV and the characteristi
width ;10a of a quantum well. Thus, if the doping profil
varies only slightly over distances;D, then the dopant im-
purity concentration in Eq.~16! can be regarded as consta
and equal toNi(z0m), and the limits of integration can b
restricted to the dimensions of the doping region.

The quantityb(v) corresponding to the cross section~9!
can be calculated easily:

b~x!}
1

x3 H x@F~Aln xm
21!2F~Aln x21!q~12x!#

2
A2

2
@F~Aln xm

22!2F~Aln x22!q~12x!#J .

~20!

Herex[\v/Ei
(m) , xm5exp(2L2/D2), 2L is the width of the

doping profile inside the quantum well,F(j) is the probabil-
ity integral, q(j) is the Heaviside step function, and th
factors which are unimportant in the frequency depende
have been omitted. Note thatb(x) has a maximum that is
considerably shifted toward lower frequencies compared
the case ofd-doping forz5z0m , as shown in Fig. 1.

8. A study of the energy spectrum and electron envelo
functions in quantum-well structures with deep impurity ce
ters using the Lifshitz method16 yields physically under-
standable and quite intuitive results. The peculiarities of
band structure of ideal~without impurity atoms! quantum-
well systems are already taken into account in the very st
ment of the problem in accordance with this method. Wh
this method is actually applied, it is only necessary to inclu
a finite ~and small! number of quantum-well subbands an
in particular, the 3D continuum states above the barrier c
be disregarded. With this approach, the domain of appl
bility of the Lifshitz method for studying localized states
quantum wells appears to be limited to structures in wh
the separation between the lowest 2D quantum-well sub-
bands is very large compared to the binding energy of
electron to an impurity center.20 Thus, there is considerabl
pedagogical interest in comparing the description of d

FIG. 1. Optical absorption by a quantum-well structure as a function
frequency~schematic! for ~1! d-doping of the layer atz5z0m , Eq. ~9!, and
~2! uniform doping within the confines of the quantum well, Eq.~20!. The
dimensionless variable isx[\v/Ei

(m) .
e

e

to

e
-

e

e-
n
e
,

-

h

n

p

impurity states by the Lifshitz method~subject to the limita-
tions mentioned above! to the solution of the effective mas
equations for the electron envelope function in a rectang
quantum well in the presence of a singular attractive pot
tial localized at the site of an impurity atom.18 This solution,
which is found inr-space and which accounts for the diffe
ence between the effective mass of the electron in the qu
tum well and barrier structures, is naturally fully equivale
to the solution~5! of the equation for the Fourier transform
of the envelope function if the electronic states in all t
quantum-well subbands ink-space are considered. In fac
the electron envelope functions in a system with a maxima
localized potential are simply the Green’s function taken
the appropriate allowed energies given by Eq.~7! or an
equivalent equation found in Ref. 18. This approach to
scribing deep impurity states, including both the singular a
long-range~Coulomb! impurity potentials, has been studie
previously.21*

It is comparatively easy to establish that calculating
optical matrix elements for transitions between the elect
envelope functions, found in Ref. 18, yields the select
rules pointed out in this paper~which naturally reflect the
symmetry of the system!, although the computational proce
dure itself is considerably more cumbersome and does
provide simple analytic expressions for the photoionizat
cross section such as Eqs.~9! or ~11!. A study of the fre-
quency dependence of the cross section shows that, bot
\v!Ei and the opposite limit, the dependences obtained
this paper have a universal character which appears to
entirely natural, since each term of a Gilbert-Schmidt exp
sion ~over the quantum-well subbands! for the Green’s func-
tion yields the correct asymptotic behavior in the lim
v→0 andv→`.

The most important restriction imposed on using the L
shitz method for quantum-well structures with the simpli
cations mentioned here is the condition on the depth
width of the quantum wells: The method is fairly effective
Ẽi

(0)}\2/m1d2, which is an estimate of the position of th
first quantum-well level in an infinitely deep quantum well
width d, is much smaller than the magnitudeDEc of the gap
in the conduction band of the heterostructure, which de
mines the depth of a real quantum well. In the opposite li
iting case of relatively shallow and wide quantum wells,
adequate description of the dependence of the binding
ergyEi on the location of an impurity in the structure can
found by direct solution of the effective mass equation o
tained in Ref. 18.

*Ref. 21 is cited in the Russian original, but is not listed in the refere
section.
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A study is made of the field dependence of the photoconductivity in two-layer Si:Sb- and Si:B-
structures with blocked impurity-band conductivity and different thicknesses of the undoped
~blocking! layer. The impurity concentration in the doped~active! layer was'1018 cm23.
Measurements were made at temperaturesT54215 K for high (F;1016 photons/cm2

•s)
and low (F,1014 photons/cm2

•s) incident photon fluxes. A photovoltaic effect is observed in the
Si:B structures with a thin~3 mm! blocking layer. It is found that a photovoltage develops
for photons with energies exceeding the ionization energy of boron and its magnitude is
independent of the photoexcitation intensity~for F.1013 photons/cm2

•s) and, in the
limit of low temperatures, it is close to the activation energy«3 for jump conductivity in the
active layer. The photovoltaic effect is explained by ballistic transit of the blocking layer by holes
emitted from the contact which are then cooled in the active layer, as well as by the
presence of a potential barrier'«3 between the active and blocking layers. These factors are
taken into account in a model for describing the major features of the dependence of
the photovoltage on temperature and on the photon intensity and energy. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01604-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that when inhomogeneously doped semic
ductors equipped with ohmic contacts undergo monop
photoexcitation, a stationary photovoltaic effect should
occur.1 The case in which one of the contacts is a Schott
type barrier and the energy of the incident photons exce
the Schottky barrier height is an exception. The photovolt
which occurs then is caused by photoemission of charge
riers from the contact, because some of them absorb a ph
and are drawn into the volume of the semiconductor by
field at the contact as their energy relaxes.1

In this paper we report the observation of a photovolt
effect during impurity photoexcitation in silicon structure
~referred to as BIB structures2 below! with ohmic contacts
consisting of two epitaxial layers: an active layer with a hi
doping level and a blocking layer with a low impurity con
tent ~Fig. 1, typeA). These structures are of interest becau
of the possibility of creating miniature~in matrix form! in-
frared sensors with a detectivity close to the maximum p
sible determined by fluctuations in the cosmic radiatio
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F510721012 photons/cm2
•s ~Ref. 2!. The high sensitivity

of BIB-structures is achieved through the use of a block
layer, which greatly reduces the dark conductivity due
transport of carriers through the impurity band in the dop
region. Here the free carriers produced by photoexcitat
can move unimpeded under the influence of an external fi
in the direction of the front contact toward the blocking lay
and thereby make a major contribution to the photocurre

Considerable attention has recently been devoted to
search on BIB-structures with a rather high level of dopi
in the active layer, in which high electric fields cause a su
stantial shift of the photoconductivity threshold towa
longer wavelengths than observed in conventional Si pho
conductors.3–5 Here, however, there is a pressing need
reduce the dark currents due to thermal generation of
carriers and their multiplication as a result of collisional io
ization of impurities. In this regard, there is some interest
studying the mechanism of photoconductivity in BIB
structures for low bias voltagesVb . It is natural to expect
that under these conditions a dominant role will be played
the field at the potential barrier at the interface between
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Si:B structures with blocked
conductivity across the impurity
band. Type A: front contact,
p151019 cm23 ~thickness d1

50.1 mm); blocking layer, NB,5
31013 cm23 (da53 mm); active re-
gion, NB51018 cm23 (da56 mm);
back contact,p151019 cm23 (d1

51.5 mm). Type B: p1-Ge0.12Si0.88

alloy contact; 4.5-mm-thick active
layer; the remaining parameters ar
as in type-A structures.
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active and blocking layers due to the contact potential diff
ence between materials with very different doping leve6

We shall show, however, that photoemission processes in
regions of the contacts can also play an important role in
photoresponse of BIB-structures whenVb50. It is interest-
ing that the photovoltage which arises in this case is in
pendent of the photoexcitation intensity, and that its high
value Vemf is determined by the activation energy«3 for
jump conductivity in the active layer.

2. SAMPLES AND TECHNIQUES

We have studied epitaxial Si:Sb and Si:B BIB-structu
with similar doping levels in the active layer (NB>NSb>1
31018 cm23). The technology for fabricating the sample
has been described in detail elsewhere.4,5 There were two
types of Si:B BIB-structures,A and B ~Fig. 1!, which dif-
fered in the contact materials at the active layer and in
sequence of depositing the epitaxial layers on the subst
In the typeA structures the contact with the active layer w
degenerate Si:B, while in the typeB structures it was a
heavily boron-doped Ge0.12Si0.88 solid solution. In the first
case, an active layer was first deposited on the substrate
then a blocking layer was grown on it. In the second ca
the layers were deposited in the reverse order. The typ
the Si:Sb structures was analogous to typeA, but in them the
blocking layer was considerably thicker (db510 mm) than
in the Si:B BIB-structures (db53 mm). The thicknesses an
impurity contents of the layers were determined throu
layer-by-layer etching of the structures in an electrolytic c
using the spread resistance method. Note that the distinc
feature of the objects being studied here was their rather
concentrations of compensating centers in the doped reg
as well as of majority impurities in the undoped Si laye
(,1014 cm23).4,5

The current-voltage characteristics were studied at t
peraturesT54215 K at both high (F;1016 photons/cm2

•s) and low (F,1014 photons/cm2
•s) incident photon

fluxes. The photovoltageVemf and the short-circuit curren
I sc were determined in the standard way from the inters
tion of the current-voltage characteristics with the absci
and ordinate, respectively.1 The spectra of the short-circu
current,DI sc , over wave numbers of 280– 480 cm21 were
also studied for high levels of background illumination.
-
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The photocurrentsI ph at high IR illumination levels were
measured using an optical cryostat~Oxford Instruments!
with an SR-580 low-noise preamplifier. Photoexcitation w
produced by a room-temperature background incident on
sample through a cooled Si filter from the warm parts of
cryostat and spectrometer~Brucker IFS 113v!.

The experiments with low photoexcitation intensiti
were done using a cryogenic cell mounted in a Dewar fl
with liquid helium.7 The photoexcitation source was
Pb12xSnxSe semiconducting laser with an emission wav
lengthl55.25mm mounted in the cell. The output intensit
of the laser was initially calibrated using a standa
Si:Ga photoresistor. The photocurrent was measured w
a current-voltage amplifier with a sensitivity of abo
10212 A. Because of the high resistance of the test obje
the contact potential on the active layer relative to t
ground,wa , and the contact potential on the blocking laye
wb , were monitored independently. The contacts were c
nected to the input of the current-voltage amplifier and to
power supply, respectively. The bias voltageVb on the struc-
ture was determined as the differenceVb5(wb2wa). This
method of recordingVb eliminated any influence on th
current-voltage characteristics from the shunting effect of
voltage measurement device~an HP 3457A multimeter!, as
well as from parasitic photovoltages.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Current-voltage characteristics for the Si:B and Si:
BIB-structures taken at different temperatures with the sa
photon fluxF;1014 photons/cm2

•s are shown in Figs. 2–4
For the Si:Sb BIB-structures with a thick blocking layer, th
photocurrentI ph50 for Vb50, which indicates the absenc
of a photovoltaic effect. The opposite situation is observed
the Si:B BIB-structures. In this case, the current-volta
characteristics do not pass through the coordinate origin
the photovoltages at the intersection of these curves with
abscissa are opposite in sign for the typeA andB structures.
In the type A structures the photovoltage corresponds
movement of holes from the blocking layer toward the act
layer, while in the typeB structures, the motion is in the
opposite direction.~The resulting signs of the charge at th
facets of the structure are indicated in Fig. 1.! The insets in
Figs. 2 and 3 show the corresponding temperature dep
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dences of the photovoltvoltageVemf(T) and short-circuit cur-
rent I sc(T) for typeA andB structures. It can be seen that
the typeB structuresVemf and I sc attain high values, with
Vemf depending much less strongly on temperature. WheT
is increased from 4 to 10 K, the photovoltage in a typeA
structure decreases by a factor of 5 and in a typeB structure,
only by 20%. These structures shared, however, the abs
of a dependence ofVemf on the intensity and the spectr
features of the exciting radiation. To within the accuracy
the experiment, we were unable to observe, in either cas
change in the photovoltage when the intensity of the la
light was reduced by roughly an order of magnitude~Figs. 5a
and 5b!, although the short circuit photocurrent fell qui
sharply (I sc}F). Figure 6 also shows plots ofI ph(Vb) for a
typeA structure irradiated by room temperature backgrou
The current-voltage characteristics give the same sign for
photovoltage as in the case of laser excitation. The value
Vemf at different temperatures also agree with good accur
~see the data in the insets in Figs. 2 and 6!.

FIG. 3. Current-voltage characteristics of type-B Si:B BIB-structures at dif-
ferent temperatures. The illumination conditions are the same as for
type-A structures. The inset shows the absolute magnitudes of the ph
voltageVemf and short-circuit currentI sc as functions of temperature.

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of type-A Si:B BIB-structures at dif-
ferent temperatures obtained during illumination by a semiconductor
laser (l55.25mm, F;1014 photons/cm2

•s). The inset shows the absolu
magnitudes of the photovoltageVemf and short-circuit currentI sc as func-
tions of temperature.
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We now consider the spectral measurements of
short-circuit photocurrent~Figs. 7 and 8! obtained under con-
ditions of room-temperature illumination. It is clear from
Fig. 7 that in typeA structures the photocurrent spectru
DI sc contains a distinct threshold at 355 cm21 ~denoted by
an arrow in Fig. 7!, which corresponds to a photon energy
hn544.0 meV, essentially the same as the ionization ene
for an isolated boron impurity,EB544.39 meV.8 In contrast,
with type-B structures~Fig. 8! a ‘‘long-wavelength tail’’
shows up in the photocurrent spectrum beginning

he
to-

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristics of type-A Si:Sb BIB- structures with
a thick blocking layer (db510 mm) at different temperatures. The illumi
nation conditions are the same as for the Si:B BIB-structures.

FIG. 5. Current-voltage characteristics of Si:B BIB-structures for differe
laser fluxes (F0;1014 photons/cm2

•s): ~a! for type-A structures,
T54.3 K; ~b! for type-B structures,T56.5 K.
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310 cm21 (hn538.4 meV) and a region whereDI sc rises
rapidly ~an additional threshold! is observed above 403 cm21

(hn550.0 meV), i.e., significantly shifted compared to t
type-A structures. Note that our recent studies5 of the photo-
conductivity spectra of Si:B BIB-structures at rather hi
reverse bias voltagesVb.0 ~the photoresponse of BIB
structures is then determined entirely by the blocking lay!
show that the major impurities in the blocking layers a
isolated boron atoms. Given this fact, as well as the featu
of the spectral variation in the short-circuit current me
tioned above, we conclude that in type-A structures the pho
tovoltage is determined by junctions which exist near
interface between the blocking layer withp1-Si ~a p1/ i
junction! and the active layer~an i /p junction!. Here the
absence of a photovoltaic effect in Si:Sb BIB-structures
type A with a thick blocking layer suggests that the pho
voltage originates in photoemission. At the same time,
type B structures, as will be shown below, photoemiss
effects play an important role in the region of the interfa
between thep1-Ge0.12Si0.88 heterocontact and the activ

FIG. 7. The spectral variation in the short-circuit current for a type-A Si:B
BIB-structure atT56 K.

FIG. 6. Current-voltage characteristics of type-A Si:B BIB-structures for
T56 and 9 K, obtained with illumination by the room background. T
inset shows the absolute magnitude of the photovoltageVemf as a function
of temperature.
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layer ~a p/p1 junction!, where boron impurities are no
longer isolated.

4. DISCUSSION

We shall first examine the features of the band diagr
of these structures, as these essentially provide a key to
derstanding the mechanism for the photovoltaic effect. H
we shall not consider thep/p1 junction in type-A structures,
since there is no photovoltaic in them when the blocki
layer is thick.

Band diagram

The band diagram of these structures under equilibri
conditions is shown in Fig. 9. It is evident that thep1/ i
junction is a potential barrier for holes, with a heightf1

determined by the locationmb of the Fermi level in the bulk
~near the middle! of the blocking layer, i.e.,

f1>mb5EB2kT ln@~NB* 2ND* !/ND* #, ~1!

whereNB* andND* are the concentrations of boron and com
pensating donor, respectively, in the blocking layer. On
other hand, the transition from the blocking layer to the a
tive layer is accompanied by a drop in the potential energy
holes by

FIG. 8. The spectral variation in the short-circuit current for a type-B Si:B
BIB-structure atT56 K.

FIG. 9. Equilibrium band diagram:~a! for a type-A Si:B BIB-structure;~b!
of a heterocontact for a type-B Si:B BIB-structure.IB impurity band,m
Fermi level,Ev ceiling of valence band,EB ionization energy of impurity
boron,«3 activation energy for jump conductivity.
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f25~mb2ma!'«32kT ln@~NB* 2ND* !/ND* #. ~2!

Herema is the position of the Fermi layer in the active lay
relative to the top of the valence band, and«3 is the activa-
tion energy for jump conductivity. Under jump conductivi
conditions with a constant jump length,ma'(EB2«3) and is
temperature independent.6 According to Ref. 6,

«350.99e2NB
1/3/k, ~3!

wheree is the electronic charge, andk is the dielectric con-
stant. For sufficiently high doping levels approaching t
critical value Nc , which corresponds to an insulator-met
transition@for boron in SiNc5(527)31018 cm23 ~Ref. 9!,
the experimentally measured value of«3 can be significantly
lower than the value of«3 given by Eq. ~3!. One of the
reasons is an increase in the width of the impurity band
to overlap of the wave functions of resonant states.10 In es-
timatingma we shall proceed from the fact that the broade
ing is symmetric with respect to the positions of the unp
turbed levels of the boron atoms and choose the theore
value for «3 . For NB5131018 cm23 we have
«3'12 meV, which corresponds toma'32 meV @the ex-
perimental value of«3'6 meV ~Ref. 11!#. Note that Eqs.~1!
and~2! assume the existence of an electrically neutral reg
in the blocking layer. This is valid provided the thickness
the blocking layerdb.(W11W2), whereW1 andW2 are the
widths of the space charge regions at the left and ri
boundaries, respectively, of the blocking layer. In the a
proximation of a uniform distribution of the compensatin
donors, we have

W1,2>~kf1,2/2peND* !1/2. ~4!

In fact, however, the donors are not distributed uniformly.
the bulk of the blocking layerND* ,531013 cm23, while in
the active layerND52.531014 cm23 ~Ref. 5!, so that we can
only speak of effective values ofW1,2. For ND* '1
31014 cm23, Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~4! imply thatW1,2'0.8 and
0.4 mm, respectively. In other words, the conditio
db.(W11W2) should, in principle, be satisfied.

The type-B structures have a different band diagram
the p/p1 junction. At the Si/GexSi12x interface, it is known
that there is always a discontinuityDEv in the valence band
whose magnitude depends onx ~the Ge content!.12 It is clear
from Fig. 9 that when (DEv2mh).ma (mh is the Fermi
energy in the heterocontact!, a GexSi12x alloy doped to de-
generacy forms a barrier contact with Si. The height of
Schottky barrier can then be written

f35~DEv2mh!2ma5f42ma , ~5!

where f4 is the internal work function for holes from th
heterocontact into the active layer. For an estimate off3,4 we
rely on the data of Ref. 12. For a doping level of 1019 cm23

and x'0.1, the Fermi levelmh'38 meV. The calculations
of the discontinuity in the valence band discussed in Ref.
give somewhat different values ofDEv : DEv @eV#50.84x
~Ref. 13! and DEv @eV#50.75x ~Refs. 14 and 15!. Thus,
for x50.12 we obtain DEv5902101 meV. Since
ma'32 meV, we have f3520231 meV and f4552
263 meV. Note that the width of the Schottky barrier
e
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determined by the concentration of the negatively ioniz
boron atoms~see Fig. 9! and is estimated to be no larger tha
the average distance between impurities~10 nm!.

Therefore, an analysis of the experimental data and
band diagram for these structures shows that, in the cas
the type-A structures, the threshold in the short-circuit cu
rent spectrumDI sc is in good agreement with the interna
work function (f1) for holes from thep1-Si contact moving
into the blocking layer. In addition, in the typeB structures
there is a certain correlation between the additional thresh
in the DI sc spectrum for hn550.0 meV and the value
f4552263 meV, especially if we include the possibility o
subbarrier tunnelling by holes in this case.

Mechanism for the photovoltaic effect

There are several important reasons for the photovol
effect in these samples. One is the rather long ballistic fli
path of photoemission holes in the blocking layer, whe
their momentum collision time and energy relaxation tim
are controlled by acoustic phonons. It is also important t
holes can be trapped inelastically in the active layer on n
tral boron atoms with the emission of a single acous
phonon,16,17 so that the time for the photoholes to transf
their excess energy to thermal lattice vibrations in this la
may be considerably shorter than in the contact regions.
resulting fluxes of highly energetic holes are then direc
from the contact regions toward the active layer, and in
steady state~open circuit conditions! they should be equili-
brated with the fluxes of predominantly thermal holes th
are thermally excited from the active layer. This circum
stance is clarified with the aid of Fig. 10 which illustrates t
main currents responsible for the photovoltage.

With laser photoexcitation the initial hole energ
is determined by the photon energyhn5236 meV
(l55.25mm) and is significantly greater than the optic
phonon energy18 in Si @\vopt563 meV#. Thus, the initial,
most rapid stage of energy relaxation is associated with
emission of optical phonons~Fig. 10, transition1!. After
three phonons have been emitted, the hole energy is 47 m
i.e., it will still exceed the barrier height at thep1/ i junction.
Note that this energy is sufficient for hole photoemissio

FIG. 10. Diagram of the major energy transitions to illustrate the mec
nism of the photovoltaic effect in type-A and type-B Si:B BIB-structures.
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hn1544 meV, while the maximum of the photovoltaic e
fect occurs athn550 meV ~Fig. 7!. The next energy relax
ation step~transition2! is determined by the interaction wit
free holes and acoustic phonons, and those photoholes w
diffuse into the blocking layer interact only with acoust
phonons. The carrier mean free pathl a then reaches a maxi
mum, and ifl a.(db2W2) a hole can reach the active lay
~transition3!. Let us estimatel a . It is known thatl a is inde-
pendent of the carrier energy for scattering on acou
phonons,19 i.e.,

l a5
p\4rs2

m2EckT
5 l 0

2ms2

kT
, ~6!

wherer is the density of the crystal,s is the speed of sound
m is the effective mass,Ec is the deformation potential con
stant, andl 0 is a constant with the dimensions of length. T
values ofl 0 andms2 required to estimatel a are given in Ref.
19. At T56 K, l a52.8 mm for holes in Si and 4.5mm for
electrons. The absence of a photovoltaic effect in Si:Sb B
structures thicker thandb510 mm is not, therefore, surpris
ing and nor is the large drop in the short-circuit curre
above 7.5 K in type-A Si:B BIB-structures withdb53 mm
~see the inset in Fig. 2!. Consequently, in Si:B BIB-
structures conditions are such that a fluxJ1« of highly ener-
getic holes develops from thep1 – Si junction toward the
active layer.

In type-B structures there is an additional counterstrea
ing flux J2« directed away from thep1-Ge0.12Si0.88 hetero-
contact~Fig. 10!. The magnitude of the fluxJ2« can exceed
J1« , since it includes holes with energies greater than tha
an optical phonon~transition4!, which is attributable to the
narrowness of the potential barrier. Figure 10 also show
two-step 421 transition which includes subbarrier tunne
ling of holes into states in the valence band. We attribute
threshold athn538.4 meV in the spectral dependence of t
short-circuit current for typeB structures~Fig. 8! to the pos-
sibility of transitions of this kind. As Fig. 9 implies, subba
rier tunnelling can, in principle, occur for photon energi
hn.ma ; we estimate thatma is '32 meV.

The mechanism by which photoholes are cooled in
active layer is different. Here the initial relaxation stage
also associated with the emission of optical phonons. H
ever, when their energy is less than\vopt, the next relax-
ation step may be entirely determined by inelastic captur
holes by neutral boron atoms with the emission of a sin
acoustic phonon~transition5!.16,17 The binding energy of a
carrier with a neutral center is fairly low and, in the case
isolated impurities, is 0.05 times the ground state ene
(EB). In our case, the concentration is relatively high and
states of the neutral boron atoms form anA1-band.20 Part of
the trapped holes are thermally ejected back into the vale
band ~transition 6! with energies determined by the lattic
temperature and part undergo indirect recombination20 at
negatively charged acceptors~transition7!. The cooling time
for the holes in this case is determined by the timet0 for
them to be captured at neutral boron centers,21 which can
reacht0'5310212 s in weakly compensated Si:B sampl
with NB'1017 cm23 ~Ref. 20!. Sincet0}1/NB , we might
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expect that, in our case,t0'5310213 s, or certainly less
than the energy relaxation time at acoustic phonons,t«

;10210 s atT510 K.19

In this situation the fluxesJ1« and J2« of high-energy
holes should neutralize the negatively charged acceptors
cause buildup of a positive charge in the active layer near
i /p- and p/p1 junctions, respectively. Here the barriersf2

andf3 decrease~Fig. 9! for the thermal hole fluxesJ1T and
J2T directed from the active layer toward the contacts~Fig.
10!. In the steady state (I ph50): J1«5J1T andJ2«5J2T . On
the other hand,

J1,2T}pT expS 2
f2,3F

kT D5J1,2expS 2
f2,3F

kT D , ~7!

wherepT is the concentration of thermalized photoholes
the active layer, andf2,3F are the values of the potentia
barriersf2,3 with IR illumination. the potential difference
that develops between the facets of the structures during
toexcitation is determined by the change in the barr
heights.1 In type-A structures, Eq.~2! and the equality of the
fluxes imply that

eVA52eVemf52~f22f2F!

52H «32kT lnF S NB* 2ND*

ND*
D J1

J1«
G J . ~8!

Similarly, for a type-B structure,

eVB52~f22f2F!1~f32f3F!

5f32«31kTH lnF S NB* 2ND*

ND*
D J1

J1«
G2 lnS J2

J2«
D J .

~9!

Equations~8! and ~9! imply that VA and VB depend on the
relationship among the currentsJ1« , J2« , J1 , andJ2 which
are proportional to the concentrations of the high-energyp«

and thermalpT photoholes. In turn,p« and pT are propor-
tional to F. This implies that the photovoltage should n
depend on the photoexcitation intensity, as is observed
perimentally. Furthermore, according to Eqs.~8! and ~9!, a
linear extrapolation ofVA and VB to T50 can be used to
estimate«3 and (f32«3), respectively. Using the data in th
insets in Figs. 2 and 3, we obtain:«'9.6 meV and (f3

2«3)'13.3 meV, i.e.,f3'22.9 meV. These values ar
consistent with the earlier theoretical estimat
«3'12 meV andf3'20231 meV. Note also that Eqs.~8!
and ~9! predict a weaker temperature variation forVB than
for VA . This is essentially related to the different directio
of the hole fluxes, both thermalJ1T and J2T , and high en-
ergy J1« and J2« . In other words, at sufficiently low tem
peratures, the differences in the shapes of the barriers a
left and right boundaries of the active layer in type-B struc-
tures do not affect the development of the photovoltaic
fect. However, the photovoltages produced by these barr
are opposite in sign and this compensates for the tempera
dependence ofVB to some extent. Note that forT.6 K the
ballistic flight path for the holes becomes shorter than
blocking layer thickness; this is accompanied by a reduct
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in the flux of highly energetic holes from thep1-Si contact
and an increase in the short-circuit current~see the inset in
Fig. 3!. With further increases in the temperature, the flux
thermal holes begins to become comparable to the flux
highly energetic holes from the heterocontact. There i
gradual transition to a thermal diffusion Dembe
photovoltage,1 which is symmetric and goes to zero wi
rising temperature. Thus, as the temperature is increased
rise in the short-circuit current is replaced by a fall~Fig. 3!.

On the whole, therefore, our model provides a satisf
tory description of the photovoltaic effect in these BIB
structures. The principal factors controlling the photovolt
effect in these objects are the following: 1! the existence of a
potential barrier between the active and blocking layers
well as between the active layer and the heterocontac
type-B structures, 2! the possibility of ballistic flight by pho-
tocarriers across the blocking layer for sufficiently low te
peratures, and 3! shorter energy relaxation times for phot
carriers in the active layer than in the contact regions.
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Defects in a-Si:H films induced by Si ion implantation
O. A. Golikova
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Undoped a-Si:H films implanted with silicon ions~dose 101221014cm22, mean energy
«560 keV) at room temperature have been studied. The following results of the interaction
of such films with ion beams have been established: formation of defects~dangling Si–Si bonds!
in the neutral state (D0), change in the charge stateD0→D2, thea-Si:H→a-Si transition,
and growth of inhomogeneity of the structure. It is shown that these effects depend on the initial
structures and electronic characteristics of the films. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01704-4#
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years interest has grown in studying films
amorphous hydrogenated silicon~a-Si:H! subjected to sili-
con ion (Si1) implantation. From the practical point of view
they are important for determining the radiation hardness
solar cells working under space conditions; however, to d
they have mainly been tested for the action of lig
particles—electrons and high-energy protons.1 Some data on
Si1 implantation ~ion energy 300 keV, doseD55
31010cm22), resulting in changes in the parameters of t
‘‘intrinsic’’ ( i ) layer of the photo-element: its dark resi
tance, illuminated resistance, and density defects were
lished in Ref. 1. However, the initial characteristics of t
material used in Ref. 1 were not indicated.

Galloneet al.2 investigated the dark conductivity (sd) of
undopeda-Si:H as a function of the implanted silicon con
centration (NSi5101821021cm23). The ion energies were o
the order of several tens of keV. The process was carried
at room temperature with subsequent annealing in vacuu
200 °C for 1 h. On the whole, implantation was viewed2 as a
method for increasing the electrical activity of boron intr
duced intoa-Si:H films.

a-Si:H films were also irradiated with Si ions with ene
gies «51 and 3 MeV and doseD51015cm22 at liquid-
nitrogen temperature, followed by a series of thirty-minu
anneals in the temperature range 852400 °C ~Ref. 3!. The
aim of that study3 was to examine thermal relaxation o
a-Si:H in comparison with the thermal relaxation ofa-Si
~hydrogen-free amorphous Si! previously examined in Ref
4. The fundamental differences in the relaxation proces
established in the two indicated cases3,4 are clear evidence o
the influence of hydrogen on the structural changes ass
ated with ion implantation. However, data on the hydrog
contentCH and the nature of the silicon–hydrogen bonds
even just the deposition temperature of the filmTs are not
given in Ref. 3.

In Ref. 5, as in Ref. 2, a series ofa-Si:H films were
4471063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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implanted with keV Si ions at room temperature (D51012

21014cm22) to determine changes in the structure and el
tronic parameters ofa-Si:H in comparison with those ob
served during extended intense illumination~the Stabler–
Wronski effect!. It was found, in particular, that danglin
Si–Si bonds are formed during implantation, and that
Fermi level («F) in the mobility gap is shifted.

This study is a continuation and development of t
studies reported in Ref. 5 with the aim of establishing t
interrelationship between the effects of Si1 implantation and
the initial electronic and structural characteristics of t
films. Primary attention is devoted to peculiarities of the d
fects induced by implantation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Implantation of silicon ions was carried out at room tem
perature on a heavy-ion accelerator~High Voltage Engineer-
ing Europa B.V.! using an SO-70 ion source and the gaseo
compound SiF4 . For a uniform distribution of the ions ove
the thickness of the film (d.0.3mm) a ‘‘three-step’’ im-
plantation of each of the films was performed with ion en
gies «530, 60, and 120 keV with variations of the dos
providing the required total doseD ~Ref. 5!. Thus, the aver-
age concentration of the implanted silicon varies in the ra
NSi.3310162331018cm23. Implantation was followed by
annealing in a (324)31025 Torr vacuum at 200 °C for 1 h

Undopeda-Si:H films obtained by rf (f 513.56 MHz)
decomposition of SiH4 were subjected to ion implantation a
deposition temperaturesTs52202300 °C. Their structural
and electronic parameters before implantation are descr
in Refs. 6 and 7: their dark conductivity (sd) and its activa-
tion energy (DE) (sd was measured in the temperature i
terval 300–470 K!, the photoconductivity (sph) ~at T
5300 K, hn52 eV, carrier generation rate 1019cm23

•s21), defect density (ND), and Urbach parameter (EU) ~at
T5300 K by the constant photocurrent method!. In addition,
the hydrogen content of the films (CH) was determined by
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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infrared spectroscopy with special attention to the inten
of the absorption band at 630 cm21 and the microstructure
parameterR5I 2090/I 20001I 2090, where I 2000 and I 2090 are
the intensities of the absorption bands at 2000 a
2090 cm21 which provide information on the content of th
SiH and SiH2 bonds in the films. We have also obtaine
information about the presence of clustered hydrogen fo
at the boundaries of the voids or ‘‘grains’’ that form th
friable amorphous structure, as indicated by the shift of
peak of the absorption band characteristic of SiH bonds
2010 cm21 ~Ref. 6!. In our study we determined the ind
cated parameters after ion implantation as functions of
total doseD.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous work5 we showed that silicon ion im
plantation ina-Si:H leads to shifts of the Fermi level to th
point («C2«F)T5050.85 eV corresponding to ‘‘intrinsic’’
a-Si:H, where the density of the implantation-induced d
fects for the total implantation doseD<1014cm22 was on
the order of 1017cm23. In this regard, the effect of silicon
ion implantation is similar to the Stabler–Wronski effec
and also to the effect of irradiation ofa-Si:H by electrons
with energies of several tens of keV. Therefore, we ha
concluded that the defects formed after implantation
dangling Si–Si bonds in the neutral stateD0—arise as a
result of breaking of ‘‘weak’’ Si–Si bonds, as occurs in th
two cases indicated above. Figure 1, however, reveals a m
complicated picture regarding the Fermi-level shifts induc
by ion implantation. Figure 1 plots the dependence ofDE on
D for a series of films with different initial characteristic
the initial ~pre-implantation! values of DE are indicated.
First we have film1 consisting of ‘‘intrinsic’’ a-Si:H with

FIG. 1. Dependence of the activation energy of the dark conductivity,DE,
of a-Si:H films on the Si ion implantation dose~films 1–5!. Figure also
shows the initialDE for these films~before implantation!. Remaining initial
characteristics are given in text. TheDE values have an accuracy o
60.02 eV.
y
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DE50.85 eV, CH57 at. %, R50, EU550 MeV, and ND

.1016cm23, deposited atTs5300 °C. Next, we have films
2 and 3, also deposited atTs5300 °C and having respec
tively the parameter valuesDE50.76 and 0.70 eV,CH58
and 9 at. %,R50 and 0.3,EU555 and 60 MeV, andND

.1016cm23 ~Ref. 6!.
It can be seen that with growth ofD, DE does indeed

reach 0.85 eV; however, the dependence ofDE on D in all
three cases is nonmonotonic. The most nonmonotonic de
dence is that of curve3: for D51012cm23 the Fermi level is
shifted toward the conduction band («C) instead of the cen-
ter of the mobility gap. Granted that it then turns around, a
for D51014cm22 DE50.85 eV. A consideration of the ini
tial characteristics shows that before implantation film3 ex-
hibits the greatest inhomogeneity.

The shift of the Fermi level toward«C shows that at leas
some of the defects formed after implantation are found
the charged stateD2 ~Ref. 6!. We therefore assume that th
energy of the ion beam is expended not only in the format
of defects in theD0 state, but also in changing their charge
state:D0→D2. As is well known, the correlation energy o
the defect~dangling bond! in a-Si:H is positive (D50.2
20.5 eV, Ref. 8!. In an inhomogeneous film, fluctuations
D can be expected, and consequently an increase in the p
ability of D0→D2 transitions. Indeed, forD51012cm22 the
shift of «F toward «C is less for film2, which is more ho-
mogeneous before implantation. Film1, the most homoge-
neous film before implantation, reveals the largest shift of«F

toward«C when, as a result of implantation, it becomes
homogeneous~see below!.

Let us consider theDE(D) curves for the two films de-
posited at lower temperatures,Ts5220 and 280 °C~films 4
and 5!. They have respectively the initial parameter valu
DE50.81 and 0.72 eV,CH510 and 16 at. %,R50.3, EU

560 MeV, andND5431016cm23. Clearly, the value ofCH

for film 5 is higher than follows for the givenTs . However,
what is most important is that they both contain cluste
hydrogen: an SiH band with maximum at 2010 cm21 is ob-
served for both these films in the IR absorption spectra. Th
DE(D) curves have a completely different character in co
parison with the curves for films1–3 ~Fig. 1!.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, they fall monotonically wi
growth of the total implantation dose, atD51013cm22 at-
taining values of 0.5 and 0.3 eV, respectively. TheseDE
values correspond toT>300 K. At lower temperatures, vari
ableDE values are observed, as is characteristic fora-Si: In
this case the defect density and hence the density of local
states in the mobility gap are so large that the conductiv
mechanism with variable hopping length, known as the M
mechanism, is realized~Fig. 2!.

Indeed, the IR data show that films containing SiH clu
ters gradually ‘‘lose’’ hydrogen as the total implantatio
dose is increased. ForD51013cm22 for example, theirCH

values are equal to zero.1! According to estimates based o
the Mott theory, the density of states at the Fermi level
this caseg(«F)>1018eV21

•cm23 and, consequently, the
defect densityND*1018cm23, i.e., it is at least an order o
magnitude higher than the density of defects induced by
implantation. The latter for different films is found in th
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limits 5310162331017cm23, growing in comparison with
the initial ~pre-implantation! value and reaching the indicate
values atD51012cm22 ~Fig. 3!.

Note that if the density of induced defects saturates a
function of D, the Urbach parameter, which characterize
degree of disorder of the structure, grows, especially stee
beginning at D51013cm22, and reaches values of 8
290 MeV. As can be seen in Fig. 3, forD.1013cm22 the
concentration of implanted silicon significantly exceeds
density of induced defects; i.e., the energy of the silicon
beam is expended on the creation of disorder in the struct
It would seem in this case that if the density of weak Si–
bonds grows, the density of dangling bonds should a
grow; however, this is not observed~Fig. 3!. The reason for
this behavior is unclear; we can only refer to the analo
with the Stabler–Wronski effect. In that case the limitin
densities of the light-induced defects of the same orde
magnitude are observed.5

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dark conductivity of films4 and5
~Fig. 1! after silicon ion implantation:D51013 cm22. Curves1 and2 cor-
respond to films4 and5, respectively.

FIG. 3. Defect density, determined by the constant photocurrent metho
a-Si:H films, ND , plotted versus the silicon ion implantation dose~films
1–3!. The figure also shows the initial values ofND and the concentration o
the silicon implanted in the film,NSi , for different values ofD ~4!.
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As was noted earlier,5 the highest values ofEU after
implantation are observed for intrinsica-Si:H; i.e., its struc-
ture becomes the most disordered.

Let us consider the dependence of the photoconducti
on the total implantation doseD ~Fig. 4!. Let us start with
films 4 and5, which, as was shown above, ‘‘transform’’ as
result of implantation into films of hydrogen-free amorpho
silicon ~a-Si!. In the initial state~before implantation! they
have enhanced values ofND in comparison with the values
that should be expected for the givenDE, which is typical of
a-Si:H containing SiH clusters. Ion implantation leads to
abrupt drop insph with growth of D, such that forD
51013cm22 it cannot be measured, as is characteristic
a-Si.

The behavior ofsph for films 1–3 has several peculiari
ties.

First of all, the curvesph(D) for film 3 stands out be-
cause of its nonmonotonicity. Recall that the same thing w
noted about theDE(D) curve for this film~Fig. 1!: It follows
from Fig. 1 that the contribution of the defects in theD21

state is especially large forD51012cm22. Accordingly, for
that dosesph for film 3 is the highest in comparison withsph

for the other films. We know that sinceD2 does not capture
electrons,sph for undopeda-Si:H increases when«F shifts
toward «C , whenND increases, and when the value of th
ratio ND0 /ND2 decreases (ND0 andND2 are the defect den
sities in theD0 andD2 states, respectively.6!.

Second, at dosesD at whichND saturates,sph does not
depend onD for either film1 or film 2 ~Figs. 3 and 4!, which
seems reasonable if the defects do not change their ch
state (D0) during implantation. However, note that the lar
est sph after implantation belongs to intrinsica-Si:H, in
which the density of induced defects is at a maximum.2! Note
also that the change insph as a result of implantation fo
intrinsic a-Si:H is the lowest. These facts can be explained
follows. AlthoughND of the defects induced by implantatio
in intrinsic a-Si:H grows in comparison with its initial value
implantation leads to the formation, along with defects in t
D0 state, of defects in theD2 state, which in turn is a con
sequence of the disordered state of the structure, also ind
by implantation. We therefore obtain the paradoxical res

in

FIG. 4. Photoconductivity (sph) of a-Si:H films plotted as a function of the
silicon ion implantation dose~films 1–3!. The photoconductivity of films4
and5 could be determined only forD51012 cm22. The figure also shows
the initial values ofsph .
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that the changes in the structural parameters of intrin
a-Si:H induced by implantation (ND , EU) are the largest,
while the changes insph are the smallest. Thus,sph of in-
trinsic a-Si:H is the most resistant to the action of silicon io
implantation under the above-indicated conditions of t
process.

Relative changes ofND , EU , and sph as a result of
implantation for three typicala-Si:H films with different ini-
tial characteristics are plotted in Fig. 5.

CONCLUSIONS

Studies of the effects of implantation of silicon ions wi
energies of several tens of keV (D5101221014cm22, T
5300 K) on films of amorphous hydrogenated silicon w
different values of their initial characteristics—the Fer

FIG. 5. Relative changes in the photoconductivity, Urbach parameter,
defect density of films1, 3, and5, characterizing the stability of the elec
tronic and structural parameters to implantation. The index (0) denotes
parameter before implantation. The estimate ofND /ND(0) for film 5 for
D51013 cm22 assumes thatND.101821019 cm23.
ic

s

i

level, defect density, Urbach parameter, photoconductiv
hydrogen content, Si–H bonds—have revealed the follow
results:

— Formation of defects in theD0 state, accompanied b
shifts of the Fermi level toward the center of the mobili
gap; this is observed for all films not containing cluster
hydrogen, regardless ofCH andR.

— Charge exchange of defects:D0→D2, accompanied
by shifts of the Fermi level toward the edge of the condu
tion band facilitated by the inhomogeneity of the starti
film or by the inhomogeneity induced by implantation.

— ‘‘Loss’’ of hydrogen by the films containing clustere
hydrogen. As a result,a-Si:H converts toa-Si with growth of
the implantation dose.

— A rapid growth of the Urbach parameter, which cha
acterizes the inhomogeneity of the structure, especially
intrinsic a-Si:H, when the implanted silicon concentration
NSi.ND .

I am grateful to V. Kh. Kudoyarova, I. N. Petrov, an
R. R. Yafaev for their collaboration in this work.

1!The IR spectroscopy was performed by V. Kh. Kudoyarova.
2!Recall that here we are not considering films that ‘‘lose’’ hydrogen a

result of implantation.
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Absorption and the optical gap of a-C:H films produced from acetylene plasmas
E. A. Konshina*
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Films of amorphous hydrogenized carbon (a-C:H! are prepared by chemical vapor deposition
using a dc glow discharge. The absorption is studied over wavelengths of 400–2400
nm. Two Gaussian-like bands are identified with peaks at;600 and;800 nm. The ratio of the
integrated intensities of these bands (I 600/I 800) is found to decrease as the voltage is
raised. The changes in the ratioI 600/I 800 are compared with the variation in the fundamental
Raman scattering bands in order to clarify the nature of the visible absorption in thea-C:H films.
Two simple schemes for transparent insulating films withET>1.5 eV and for ‘‘black’’
conductinga-C:H films with ET<1 eV are proposed for explaining the relationship between the
structure of the absorption edge and the width of the Tauc gap (ET). © 1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01804-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ability of amorphous carbon, including its hydro
enized form (a-C:H!, to form various structural modifica
tions has extended the range of optical and electronic p
erties and the range of applications of this material. Beca
of their low electron affinity and chemical inertness,a-C:H
films are viewed as potential thin film materials for micr
cathodes in field emission displays.1,2 Metal/a-C:H/metal
sandwich-structures with a high-field conductivity may so
challenge the established position ofa-Si devices as active
matrix displays becausea-C:H can be deposited on plast
substrates at room temperature.3 A modification of a-C:H
which absorbs in the visible has been used in liquid cry
matrix displays for contrast enhancement by depositin
‘‘black’’ film of a-C:H on the interfaces between the el
ments of the matrix.4

The use ofa-C:H films which absorb in the visible a
light blocking layers for optically controlled modulators o
reflective liquid crystals is a new technical solution of t
problem of optically decoupling the write and read light s
nals. The efficiency of light blocking in semiconduct
a-Si:H anda-Si:C:H layers with the aid ofa-C:H films has
been demonstrated.5 It was found experimentally that the op
timum light blocking layers are 1-mm-thick a-C:H with an
absorption coefficient of 53104 cm21 at a wavelength of
632.8 nm, which attenuate the light flux that enters the se
conductor by a factor of 100. Although they were better a
sorbers, films with an absorption coefficient on the order
13105 cm21 caused a deterioration of the image spa
resolution in this sort of structure because of space cha
leakage. This indicates a significant correlation of the opt
absorption with the width of the optical gap and the cond
tivity of a-C:H.

Previous experimental studies have shown that the o
cal gap in the various modifications ofa-C:H depends on the
conditions under which it was produced in a glow discha
plasma. The gap is made smaller when the energy deliv
4511063-7826/99/33(4)/6/$15.00
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to the condensate is increased by raising the temperatur
the carrier gas6 or substrate7,8, by raising the power of the rf
discharge,9 and by raising the voltage.10–14At the same time,
the conductivity ofa-C:H films is observed to rise.13

The main purpose of this paper is to establish the co
lations among the optical absorption, optical gap width, a
conductivity ofa-C:H films. We have used visible and nea
infrared~IR! absorption spectroscopy to determine the sp
tral dependence of the absorption coefficient. An analysi
made of the effect on the absorption of the conditions un
which thea-C:H films are fabricated in a dc glow discharg
The changes in the intensities of the absorption bands of
a-C:H as the voltage is raised are compared with the pre
ously observed changes in the resonance Raman scatt
spectra and the nature of the visible absorption is discus
The Tauc parameters are determined, along with their co
lation with the parameters and structure of the absorp
spectra ofa- C:H films and their conductivity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS

2.1 Technique for a-C:H film deposition

Chemical deposition of hydrocarbon vapor in plasmas
the most widespread contemporary technology for produc
a- C:H films. Here we have used film deposition from a
glow discharge plasma. The plasma was created using pl
magnetrons with a flat cathode and annular anode.15 The
substrate holder was mounted a distance of 50 mm from
anode and held at a constant negative potential. The vol
between the anode and electrode-holder was varied in
rangeU560021200 V. The electrode system and the gla
cylindrical insulator between them formed a quasiclosed v
ume into which the working gas was fed. Pure acetylene o
mixture of it with argon were used to makea-C:H. This kind
of system ensures a higher degree of ionization of the
and makes it possible to vary the pressureP in the vacuum
chamber from 0.1 to 0.01 Pa and to change the rate ofa-C:H
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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film deposition in a wide range from 40 to 1 Å/s. Films we
deposited on polished copper and quartz substrates a
ambient temperature.

2.2. Determining the width of the optical gap

The reflection and transmission spectra of the films w
recorded from 200 to 1000 nm on a Hitachi spectrophoto
eter. In these measurements we useda-C:H films with a
thickness of;0.2 mm deposited on quartz substrates. T
film thickness was determined using an MII-4M microinte
ferometer. The relative error in the thickness measurem
was 10%. The natural absorption coefficient (a) of the films
was calculated using the Lambert–Beer law. The absorp
edge of thesea-C:H films, like that of other amorphous sem
conductors, was adequately fit by the Tauc equation.16 The

TABLE I. Experimental parameters of the absorption spectruma(l), Emax

and I 600/I 800, along with the Tauc parametersET and B derived from the
dependence of (aE)1/2 on E for a-C:H films.

Samples of B, 104 eV21

a-C : H I 600/I 800 Emax, eV ET , eV •cm21

a 2.7 2.07 2.09 2.3
b 0.33 1.65 1.65 5.0
c 0.4 1.65 1.09 7.9
d 4.5 2.07 1.14 5.6
the

e
-

ts

n

Tauc optical gap (ET) was determined by extrapolating
plot of (aE)1/2 as a function of energyE as described
previously.14 The resulting values ofET and the slope (B) of
the straight line drawn as a function ofE for thea-C:H films
are listed in Table I.

2.3. Absorption spectra of a-C:H films for wavelengths of
400–2400 nm

Absorption spectroscopy was used to obtain direct inf
mation on the structure of the optical absorption edge of
a-C:H films. The spectral variations in the absorptiona(l)
at wavelengths in the rangel5400–2400 nm were obtaine
from the reflection spectra of films with thicknesses
;0.320.5 mm deposited on mirror copper substrates. F
ures 1a and 1b showa(l) spectra ofa-C:H films prepared
from acetylene withP50.1 Pa andU5600 and 1200 V,
respectively. Figures 1c and 1d givea(l) spectra fora-C:H
films obtained withP50.01 Pa andU5900 V from mix-
tures of acetylene with 50% and 70% argon. These spe
can be resolved into a series of Gaussian-type bands. In
wavelength interval from 400 to 1000 nm, two absorpti
bands were identified with peaks at 60065 nm ~band 1! and
800640 nm ~band 2!. The ratio of the integrated intensitie
of these absorption bands (I 600/I 800) and the energiesEmax

of the peaks in the spectra of Fig. 1 are listed in Table I.
a
c-

x-

ra
e

in
FIG. 1. Spectral dependences ofa(l) of
a-C:H films obtained from acetylene at
constant pressure of 0.1 Pa with interele
trode voltagesU5600 ~a! and 1200 V~b!,
as well as for a constant voltageU5900 V
and pressures of 0.01–0.03 Pa from a mi
ture of acetylene with 50~c! and 70%~d!
argon. The decompositions of the spect
into their components are shown with th
peak energies~eV! indicated. The labels of
spectra a–c correspond to the samples
Table I.
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3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1. Currrent theory of the atomic and electronic structure
of a-C:H

The known forms of amorphous carbon, including t
various modifications ofa-C:H, consist of carbon atoms i
the sp3-state which form tetrahedrals-bonds with four
neighboring atoms, atoms in thesp2-state which form
s-bonds with three neighboring atoms in a plane, a we
p-bond perpendicular to this plane, and, to a lesser ext
atoms in thesp1-state. According to the cluster model for th
structure of amorphous carbon developed by Robertson,17–20

aromatic graphitep-bound atomic clusters consisting o
sp2-states, are distributed within ansp3-bound matrix. Here
the strongs-bonds control the near ordering of the lattic
i.e., the bond lengths and angles of the skeleton, while
p-bonds cause clustering or a middle-range ordering wit
the structure. In the electronic structure of amorphous c
bon, thes- and s* -states form the deep valence and co
duction states, while thep- andp* -states, which lie inside
the s2s* -gaps, form the edge of the absorption band a
control the width of the optical gap. Thep-states form a
filled valence band, while thep* -states correspond to a
empty conduction band in the optical gap near the Fe
level. In accordance with the cluster model, the width of
optical gap depends on the sizes of thep-clusters and de-
creases as the fraction ofsp2-states which form them rises,20

while the sp3-bound matrix determines the tunnel barri
between them.18

Increasing the hydrogen concentration in an amorph
carbon structure leads simultaneously to a reduction in
equilibrium density and to a substantial change in the ch
acter of the clustering. This has been shown by studies o
stability of a-C:H systems and of their atomic and electron
structure as functions of the mass density and concentra
of hydrogen using the molecular-dynamic dens
method.21,22 The extent of the clusters is reduced by the
troduction ofsp2-segments inside the stressedsp3 host. The
distribution of the clusters and of the segments which b
them affects the energy gap ofa-C:H. Jungnickelet al.22

believe that the reduction in the gap is most likely a con
quence of the splitting of the smallestp-bonded clusters and
of the introduction of localp-electron systems into a
stressed-bonded rigid lattice in which mixed bonds predo
nate. The very different assessment of the nature of the
tical gap ina-C:H offered in Ref. 22 compared to that deve
oped earlier by Robertson indicates that further study of
electronic structure ofa-C:H is needed.

3.2. Results of a study of the medium-range order in the
structure of a-C:H using resonant Raman scattering
spectroscopy

The Raman scattering spectra of amorphous carbon i
different modifications consist of a broad band and can ea
be resolved into two gaussian-type bands. The first ha
peak in the interval 1530–1580 cm21 and was initially at-
tributed to an active 1585 cm21 line of single-crystal graph-
ite, while the second band near 1300–1400 cm21, with a line
at 1355 cm21, corresponds to a disordered mode.23 However,
k
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a high-frequency shift of the principal maximum observed
the Raman scattering spectra of various modifications
a-C:H when the excitation energy is raised has cast doub
this interpretation.24–27 It is the result of scattering from
p-bond elements of thea-C:H structure which is en-
hanced resonantly at photon energies approaching thp
2p* -resonance. The bands near 1400 and 1530 cm21 may
be associated with scattering on large- and small-si
p-bond clusters, respectively.25 At the same time, the rela
tive intensity of the 1350-cm21 band cannot be used to de
termine the dimensions of the graphite clusters.26

The absence of graphite clusters in the structure of fr
and thermally worked~at a temperature of 400 °C in
vacuum! a-C:H films has been confirmed by comparing res
nant Raman scattering spectra ofa-C:H and graphite.27,28

The observed features of thea-C:H Raman scattering spectr
have led us to conclude that their structure includes a se
scattering centers characterized by different excitation e
gies of p2p* electronic transitions and vibrational ene
gies. The different sizes of thep-bond elements of the struc
ture, which lead to different values of the couplin
parameter, and the strong disordered interaction among t
cause the large spread in their electronic and vibratio
spectra. Resonant excitation of the Raman spectra produ
selective enhancement in the scattering at the frequencie
those centers for which these conditions are optimal. T
width and shape of the Raman scattering bands are d
mined by the dependences of the vibrational frequency
location of an absorption band on the length of the coupl
chain and on the size distribution of the elements. In t
case, the procedure of expanding the complicated Ra
scattering band and absorption bands in the electronic s
tra into Gaussian profiles is arbitrary.

The way the relative intensity of the Raman scatter
bands of fresh and thermally processeda-C:H depends on
the excitation wavelength shows that these bands corresp
to different types of structural elements which are polye
chains of various lengths and polycyclic aromatic grou
with different numbers of rings. The former predominate
the intensity of the band at;1540 cm21 and the latter, to
that of the band at;1340 cm21, which is extremely prob-
able, since in the Raman scattering spectra of the corresp
ing molecular structures the most intense bands lie in
corresponding range of vibrational frequencies.27

The existence of olefin chains in the structure is co
firmed by studies of a-C:H films by elastic neutron
scattering29 and by nuclear magnetic resonance and neut
diffraction.30,31 Theoretical calculations of resonant Ram
scattering spectra of amorphous carbon have shown tha
band shapes are determined by a complex ofsp2-clusters
with six or fewer rings. Polyene chains can contribute to
formation of the 1540-cm21 band when the Raman scatte
ing spectra are excited by visible light, while a lattic
sp3-structure has no direct effect on the resonant Ram
scattering spectra.32
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3.3. Comparison of Raman scattering and absorption spectra

Resonant Raman scattering spectroscopy is an extre
informative and highly sensitive method for investigating t
characteristics of middle-rangep-bond elements ina-C:H
structures. Increasing the energy of the ions involved in
condensation ofa-C:H in rf ~Refs. 26 and 33! and dc~Ref.
34! glow discharge plasmas leads to a rise in the inten
ratio of the main bands at 1340 and 1540 cm21 (I 1340/I 1540)
in the Raman scattering spectrum. These changes can b
plained by an increased amount of polycyclic aroma
groups compared to polyene chains in thea-C:H structure. A
reduction in the amount of CH-groups insp3-states and a
reduction in the optical gap were observed14 at the same time
as the rise inI 1340/I 1540. Since the Raman scattering spec
are caused by resonant scattering onp-bond elements of the
structure, changes in these elements should correlate
changes in the electronic absorption spectra ofa-C:H films.

Figure 2 shows plots of the band intensity ratioI 600/I 800

in the absorption spectraa(l) and of the ratioI 1340/I 1540 of
the principal bands in Raman scattering spectra ofa-C:H
films obtained previously in Refs. 20 and 32 as functions
the voltage. It can be seen that as the ratioI 600/I 800 in the
absorption spectrum decreases, the ratioI 1340/I 1540 in the
Raman scattering spectrum increases. This suggests tha
peak near 600 nm in the absorption spectra probably refl
the distribution of isolated polyene-type linear chains in
structure~it is known that the limiting wavelength in th
absorption spectra of the polyenes is 610 nm35!, while the
Gaussian-like band at 800640 nm reflects the distribution o
combinedp-bond elements in the structurea-C:H. They can
include polyene chains of various lengths, as well as poly
clic groups with a different number of aromatic rings. T
many kinds of combinations of thesep-bond structural ele-
ments with a single system for coupling of the multip
bonds, along with isolated polycyclic groups and polye
chains, are the most likely chromophores responsible for
ible absorption ina-C:H films.

Taking this circumstance into account, we may assu

FIG. 2. The variation with interelectrode voltage (U) in the ratioI 600/I 800

of the integrated intensities of the principal bands in the spectral depend
of the absorption coefficienta(l) and in the ratioI 1340/I 1540 of the funda-
mental bands in the resonance Raman scattering spectra ofa-C:H films.
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that the absorption spectra ofa- C:H films are formed by the
superposition of absorption spectra corresponding to e
tronic p2p* transitions in isolatedp-bond elements of the
structure and they are quasicontinuous. The compositio
the p-bond elements, their spatial distribution in the fil
structures, and the interaction probability of theirp-electron
systems determine the position of the peak, the intensity
the Gaussian-like bands which stand out in the spectrum,
the structure of the edge of the absorption band.

3.4. Analysis of the absorption spectra and the effect of the
a-C:H film production conditions on them

The above discussion indicates thatp-bond elements of
the polyene chain type predominate in the structure of
a-C:H modification, whose spectrum includes the narr
band with a peak at 600 nm~Fig. 1a! and has a peak intensit
ratio of I 600/I 80052.7 ~samplea in Table I!. This kind of
film was obtained from pure acetylene with a minimal vo
age ofU5600 V and a relatively high pressure~0.1 Pa!. It is
distinct in having the widest optical gap (ET52.09 eV! and
highest resistivity~on the order of 1013 V•cm!.

When the discharge voltage was increased by a facto
2 (U051200 V!, the spectrum of the resulting modificatio
of a-C:H contained several isolated peaks~Fig. 1b!. The
maximum is at 750 nm and the ratioI 600/I 80050.33. We
conclude that the amount of polyene chains in the struc
has decreased and the amount of more complexp-bond el-
ements, including polycycles, has increased. When the v
age is varied from 600 to 1200 V, the peak at;800 nm can
be shifted by640 nm. This can be explained by the scat
of the polycyclic groups in thea-C:H structure with respec
to the number of aromatic groups. Raising the discha
voltage also changes the Tauc parameters of thea-C:H films.
ET fell to 1.65 eV, whileB increased; this indicates a rise
the density of states at the edge of the absorption b
~sampleb in Table I!. This process was accompanied by
drop in the resistivity to 1010 V•cm.

Dilution of the acetylene (C2H2) with argon~Ar! leads
to a significant change in the spectra of thea-C:H films
~Figs. 1c and 1d!. The absorption at the peak of the spectru
exceeded 63104 cm21 ~Fig. 1c! for films produced with a
dc voltageU5900 V and 50% C2H2 and fell to ;33104

cm21 upon dilution to 30% C2H2 ~Fig. 1d!. At the same
time, the peak in the spectrum of Fig. 1d was shifted to 6
nm, which led to a reduction in the integrated visible abso
tion. The low intensity of the absorption band and the lar
ratio I 600/I 80054.5 ~sampled of Table I! indicate that short
polyene chains predominate in the structure of this film.ET

is smaller andB is greater by roughly a factor of 2 in samp
d than in samplea of Table I. The observed differences i
the Tauc parameters suggest that the distributions of
polyene chains in thesp3-bound matrix are different. The
drop in the resistivity of sampled to 107 V•cm is caused by
the lowering of the tunnel barrier. The technological reas
for this decrease is a reduction in the rate ofa-C:H film
deposition to;1 Å/s because of the lower C2H2 content.

The spectrum in Fig. 1c consists of a wide band wh
can be resolved arbitrarily into three Gaussian-type peak

ce
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the range 400–1200 nm. Besides bands at 600 and;750
nm, which have an intensity ratio ofI 600/I 80050.4, a band
can be distinguished at 920 nm. Most likely it corresponds
a distribution of largep-bound structures within the struc
ture which are made up of several aromatic polycycles. T
existence of a wide band spectrum for thea-C:H films is
evidence of a substantial spread in the sizes ofp-bound el-
ements in thea-C:H structure. This sort of spectrum is typ
cal of absorbing ‘‘black’’a-C:H films.

3.5. Relationship of the Tauc parameters to the absorption
spectra of a-C:H films

It has been shown36,37 that there is no difference in th
nature of the states below and above the edge of the op
absorption edge, and that the density of thep- and p* -
states close to the Fermi level can be described in term
Gaussian-likep- and p* -bands separated by an energy
2 eV. Here the location and shape of the Gaussian cu
correlate with the magnitude ofET .

The width of the Tauc gap in thea-C:H films studied
here varies from;2 to ;1 eV. The constantB increases
from 2.33104 to 9.23104 eV21

•cm21 ~Table I!, which in-
dicates a rise in the density of states at the absorption edg
a-C:H with decreasingET . The nature of thep2p* transi-
tions, which determine the optical gap width, is not cle
from the plot of (aE)1/2 as a function ofE. A comparison of
the magnitudes ofEmax, which corresponds to the energy
the most probablep2p* transition, andET showed that the
a-C:H films with several peaks in their spectra haveEmax

.ET ~Table I,a andb), while thea-C:H films with a broad
absorption spectrum~Figs. 1c and 1d! have Emax.ET

~samplesc andd of Table I!.
This implies that the optical gap in thea-C:H modifica-

tion with Emax.ET is determined by the energy of the mo
probable electronicp2p* transition. It should be noted tha
when a photon with energyEmax is absorbed, there can be
transition of a valencep-electron localized on either isolate
linear chains~Fig. 1a! or on complicatedp-bound structural
elements that include polycyles~Fig. 1b! to a corresponding
free p* -level in the conduction band. The spectra of the
films contain weak discrete absorption bands which lie
low the energyEmax with peaks at;1, ;0.7, and;0.6 eV
~Figs. 1a and 1b!. They correspond to localized states with
a pseudogap whose distribution can also be described
Gaussian curve.

Our data are a generalization of the schematic plots
the density of states (N) as a function of energy (E) shown
in Fig. 3. The structure of the optical gap of ana-C:H modi-
fication with ET>1.5 eV and a resistivity exceeding 1010

V•cm can be illustrated by schemea ~Fig. 3!. This modifi-
cation ofa-C:H is distinguished by a larger amount of bou
hydrogen, as confirmed by IR spectroscopic studies ofa-C:H
films.37 These films were highly durable mechanically a
were identified as diamond-like. The atomic structure of
latter can be described as a stressed-bond rigid lattice
which mixed bonds predominate with localp-electronic sys-
tems of p-bound atoms imbedded in it.22 The presence o
CH-groups in thesp3-state in ana-C:H structure reduces th
o
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extent of thep-bond atoms22, favors localization of their
p-electrons, and raises the tunnel barrier between them.18

Schemeb of Fig. 3 describes the structure of the optic
gap fora-C:H films with Emax.ET ~samplesc andd in Table
I!. The discrete energy levels lying at the optical absorpt
edge below the level corresponding to the energyEmax form
a dense quasicontinuous electron spectrum which can be
scribed by a gaussian curve. There are essentially no s
within the pseudogap forET<1.060.1 eV. The films are
transparent in the IR. In this caseET corresponds to the
minimum transition energy of a valencep-electron to the
corresponding emptyp* -level in the conduction band. Thi
kind of electronic structure is typical ofa-C:H films which
absorb in the visible and have a resistivity of less than9

V•cm. Raising the conductivity ensures a low content
sp3-bound states in the films. In the proposed schemes
Fig. 3, the edge of the conduction band lies near the vacu
level Evac ~schemea) or below it ~schemeb), consistent
with current ideas regarding the electronic structure
a- C:H.20

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the results of an ana
of the spectral variation in the absorption ofa-C:H films in
the range 400–2400 nm and the effect on this variation
to the production conditions in a dc glow discharge plasm
A comparison of the variations in the ratioI 600/I 800 of the
integrated intensities of Gaussian-like bands resolved in
absorption spectra and the ratio of the fundamental ba
observed in Raman scattering spectra has been used t
plain the nature of absorption in the visible. Absorption
the range 400–600 nm is caused byp2p* transitions in
polyene chains, while the absorption in the range 600–
nm it is related to similar transitions in more comple
p-bond combinations, including polycyclic aromatic group

Based on the relationship between their Tauc parame
and absorption spectra, thea-C:H film samples studied her
could be divided arbitrarily into two groups. One group i
cludes films withEmax.ET , and the other, those withEmax

.ET . They differ in the structure of their optical absorptio
edge, gap width, and conductivity. Thea-C:H films with
discrete narrow-band absorption spectra in the visible,

FIG. 3. Schematic diagrams of the electronic structure of the optical abs
tion edge and optical gap of transparent insulating~a! and ‘‘black’’ conduct-
ing ~b! a-C:H films.
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which Emax.ET>1.5 eV have insulating properties. The
optical gap is determined by the energy of the most proba
electronicp2p* transition. Within the gap there are loca
ized states which can serve as trapping centers for cur
carriers and this causes the lower conductivity in these fil
The a-C:H films with wide-band absorption spectra in th
visible, for which Emax.ET<1 eV are conductors. The
width of the optical gap in this case is determined by
minimum energy of an electronicp2p* transition, and
there are essentially no local levels within the gap. The p
posed schemes for the absorption edge and optical gap o
a-C:H films are consistent with existing ideas regarding
electronic structure of amorphous carbon and provide a
isfactory explanation of the experimental data.

This paper is of practical importance for solving a sp
cific problem: optimizing the properties ofa-C:H light-
blocking layers in light-controlled liquid-crystal modulator
Here the possibility of obtaininga-C:H films with different
levels of optical absorption in the visible, ranging from tran
parent to opaque, has been demonstrated experimentally
a correlation has been established between the optical
and conductivity of the films. These results will be useful
other applications employinga-C:H films in semiconductor
devices.

I wish to thank M. V. Remizova for the spectral me
surements, and J. Robertson and S. Matsunuma for ki
providing preprints of their latest papers.
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Conductivity relaxation in coated porous silicon after annealing
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A study has been carried out of the effect of a brief anneal at 4502550 °C on the conductivity
of porous silicon coated with a metallic film. Porous silicon, formed onp- andn-type
substrates, had porosities of 16240% and 5210%, respectively. It has been shown that for
anneals at 500 and 550 °C porous silicon onp-type Si is converted to the highly conducting state.
The conductivity relaxation in coated porous silicon layers onp-Si after annealing is
described. The results are analyzed from the point of view of a model of passivation of the
impurity atoms by hydrogen. It is shown that after annealing an aluminum–^porous silicon&
junction possesses a rectifying property. The potential barrier parameters for Al–^porous
silicon& junctions onp- andn-type substrates are determined. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01904-3#
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An important task in the fabrication of circuit elemen
of micro-, nano-, and optoelectronics based on porous sili
~PS! is that of forming porous layers with prescribed stru
tural and electrical characteristics. While the technology
producing porous silicon with the necessary porosity and
required void morphology is well developed, many questio
regarding the controlled modification of the electrical para
eters of porous silicon are far from being resolved.
present, there are a number of hypotheses which conside
physical phenomena in a porous material that are respon
for the magnitude and nature of the conductivity in poro
silicon ~Refs. 1 and 2!. Zimin and Komarovet al.3 proposed
another model, based on passivation of the impurity ato
by hydrogen. According to this model, during electrochem
cal anodic etching hydrogen is capable of penetrating fr
the electrolyte through the walls of the voids into the cry
talline matrix of the porous silicon, which leads to electric
passivation of the impurity atoms and the creation of
pleted regions around each void. In the presence of a de
oped system of voids, the depleted regions can propa
over the entire volume of the single-crystal matrix of t
porous silicon. Zimin and Komarov3 showed experimentally
on uncoated layers of porous silicon prepared onp-Si sub-
strates that a brief anneal in an inert medium at temperat
of 5002550 °C for 5–7 min leads to a radical decrease~by
4–5 orders of magnitude! in the resistivity of the porous
layer, which is explained by destruction of complexes co
taining hydrogen and boron atoms. In the present work
have continued the study of the effect of a brief anneal on
electrical parameters of porous silicon. The objects of
study were porous-silicon layers with a metallic film depo
ited on their surface. Below we call them coated poro
silicon layers.

Porous layers were prepared by electrochemical an
etching in electrolytes based on hydrofluoric acid under
same conditions as those in which porous silicon was p
pared in Ref. 3. We investigated two groups of samples
the first group, the porous silicon was deposited on KD
4571063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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0.03 substrates with orientation~111!, and in the second
group they were deposited on KEF-4.5 substrates with
entation~100!. The porous silicon obtained onp1-substrates
had a high porosityP516240% and a developed networ
of finer voids. For the porous layer formed onn-Si, the po-
rosity was 5210% and the voids had a cylindrical shape w
the direction of the axes of the cylinders corresponding to
direction of the electric field during anodic treatment. N
efforts to separate the amorphous film from the porous m
terial were attempted. An aluminum film of thickness 0.5
0.8mm was deposited on the porous-silicon surface and
the back side of the silicon wafer by vacuum sputtering. T
film was brazed in at 300 °C for 10 min. The aluminum
^single-crystal silicon~SCS!& contacts were ohmic. Measure
ments were carried out on the metal–^porous silicon&
–silicon–metal ~Me–PS–SCS–Me! structure with dimen-
sions 535 mm. The current–voltage characteristics~CVC’s!
of the structures were measured at 300 K ten hours after e
heat treatment with a voltage step of 10–100 mV in the
terval of bias voltages63 V in darkness.

Figure 1 shows a plot of typical current–voltage chara
teristics of Me–PS–SCS–Me structures based onp1-Si in
the initial state and after a brief anneal in an inert medium
6–7 min at 450, 500, and 550 °C. Positive bias correspon
to application of a positive voltage to the silicon substra
As can be seen from the curves shown in Fig. 1, at ro
temperature in the initial state the CVC~curve1! is charac-
terized by weak rectification and has the form typical f
such structures onp-type silicon substrates with an amo
phous film on a porous-silicon surface.4 The samples posses
a relatively high resistance, and the currents on the forw
and reverse branches do not exceed 15–600mA for any of
the investigated structures at a voltage of 3 V. Annealing
450 °C led to an increase of the forward current and a
crease of the reverse current in the structure. The CVC of
structure acquired a pronounced diode character~curve 2!,
and the rectification at a voltage of 1 V was at 10260. Un-
usual behavior of the CVC was observed after annealing
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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500 and 550 °C~curves3 and6!. After such heat treatmen
the Me–PS–SCS–Me structures transitioned into a lo
resistance state with precisely linear symmetric CVC’s~see
inset a!. These results are found to be in good agreem
with the data3 and are connected with the increase in t
conductivity of the porous-silicon layer by several orders
magnitude during the anneals at 500 and 550 °C.

However, it is unexpected in comparison with the da
on uncoated porous-silicon layers that the high-tempera
anneal is followed by relaxation of the conductivity of th
porous layer. It can be seen from Fig. 1~curves4, 7and5, 8!
that for several days after the anneal, dynamic changes in
CVC’s are observed and the structure tends to return to
high-resistance state with recovery of the diode characte
the CVC’s. This indicates that with the passage of time
carrier concentration in the crystalline matrix decreases a
and, as a result, barrier effects appear at the Me–Ps an
PS-SCS boundaries. The relaxation was completely abse
the uncoated PS layers. Studies of structures with por
layers without a metallic film on their surface have sho
that the low-resistance state of porous silicon is preser
even after one hour of storage under normal conditio
Therefore, our analysis of the reasons for the appearanc

FIG. 1. Current–voltage characteristics of Al–^porous Si&–^single-crystal
Si&–Al structures based onp-Si for 20% porosity for:1 — the original
sample,2, 3 6— after annealing,4, 5, 7, 8— after annealing and extende
storage. Annealing temperature, °C:2 — 450, 3–5 — 500, 6–8 — 550;
storage time in days:4, 7 — 10, 5, 8 — 20. The reverse branches of th
CVC’s for diode conductivity are subtended by the hatched region. Ins
current–voltage characteristics of samples3 and 6 in the region of small
bias voltages; inset b: curves of the dependence lnj5f(V1) for samples2, 4,
and7.
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the relaxation effect in coated layers of porous silicon to
into account those properties possessed by structures w
metallic film on a porous surface. If we stay with the mod
proposed in Ref. 3, which assumes passivation of the im
rity atoms by hydrogen, then the observed phenomena ca
explained as follows. It is known5,6 that an intense discharg
of hydrogen from porous silicon is observed during hig
temperature anneals. The maximum intensity of this proc
is observed at certain temperatures which are included in
interval of annealing temperatures investigated here. Un
these conditions, not only desorption of hydrogen from
void walls and the surface layer but also an outflow of h
drogen from the crystalline host can occur. Therefore, in
case of uncoated layers of porous material during annea
5002550 °C hydrogen not only breaks its bond with the im
purity atom, but also appears capable of escaping the bou
of the material. In this case there is either no repeated pa
vation of the impurity atoms or it takes place to a less
extent. In coated layers of porous silicon, escape of hydro
from the porous material is hindered, the hydrogen rema
within the bulk of the structure, and with the passage of tim
because of the diffusion processes, again neutralizes the
trically active impurity atom, leading to the relaxation of th
conductivity.

The measured CVC’s were analyzed from the point
view of current-flow processes in the examined structu
after annealing. It is known7 that porous silicon deposited o
p-Si under the given fabrication conditions manifests e
cient n-type conductivity. Therefore, the initial structure ca
be represented as Me–PS(n) –SCS(p) –Me, which is usually
well analyzed within the framework of the two-barrie
model.4 Determination of the type of conductivity after an
nealing at temperatures above 450 °C showed that po
silicon changes its conductivity type fromn to p. This
change is attributable to an increase in the concentratio
holes due to a transition of the boron atoms from the pa
vated state to the electrically active state. In this case
structure has the form Me–PS(p) –SCS(p1) –Me. For low
porosity in the examined samples no change in the width
the band gap in the porous silicon in comparison with silic
occurs. Therefore, the PS–SCS boundary can be consid
as a nonrectifyingp2p1 junction, and thus the experimenta
CVC’s, on the basis of an analysis of the proposed polar
are configured by the operation of one barrier at the met
^porous silicon& boundary. In this case, to calculate the ele
trical parameters of the structure, it is possible to use a c
sical equivalent circuit consisting of a Schottky barrier and
series resistance determined largely by the porous-sili
layer. Table I lists values of the resistance of the poro
silicon layer after various annealing regimes for the str
tures whose CVC’s are plotted in Fig. 1. The data listed
the table make it possible to track the dynamics of the va
tion of the conductivity of porous silicon after an anneal a
indicate that such changes are most pronounced during
first ten days after the anneal. Inset b in Fig. 1 plots
dependence of the current densityj on the voltage on the
Schottky barrier (V1) in the coordinates lnj5f(V1). The val-
uesV1 were determined from the experimental CVC’s, wi
allowance for the voltage drop in the series resistance of

a:
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porous-silicon layer. In the coordinates lnj5f(V1) the
current–voltage characteristics are straightened out, wh
on the one hand, confirms the operation of only one bar
~Me–PS! in the structure after an anneal and, on the oth
makes it possible to determine the height of the barrier at
Al–PS boundary. The height of the Schottky barrier w
calculated by the technique given in Ref. 8 for the Richa
son constantA** 530 A/cm2K2 for p-type Si. The results of
these calculations for the sample characterized in Fig. 1
given in the table. The height of the potential barrier at
aluminum–̂porous silicon& contact for all the investigated
structures onp1-Si was 0.6420.76 eV. The ideality coeffi-
cient of the CVC’s for the investigated Schottky barriers w
equal to 1.329.0, which is probably due to the presence
an intermediate layer at the metal–^porous silicon&
boundary.9

The variation of the current–voltage characteristics
Me–PS(n) –SCS(n) –Me structures prepared onn-type sili-
con after annealing at 450, 500, and 550 °C is shown in F
2. The forward bias in this case corresponds to applyin
positive voltage to the metal on the porous-silicon side.
the initial structures the CVC was nearly linear. This beh
ior is explained by the fact that due to the additional volta
drop on the amorphous surface layer the current flow thro
the Al–PS contact is small. As a result, the Al–PS junct
does not possess rectifying properties since the voltage
the junction is near the zero point.3 Annealing altered the
properties of the surface layer, and as a result of annea
the CVC’s acquired a typical diode character. The transit
to a high-resistance state with linear CVC’s upon annea
at 500 and 550 °C was absent for then-Si–based structures
To analyze the current–voltage characteristics it ag
proved to be possible to apply the model with a Schot
diode and series resistance. The resistance of the por
silicon layer and the heights of the Al–PS potential barri
for the structures, whose CVC’s are plotted in Fig. 2, a

TABLE I. Parameters of Me–PS–SCS–Me structure after thermal ann

Substrate
Porosity

by weight,P, %

Anneal conditions
(T, °C!

and storage time

Resistance of
porous Si

R, V

Barrier
height
U, eV

p1-Si 20 Initial state 4580 ¯

450 223 0.66
500 0.25 ¯

500, 10 da. 100 0.65
500, 20 da. 127 0.65
550 0.34 ¯

550, 10 da. 120 0.64
550, 20 da. 123 0.66

n-Si 8 Initial state 910 ¯

450 30.7 0.64
500 17.6 0.67
500, 20 da. 16.7 0.64
550 16.8 0.62
550, 10 da. 19.9 0.63
550, 20 da. 22.1 0.62

Note: In the initial state the amorphous film on the porous Si surface c
tributes the resistance. After annealing at temperatures above 450 °C th
of the film is not large~Ref. 3!.
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given in the table. The height of the potential barrier at t
aluminum–̂porous silicon& boundary on then-type silicon
substrates calculated for the Richardson constantA**
5120 A/cm22K2 was equal to 0.6220.67 eV. The ideality
coefficient of the junctions was in the range 2.324.5. The
conductivity of the porous-silicon layer varied hardly at a
during annealing at temperatures above 500 °C with sub
quent storage. This result agrees with the data of Ref. 3
is linked, first of all, with the conductivity of the single
crystal porous-silicon host without noticeable participati
of the depleted regions around each void and, secondly,
weak passivation of the donor impurity atoms by hydroge

In summary, the results of our study indicate that
porous-silicon layers onp1-Si with porosity 16240% after a
brief anneal at 5002550 °C the porous silicon undergoes
transition to a low-resistance state. We observed a relaxa
of conductivity in porous silicon coated with a metallic film
This relaxation may be linked with repeated passivation
impurity atoms by hydrogen in a closed system. We ha
shown that the results presented for porous silicon onp-Si
cannot be transferred in full to the entire porous silicon. Th
in particular, was demonstrated for porous silicon prepa
on n-Si with low porosity. The role of hydrogen in the for

l.

-
ole

FIG. 2. Current–voltage characteristics of Al–^porous Si&–^single-crystal
Si&–Al structures based onnSi for 8% porosity for:1 — the original
sample,2, 3, 5 — after annealing,4, 6, 7 — after annealing and extende
storage. Annealing temperature, °C:2 — 450, 3, 4 — 500, 5–7 — 550;
storage time in days:4, 7 — 20, 6 — 10. Inset shows typical curves of th
dependence lnj5f(V1) for Al–PS junctions.
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mation of the electrical properties of the porous silicon d
pends on the porosity of the material, the morphology of
voids, and the type of dopant impurity in the original silico
substrate. The transition to the low-resistance state upon
nealing is probably absent in porous silicon with high por
ity, where the conductivity is determined not by carrier tran
port along the crystalline matrix, but by carrier transp
from one isolated crystallite to another across a poten
barrier. A change in the charge-carrier concentration in
crystallites, as before, can take place upon annealing; h
ever, this no longer has a substantial effect on the chara
of the transport.

In conclusion, it should be noted that differences in
laxation processes in coated and uncoated structures afte
porous silicon transitions to the low-resistance state can
used to control the electrical parameters of the porous la
This makes it possible to fabricate multilayer structures
use in electronics, based on porous silicon in which the
rous material has conducting, semiconductor, and insula
properties, and to vary the properties of Me–PS and PS–
contacts.
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Photomemory in CdTe thin-film solar cells
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It is shown that a change in the chemisorption equilibrium on the crystallite boundaries in thin-
film photoconverters based on polycrystalline CdTe occurs when they are subjected to
radiation. This leads to the appearance of photomemory as a result of a change in the surface
potential and a corresponding change in the surface recombination rate. This effect may
be the reason for the instability of the parameters of polycrystalline solar cells and can lead to a
degradation and to an enhancement of the photoconversion efficiency. An experimental
technique, which allows one to determine the dominant type of surface state at the boundaries of
the crystallites, is considered. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02004-9#
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Thin-film solar cells based on CdTe have a promis
future for wide application. We have therefore set out
investigate the stability of their parameters in time and
consider possible reasons for the appearance of instab
As our objects of study we chose solar cells with the str
ture glass–SiO2– CdS–CdTe–metal and glass–SiO2–
CdTe–metal. Since the effects we observed are due ma
to processes in the high-resistance CdTe active layer, in w
follows we will not distinguish these two types of structure

As a parameter sensitive to changes in the active la
we chose the reverse dark currentI 0 . Information about
changes inI 0 were recorded by computer using an amplifi
and analog-to-digital converter. Illumination with an inte
sity of 5 mW/cm2 was provided by a xenon lamp through
water filter.

Figure 1 plots curves of the variation ofI 0 after three
different exposures, measured on one of the samples.
relaxation of the forward dark current at small biases ha
similar character.

FIG. 1. Variation of the reverse dark current after preliminary exposure
the samples. Exposure time:1 — 60 s,2 — 120 s,3 — 480 s.
4611063-7826/99/33(4)/2/$15.00
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The experimental data are described well by the dep
dence

I 0~ t,t f !5K1~ t f !exp~2t/t1!1K2~ t f !exp~2t/t2!

2K3~ t f !exp~2t/t3!, ~1!

where t f and t are, respectively, the exposure time and t
time that has elapsed after cessation of exposure. The c
ficients Ki are weak functions of the exposureF: Ki

>(CiF)n, wheren>0.2. The solid curves in Fig. 1 plot th
dependence calculated according to Eq.~1! for t1520 s,
t252000 s, andt3550 s.

To explain the observed effect, consider a simplifi
model of the active polycrystalline layer. We assume that
layer consists of crystallites of roughly identical shape w
some average sized. The surface of the crystallites is de
pleted by the majority carriers in comparison with the bu
of the layer, and a potential barrier is formed on the bou
aries between individual crystallites. The effective lifetim
of the photo-injected charge carriers is determined by
bulk lifetime t and the surface recombination rate on t
intercrystallite boundaryS:

teff5~1/t1S/gd!21, ~2!

whereg is a coefficient characterizing the shape of the cr
tallite ~for a sphereg50.75). As a rule, the recombinatio
rate on the intercrystallite boundary is higher than in t
volume, and with accuracy adequate for practical estima
we can set

teff5gd/S. ~3!

The values ofS and correspondinglyteff depend on the
height of the potential barrier, i.e., on the value of the surfa
potential Us at the boundary of the crystallites. Assumin
that recombination takes place chiefly by way of trappi
centers located in the middle of the band gap, we can w

S5S0 /cosh~Us /Ut!, ~4!

whereUt5kT/q.
f

© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Since in the investigated solar cells the generatio
recombination component dominates inI 0 , we write for the
relative variation of the dark current

I 0~ t !/I 05S~ t !/S~ t0!5cosh@DUs~ t !/Ut#, ~5!

where we take as our reference point in time the instant
illumination is switched off,t0 , and I 0 is the steady-state
value of the current (t→`). SinceUs(t)@DUs(t)

DUs~ t !5Ut ln@ I 0~ t !/I 0#. ~6!

The corresponding dependencesDUs(t), calculated from the
experimental data, are plotted in Fig. 2. It is clear from t
graphs that the change in the surface potential caused
illumination is insignificant and for crystallites of large d
mensions it is possible that it would not even be noticea

It is of interest to estimate the change in the amoun
charge in surface states and in the bulk of a crystallite. In
approximation of spherical crystallites, we obtain the follo
ing expression for the change in the density of the surf
states:

DNt5DQ/qSc5@4p««0DUsd!/~qS!]

5@4««0DUs!/~qd!], ~7!

whereSc is the total surface area of the crystallites. We c
thus estimate the dependence of the density of photo-indu
states on the boundaries of the crystallites~for given DUs)
on the size of the crystallites. The corresponding depende
is plotted in Fig. 3.

In our case, the mean diameter of the crystallites was
the order of 1mm; therefore, the density of light-induce
states at the intercrystallite boundaries was on the orde
1010cm22, which is probably much smaller than the numb
of states created by defects at the boundary. Note that
quantity depends on the intensity of illumination and is
sentially independent of its duration, which indicates th
charge equilibrium is established rapidly upon illuminatio

Let us consider the possible nature of the photo-indu
states. They are characterized by a very short formation t
and an extended relaxation time. It can be assumed, th
fore, that these states are associated with atoms which

FIG. 2. Variation of the surface potential as a result of the appearanc
photo-induced states at the crystallite boundaries. Exposure time:1 — 60 s,
2 — 120 s,3 — 480 s.
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present in inactive form at the boundary and a change in t
state occurs as a result of incidence of photoexcited elect
and holes on the surface. It seems most likely to us t
illumination results in a change in the state of the molecu
adsorbed on the surface, which is accompanied by a cha
in the form of the adsorption, e.g., a transition from a we
form of adsorption to a strong, chemical form of adsorptio
where the reverse process is associated with overcomin
significant energy barrier,1 which is manifested in the long
relaxation times. Judging from the observed relaxation tim
photo-injection in CdS films creates at least three sorts
slow centers, two of which are of acceptor type~it is as-
sumed that the surface of the crystallites is depleted of e
trons! and one is of donor type. It is most likely that these a
water molecules, and that their fragments, which are in
ferent charge states, can form both donor and acceptor
ters.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that in thin-film photoconverters act
upon by radiation a change takes place in the chemisorp
equilibrium at the boundaries of the crystallites, which lea
to the appearance of photomemory as a result of a chang
the surface potential and a corresponding change in the
face recombination rate.

This effect may be the reason for the instability of t
parameters of polycrystalline solar cells and it can lead t
degradation and to an enhancement of the photoconver
efficiency.

We have considered an experimental technique wh
makes it possible to determine the type of dominant surf
state at the boundaries of crystallites.

*E-mail: victor@lgtcm.ru; Fax:17–095–2582167

1F. F. Vol’kenshte�n, Electronic Processes on Semiconductor Surfac
During Chemisorption@in Russian#, Nauka, Moscow, 1987.

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick

ofFIG. 3. Dependence of the density of photo-induced states on the size o
crystallites.
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Polarization photosensitivity of ZnO/CdS/Cu „In,Ga…Se2 solar cells
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Results of the application of polarization spectroscopy of the photosensitivity of
ZnO/CdS/Cu~In,Ga!Se2 thin-film solar cells with different thicknesses of the CdS~50 and 100
nm! and ZnO~500 and 1000 nm! layers are considered. It is established that the induced
photopleochroism coefficient is lowered while the quantum efficiency of photoconversion of the
solar cells is raised by increasing the thickness of the front layer. The experimental
conditions and spectral dependence of the induced photopleochroism are linked with the
antireflection properties of the ZnO front layers. It is concluded that photosensitivity polarization
spectroscopy can be used for rapid diagnostics of finished solar cells and to optimize their
fabrication technology. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02104-3#
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Ternary semiconductor compounds and their solid so
tions with a chalcopyrite lattice are currently being stud
more extensively as materials for photovoltaic systems1–5

The most efficient solar cells (;18%) are fabricated from
Cu~In,Ga!Se2 ~CIGS! thin films.2 For this reason, interest in
the fundamental physical–technological studies of thin-fi
solar cells made from ternary compounds of this class
recently increased. In this paper we report the results of
application of polarization photoelectric spectroscopy to
study of solar cells containing CIGS layers in contact w
CdS and ZnO wideband layers of several thicknesses.

1. As our substrates for deposition of CIGS layers
used molybdenum-coated glass plates of thickness u
0.5 mm. CIGS films with thicknesses up to 2mm were de-
posited in a system with high vacuum (;1028 Torr) consist-
ing of individual sources for each of the components in
combined process of evaporation onto substrates heate
temperatures of 600 °C. The composition of the films so
tained was monitored by x-ray spectroscopy~EDX! and the
investigated structures contained Cu, In, Ga, and Se in
amounts of 23.58, 20.06, 6.62, and 49.74% by weight
layer of CdS was deposited onto the CIGS surface by th
mal evaporation; the front layer of ZnO was then deposi
by magnetron sputtering of the target source. The thickne
of the CdS and ZnO layers in the investigated structures
given in Table I. In addition to the ZnO/CdS/CIGS structur
based on CIGS films, surface barrier structures were
created by vacuum thermal evaporation of indium.

The structures obtained by the method described ab
were mounted on an STF-1 Fedorov table, which mad
possible to vary the angular coordinates of the front pla
4631063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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relative to the direction of the incident radiation with a
accuracy no worse than 1°.

2. The main photoelectric parameters of the investiga
structures are listed in Table I. It can be seen from them
variations in the thickness of the CdS (dCdS) and ZnO (dZnO)
layers do not have a strong effect on the no-load volta
UOC , filling factor b, or quantum efficiency of photopleo
chroismh. We note that the obvious tendency of these p
rameters is to improve as a result of increasing the thickn
of the front coating. This change can probably be attribu
to an increase in the effect of clearing of the solar-cell s
face. The spectral dependencesh of a number of ZnO/CdS/
CIGS structures, and also an In/CIGS surface-barrier st
ture fabricated on the basis of these CIGS films are plotte
Fig. 1. It follows from a comparison of the spectrah that the
long-wavelength edge of the photosensitivity in all of the
structures is identical. It obeys an exponential law and can
characterized by its slopes5d(lnh)/(\v). It can be seen
from the table that the high slope of the long-waveleng
edgeh for the obtained structures corresponds to direct
tical transitions in the CIGS. The energy position of the slo
change in the spectrah of the investigated structures, define
as the transition point from the exponential to the parabo
dependence, as follows from Fig. 1, varies in the lim
1.1521.18 eV, which is close to the width of the band gap
the obtained composition of the CIGS solid solution. The
fore, the long-wavelength edge ofh can be attributed to the
edge of the direct interband transitions in the CIGS film. T
observed fluctuations in the magnitude ofs can then be at-
tributed to the differences in the smearing of the edges of
free bands in the CIGS film by the electric fields of latti
defects of various origin.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Photoelectric properties of thin-film structures based on Cu~In,Ga!Se2 at T5300 K.

Type of structure dCdS, dZnO, UOC s, d1,2, \vm ,
Sample nm nm mV b h, % eV21 eV eV PI , %

In / CIGS ••• ••• 353.7 ••• 0.5 46 2.2 1.6 •••
MG-388
ZnO/CdS/CIGS 50 500 595.3 66 11.2 58 1.45 2.03 14
MG-388-73
ZnO/CdS/CIGS 100 500 595.6 68 11.4 40 1.36 1.95 17
MG-388-124
ZnO/CdS/CIGS 100 1000 619.7 79 12.2 46 1.34 1.64 11
MG-388-74
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As can be seen from Fig. 1, the quantum efficiency
photoconversion for comparable structures continues to
crease in a wide range of photon energies\v.1.2 eV,
which testifies to the adequacy of their degree of perfec
relative to recombination of photogenerated carriers. N
that complicated oscillations are observed in the spectrah of
the solar cells in the region 1.222.2 eV. They are most dis
tinctly manifested in the structures withdZnO51000 nm;
however, due to their shallow depth of modulation a uniq
interpretation of their nature is still impossible.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the widest-band pho
sensitivity is realized on CIGS-based Schottky barriers. T
full width of the spectrah at half-maximum~FWHM! d1/2 in
these barriers reaches 2.2 eV, whereas in the solar cells
cause of the influence of absorption it falls in the CdS lay

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the relative quantum efficiency of photo
version of In/CIGS surface-barrier structures~1 — sample MG-388! and a
ZnO/CdS/CIGS solar cell atT5300 K in natural light~2 — sample MG-
388-73,3 — MG-388-124,4 — MG-388-74!.
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~falloff at \v.2.4 eV) and in the ZnO layers~falloff at
\v.3.1 eV) ~see Table I!.

Note that the spectral contourh for the Schottky barriers
and the solar cells has good reproducibility when scann
the surface of contiguous structures with surface area u
7.5 cm2 ~diameter of the light probe 0.2 mm!, and also in the
fabrication of an array of 15 separate solar cells on a surf
deposited in a combined production cycle of a CIGS film
solar cell. All this points to the high local homogeneity in th
composition of the CIGS films, which is in line with th
x-ray ~EDX! data.

3. Studies of the photoelectric properties of solar cells
linearly polarized light~LPL! have made it possible to estab
lish that polarization photosensitivity arises for oblique in
dence on their front plane, as was reported in Ref. 5.
angles of incidence of the LPLQ.0° the short-circuit pho-
tocurrent as a function of the anglew between the electric
field vector of the light waveE and the plane of incidence o
the radiation~PI! follows a periodic dependence—Malus
law.6 In this case, the relationi P (EiPI). i s (E'PI) is satis-
fied over the entire spectral range of the photosensitivity
the solar cell. This relation reduces to the identityi p. i s for
Q50°, which has to do with the isotropic character of ph
toconductivity due to the polycrystalline components of th
film solar cells.

Figures 2 and 3 show typical angular dependences of
short-circuit photocurrents and induced photopleochroismPI

for two solar cells. The character of the angular dependen
i p and i s, as can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3, is identic
Indeed, for thep and s polarizations, asQ grows, the pho-
tocurrents at first increase, pass through a maximum,
then begin to fall off. Such a nature of the angular dep
dence of the photocurrenti p is attributed to an elimination o
losses of thep wave upon reflection and agrees with a
analysis of the passage of a light wave through the air–Z
boundary based on the Fresnel relations.7 However, noting
that such an analysis for thes wave predicts a monotonic
decay ofi s with growth of Q, in the investigated solar cell
we see that this analysis notwithstanding, the photocurreni s

grows with increasingQ for Q.0°. This circumstance
gives a basis, by analogy withi p(Q), to also link the growth
of i s with the elimination of losses of thes wave to reflec-
tion. The experimental data oni p(Q) andi s(Q) show that in
solar cells withdZnO,1000 nm the ratio of the maximum
value of the photocurrent to the photocurrent atQ50° I m

S /I 0
S

n-
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falls in comparison with solar cells withdZnO,1000 nm
~Figs. 2 and 3, curves2!. Therefore the ratiosI m

S /I 0
S and

I m
P/I 0

P can be taken as a measure of the clearing of the s
cell.

The induced photopleochroism in all of the solar cells,
can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3, obeys a parabolic lawPI

;Q2, in agreement with Ref. 8. ForQ50°, PI50 in all the
solar cells, because of the masking of the natural opt
anisotropy of the components of the heterostructures by
polycrystalline nature of the layers. Growth ofQ is accom-
panied by a monotonic increase in the photopleochroi
whose values differ for the investigated solar cells atQ
575° and thus fill the range from 10 to 20% in the spect
region from 1 to 3 eV. If we take into account that in all th
solar cells the role of the front layer is filled by the sam
material—ZnO, then, taking into account thatPI is directly
related to the refractive index,8 it should be expected that th
photopleochroism induced by the oblique incidence of
LPL should be identical for all of the solar cells forQ
5const. An estimate of the refractive index from the expe
mental values ofPI , based on Ref. 8, givesn51.221.4,
which is lower than the known value for ZnO:n52 ~Ref. 9!.
The observed decrease in the experimental values ofPI rela-

FIG. 2. Dependence of the short-circuit photocurrents~1 — i p, 2 — i s) and
induced photopleochroism~3, 38! on the angle of incidence of linearly po
larized light on the ZnO plane of the ZnO/CdS/CIGS structure atT
5300 K ~sample MG-388-74, solar cell2, l50.50mm.
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tive to the values expected on the basis of Ref. 8, with
lowance for the refractive index for ZnO, may be a cons
quence of interference of the incident LPL in the thin Zn
layer. The observed regularity was noted earlier for seve
systems.9,10

Figure 4 plots the spectral dependence of the indu
photopleochroism of solar cells with various thicknesses
the wideband layers. We see that the sensitivity of p
topleochroism to the geometrical parameters of the s
cells manifested in the angular dependencesPI(Q) is pre-
served in a wide spectral range and remains lower than
theoretical value ofPI estimated from the refractive inde
for ZnO. The spread in the experimental values ofPI and
their weak spectral dependence in the region\v.1.5 eV
may be due to the antireflection properties of the front la
of the solar cell. In this case the growth manifested in thePI

spectra for\v,1.5 eV corresponds to departure from th
clearing region. If we take the falloff ofPI as a measure o
clearing, then it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the highest le
of clearing is attained in the solar cell withdZnO51000 nm
~curve3!. The variations inPI revealed by scanning the su
face of the solar cell~Fig. 4, curves3 and 4! may be a
reflection of local inhomogeneities of the optical paramet
of the ZnO layers. It should still be emphasized that t

FIG. 3. Dependence of the short-circuit photocurrents~1 — i p, 2 — i s) and
induced photopleochroism~3! on the angle of incidence of linearly polarize
radiation on the ZnO plane of the ZnO/CdS/CIGS structure atT5300 K
~sample MG-388-73, solar cell3, l50.60mm.
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minimum in PI and the corresponding maximum in th
clearing and in the quantum efficiency of photopleochroi
are reached for solar cells withdZnO51000 nm~see Table I!.
As the thickness of the front layer is reduced, the clear

FIG. 4. Spectral dependence of the induced photopleochroism of ZnO/
CIGS structures atT5300 K ~1 — MG-388-73, solar cell 2;2 — MG-388-
124, solar cell 1;3 — MG-388-74, solar cell 1;4 — MG-388-74, solar cell
3; Q575°).
g

effect estimated from thePI values weakens and, accord
ingly, we see a decrease inh, whereas varying the thicknes
of the CdS layers in the investigated range does not hav
substantial influence on the photoelectric parameters of s
cells of this type.

Consequently, polarization studies of the photosensi
ity of CIGS-based thin-film solar cells can be used as di
nostics of finished solar cells and correspondingly for qua
control of the production of photoconverters.
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Exciton waveguide and lasing in structures with superfine GaAs quantum wells
and InAs submonolayer inclusions in an AlGaAs host

A. F. Tsatsul’nikov, B. V. Volovik, N. N. Ledentsov, M. V. Maksimov, A. Yu. Egorov,
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The optical properties of structures with InAs islands and narrow GaAs quantum wells in an
AlGaAs host have been investigated. The InAs islands were formed by depositing a layer of InAs
with an effective thickness less than one monolayer. The effect of an exciton waveguide
and the onset of lasing due to optical pumping in the red spectral range are demonstrated in
structures without external optical confinement by layers with a lower refractive index.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02204-8#
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The significant progress that has recently been mad
the fabrication of quantum dots~QD! and the study of their
properties can be attributed to the development of a met
used to create such objects by spontaneously transformi
thin strained layer deposited on the surface of a material w
a different lattice constant.1–4 During deposition of thin sub-

FIG. 1. Diagram of the investigated structures.
4671063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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monolayer InAs coatings@with effective thickness;0.5
monolayer~ML !# on a GaAs surface an array of islands
height 1 ML, which have an elongated shape~width ;40 Å
and length;200 Å), is formed.5 Such structures posses
unique optical properties: a significant increase in the exc
binding energy as a result of lateral quantization,6 high effi-
ciency of photoluminescence~PL!, and a large oscillator
strength of the exciton even when the effective thicknes
of the InAs layer are very small.7 The large oscillator
strength leads to the appearance of pronounced peaks i
exciton absorption. According to the Kramers–Kronig re
tions, this results in a modulation of the refractive index ne
the exciton absorption energy. If the photoluminescen
peak is found on the long-wavelength edge of the absorp
line ~in the region of low self-absorption! and, at the same
time, in the region of steep growth of the refractive inde
then this could lead to the appearance of a waveguide e
without the use of external waveguide layers. The use
submonolayer coatings in the system CdSe/ZnMgSSe
made it possible to achieve lasing in structures without
ternal optical confinement.8,9

We used the concept of submonolayer coatings for
system InAs/AlGaAs. Our goal was to determine whethe
is possible to create light-emitting devices based on the
citon waveguide effect, which operate in the red region
the spectrum. The application of this concept makes it p
sible to achieve a maximum shift of the laser wavelen
toward shorter wavelengths and enhance the propertie
injection lasers. We demonstrate the onset of lasing w
optical pumping without external optical confinement at lo
excitation densities.

Samples were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!
on a semi-insulating GaAs~100! substrate on a RIBER 32P
setup with a solid-state As source. Growth was carried
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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under arsenic-enrichment conditions that are standard
MBE. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the investigated str
tures. The thin~100 Å! Al0.4Ga0.6As layers were imbedded t
provide electron confinement of carriers. We examin
samples with quantum wells~QW! without submonolayer
inclusions~the QW samples! and also with InAs inclusions
with an effective thickness of 0.5 monolayer deposited at
center of each GaAs quantum well~the SML–QW samples!.
We also examined the optical properties of a sample
which GaAs quantum wells were absent and the submo
layers were deposited directly on the Al0.3Ga0.7As host~the
SML samples!. The growth temperature of the structure w
600 °C, and during growth of the active medium the te
perature was lowered to 485 °C to avoid segregation
re-evaporation of In atoms from the surface.

Photoluminescence was excited either by an Ar1 laser
with pump density;300 W/cm2 or by a pulsed N2 laser with
excitation density 100 kW/cm2, or by an incandescent lam
with excitation density;1 mW/cm2, whose light was passe
through a monochromator. Photoluminescence was reco
with the help of a cooled photomultiplier. Photolumine
cence was investigated in a closed-cycle helium cryosta

Figure 2 shows photoluminescence and reflection spe
of the investigated samples. Two features are observed in
reflection spectra. Theoretical estimates for the structure w
GaAs quantum wells show that these features correspon
electron–heavy hole and electron–light hole transitio

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence and reflection spectra of the investig
samples.
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respectively.10 Similar estimates were not made for th
samples containing InAs submonolayers since the prope
of InAs quantum dots depend strongly on the conditions
growth ~temperature, growth interruptions, etc.!. Note that
deposition of InAs in the center of the GaAs quantum we
leads to a shift of the photoluminescence line by;35 meV
toward lower photon energies. For all of the investigat
structures we observed a long-wavelength shift of the pho
luminescence line relative to the corresponding features
the reflection spectra. This is because recombination p
ceeds from localized states formed by fluctuations of
width of the quantum wells~for the QW samples! or size of
the InAs quantum dots~for the SML and SML–QW struc-
tures!. In the photoluminescence spectrum of a SML–Q
structure the long-wavelength lineQD2 appears in the cas
of a weak intensity of excitation~Fig. 3!. The existence of
two peaks points to the formation of various groups of In
quantum dots that differ either in shape or in size. The f
mation of vertically coupled quantum dots is also possib
An increase in the pump intensity leads to rapid saturation
the QD2 band, which indicates that the density of the qua
tum dots that form the given line is low.

Figure 4 is a plot of the temperature dependence of
photoluminescence. Variation of the temperature in narr
limits 15–25 K leads to significant changes in the shape
the spectrum. The total photoluminescence intensity fa
and the intensity of theQD2 line decreases relative to th
intensity of theQD1 band ~inset! and its maximum shifts
dramatically toward lower photon energies. The shift of t
maximum of theQD2 band toward longer wavelengths wit

ed

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra, photoluminescence excitation spec
and reflection spectrum of sample SML–QW.T515 K.
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increasing temperature, which is significant in comparis
with the change in the width of the band gap, is typical
recombination via quantum-dot states11 and is due to growth
of the probability for thermal ejection of carriers from th
quantum-dot states which are associated with the sh
wavelength side of theQD2 maximum. At the same time, th
small shift of the maximum of theQD1 line corresponds to
the temperature variation of the width of the band gap
AlGaAs.12 Consequently, we can assume that theQD1 band
is associated with recombination of carriers via the appro
mately one-monolayer-thick quantum-dot array. In this ca
the width of the photoluminescence line is due to the n
uniformity in the lateral dimensions of the islands, who
influence on the energy of the optical transition is sign
cantly weaker than the influence of their nonuniformity
height. It follows from these results that despite the stro
localization of the carriers in the quantum dots that form
QD2 line, the photoluminescence intensity of this line d
creases with temperature significantly faster than the in
sity of the QD1 band. This indicates that such a fall in th
intensity of theQD2 line is due to thermal ejection of carr
ers in the small quantum dots, which account for theQD1
line, and not to the states of the continuum.

Thus, on the basis of the optical data we can make
following conclusions. Deposition of 0.5 monolayer of InA
in the center of narrow GaAs quantum wells leads to
formation of a dense quantum-dot array with a height of;1

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of sample SML–QW at various
peratures. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the ratio of
sities of theQD1 andQD2 lines.
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monolayer, which corresponds to the photoluminesce
band at;1.75 eV. In addition, few quantum dots of large
size, which correspond to the photoluminescence line
;1.73 eV, are formed.

Let us consider the particular features of lasing in t
investigated structures. It should be noted that optical c
finement is degraded by the fact that the refractive index
AlGaAs is less than that of GaAs, which leads to an exp
sion of the light wave into the region of the GaAs buff
layer. On the other hand, the strong resonance absorption
to the quantum dots can lead to an exciton waveguide eff
Besides formation of an optical waveguide due to the exci
effect, optical confinement in the given structures can a

FIG. 5. Dependence of the total photoluminescence intensity of sam
SML–QW ~QW in the inset! on the pumping~a!, and photoluminescence
spectra for different excitation intensities~b!.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the threshold excitation density fo
structure SML–QW.
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due to an effective change in the refractive index in the
tive region containing the GaAs and InAs layers that poss
a large refractive index in comparison with the host mater

Figure 5a plots the dependence of the total photolu
nescence intensity on the excitation density, and Fig.
shows photoluminescence spectra when observing from
end-face of SML–QW and QW structures~see inset! at T
515 K, from which cavities of lengthL51 mm were
cleaved. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that for a QW sample
an excitation density;60 kW/cm2 a steep rise in the photo
luminescence intensity with pumping, which is indicative
the onset of stimulated emission, is observd. For
SLS–QW sample the threshold excitation intensity is sign
cantly decreased and is equal to;800 W/cm2. Note that if
rescaled to injection pumping the threshold density
800 W/cm2 corresponds to a threshold current;200 A/cm2,
which, because the quantum yield for optical excitation
not known, is an upper limit of the threshold current. T
observed decrease in the threshold may be attributable to
deposition of InAs quantum dots which leads to a decreas
the number of states that participate in lasing. Figure 6 p
the temperature dependence of the threshold density of e
tation for the SML–QW structure. The growth of the thres
old current density at temperatures above;70 K can be de-
scribed by the characteristic temperatureT0530 K. Such
behavior of the threshold density can be explained by th
mal ejection of carriers from the quantum dots. Neverthele
we observed lasing up to 170 K. The temperature stability
emission can be raised by increasing the localization ene
by use of wider-band layers of the host material.

In summary, we have carried out an optical study
quantum dots formed by submonolayer deposition of In
onto an Al0.3Ga0.7As host. Optical transitions in such stru
tures take place via localized states, whose energy is sh
relative to the exciton absorption energy toward lower p
-
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ton energies, which makes it possible to realize an inter
exciton waveguide. We have demonstrated lasing with o
cal pumping in the absence of external optical confineme
Lasing arises at low excitation densities, which makes s
structures promising for the creation of low-threshold inje
tion lasers in the visible spectral range.

This work was carried out with the partial support of th
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, the Volkswa
Foundation, and the scientific program ‘‘Physics of Sol
State Nanostructures.’’
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Influence of deep traps on current transport in Pd– p „n …– CdTe structures
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The current–voltage characteristics and photovoltage of Pd–p(n) – CdTe structures and changes
in them produced by pulsed hydrogen treatment have been investigated. The current
transport in Pd–n– CdTe structures@ I;exp(aV)# is found to be linked with double injection of
carriers occurring as a result of their capture at trapping centers that are uniformly
distributed over energy. The semiconductor regime of double injection withI;V2 is important
for Pd–p– CdTe structures. A series of deep trapping centers, including those in the
interval 0.7520.83 eV, is responsible for the extended relaxation of the photovoltage and dark
current after a hydrogen pulse (H2). © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!02304-2#
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Among II–IV semiconductor compounds, cadmium te
luride occupies an important place as a material used in
production of a number of optoelectronic devices and,
particular, detectors of various types of radiation. A gr
deal of attention has been devoted to the study of the e
trical, optical, and photoelectric properties of CdTe cryst
and diode structures.1 Many of these studies have reveal
the large role of traps of various origin, which affect th
lifetime of the majority and minority current carriers an
which alter the characteristics of the sensitivity of such
vices.

In this paper we report some results of an experime
study of the mechanism of current transport in diode str
tures with a palladium contact based on partially comp
satedp- andn-type CdTe.

CdTe crystals were grown by sublimation from pr
synthesized polycrystalline material. Growth took place in
two-zone furnace, in a quartz cell pumped down
1025 Torr, at a temperature of 8502900 °C; the cell moved
at a speed of 0.5 mm/h. By varying the growth conditions
obtained partially compensated CdTe samples of bothp- and
n-type with resistivity r51042106 V•cm. Palladium was
deposited by vacuum sputtering and its thickness was 40
Ohmic contacts were created on the backside of the subs
by indium sputtering.

We measured the current–voltage characteristics,
photovoltage, and the changes in them in response to pu
hydrogen treatment and also the associated relaxation c
acteristics.

Figure 1 plots typical forward branches of the curren
voltage characteristics for Pd–p –CdTe structures~curve1!
and Pd–n–CdTe structures~curves2 and3!. Curves1 and2
were measured atT5300 K, and curve3, at T5108 K. In
curve 1, the ohmic segment is followed by a segment w
I;V2. The sample diode structures based onn-CdTe are
characterized by an exponential dependence, both
T5300 K and atT5108 K ~curves2 and3!

I;expaV. ~1!
4711063-7826/99/33(4)/2/$15.00
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Analysis shows that for both types of diode structures
current transport mechanism can be explained by double
rier injection into thep(n)-CdTe layers. The quadratic de
pendence on the voltage in structures based onp-CdTe more
closely corresponds to the semiconductor regime of dou
injection, where

I;q~p02n0!mnmpt
V2

L3
. ~2!

@In relation~2! L is the thickness of thep-CdTe layer, and the
remaining symbols have their usual meaning.# Evidence sup-
porting this statement is provided by an estimate of the
fective hole mobilitymp* in the insulator regime, where th
quantityq(p02n0)mnmpt transforms tomp* . Using the ex-
perimental data, this estimate gives an unjustifiably h
valuemp* .103 cm2/(V•s).

FIG. 1. Current–voltage characteristics of Pd–CdTe diode structures a
temperatureT, K: 1, 2— 300,3 — 108. Conductivity type of CdTe:1 — p,
2, 3 — n. Upper scale is for curve1.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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For the Pd–n–CdTe structures, in which the electro
injection in the forward directionI n /I @I p /I , the capture of
majority carriers should have a decisive effect on the form
the current–voltage characteristics. In this case, the en
distribution of the traps in the band gap is of substan
importance. The exponential dependence of the curren
the voltage forces us to assume the existence in the band
of a uniform distribution of the trapping centers with respe
to energy. In this case we have2

I;expF 2«V

Nt~E!kTL2G , ~3!

whereNt(E) is the trap density per unit energy. From th
slope of the dependence logI5f(V) ~curve2! we obtain

a5
2«

Nt~E!kTqL2
58

andNt(E).1012cm23
•eV21. At 108 K, according to rela-

tion ~3!, a522. From the slope of curve3 we obtain
a520, in good agreement with the expected value. Note
the order of magnitude of the found trap density correspo
to values known from a series of experimental studies on
electrical, optical, and photoelectric properties of CdTe.3

From the Fowler tail in the spectral photosensitivity da
~at T5300 K) we determined the height of the Schottky b
rier in p-CdTe to be 0.95 eV, and inn-CdTe to be 1.1 eV.

Figure 2 plots relaxation curves of the photovoltage~1!
and the forward current~2! after pulsed hydrogen treatmen
They are characterized by an extended relaxation time re
ing approximately 430 s for the photovoltage and roug
240 s for the forward current. An analysis of the relaxati
curves shows that in the time interval 2002430 s the current
growth curve is fit by the dependence

FIG. 2. Relaxation of the photovoltage~1! and forward dark current~2! for
the structure Pd–n-CdTe atT5300 K.
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I 5I 0F12expS 2
t

t D G ~4!

with t580 s. At t,200 s the relaxation curve can be d
scribed by the sum

(
i

I i5(
i

I 0iF12expS 2
t

t i
D G . ~5!

The relaxation curve of the forward current in the time inte
val 1002240 s follows dependence~4! with t540 s, and
below 100 s it follows dependence~5!. The energy position
of the trap levels, if it is calculated from the thermal ejecti
time t5t0 expEti /kT with t0;10213s, turns out to be 0.81
eV for t540 s, and 0.83 eV fort580 s. For short times a
the beginning of the relaxation curves we ha
Eti>0.75 eV.

The electron trap levels found in Ref. 4 fall in the th
energy interval 0.7520.83 eV. The drop in the photovoltag
in a H2 atmosphere is due, on the one hand, to a decreas
the height of the Schottky barrier, as was found to be
case, for example, in Ref. 5, and, on the other, to the trapp
of minority hole ~or electron! carriers as a result of charg
exchange of the initial~background! traps and to ‘‘tempo-
rary’’ levels created by hydrogen absorbed at the Pd–C
boundary. The latter factor decreases the diffusion displa
ment length. For both reasons the change in the photovol
was 20–30% in the first case, and 11–15% in the second
connection with the decrease in the height of the Scho
barrier, one might expect a growth of the dark currents i
H2 atmosphere. However, both the forward and the reve
current fall, in contrast to the data in Ref. 5. This is a co
sequence of capture of nonequilibrium electrons and hole
the background levels and to the above-mentioned ‘‘tem
rary’’ levels; this is the main reason for the change in t
dark currents. Sincen(p)-CdTe crystals are partially com
pensated, it can be assumed that acceptor centers in the l
half of the band gap are active trapping centers of holes
in the upper half they are electron traps. Hydrogen-initia
traps, which increase the capture of holes and electrons,
in the energy interval 0.7520.83 eV and also probably in th
range of lower values.

1Semiconductors and Semimetals~Academic Press, New York, 1978!,
Vol. 13.

2M. Lampert and P. Mark,Current Injection in Solids~Academic Press,
New York, 1970!, Ch. 4.

3A. Castaldini, A. Cavallini, and B. Fraboni, J. Appl. Phys.83, 2121
~1997!.

4T. Takebe, J. Saraie, and H. Matsunami, J. Appl. Phys.53~1!, 457~1982!.
5G. G. Kovalevskaya, M. M. Meredov, E. V. Russu, Kh. M. Salikhov, a
S. V. Slobodchikov, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.63~2!, 185~1993! @Tech. Phys.38, 149
~1993!#.
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Determination of the parameters of deep levels from the relaxational delay
of breakdown of a p–n junction

S. V. Bulyarski 
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A technique for determining the deep-center parameters from the relaxational delay of avalanche
breakdown of ap2n junction is investigated. The method implemented does not impose
any restrictions on the relation between the concentration of the deep centers and that of the dopant
impurities and can be used in those cases when the current–voltage characteristic of the
sample is poorly monitored or the equivalent circuit of thep2n junction is complex. This may
be a consequence of strongly compensated base regions, the presence of high-resistance
layers, or imperfect ohmic contacts. Possibilities of the method are illustrated by the example of
determining the parameters of the gold acceptor level inp12n2n1 structures with high
gold content (NAu50.9Nd). © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02404-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that avalanche breakdown ofp2n junctions
is of a microplasma character. If the reverse bias on
p2n junction is suddenly increased, the microplasmas
hibit a breakdown delay.1 This delay is influenced by dee
centers~DC! located in the space charge region~SCR! of the
p2n junction. If the concentration of the deep centers
small, then they can affect the static breakdown delay of
microplasmas. If the concentration of the deep center
large, where the electric field intensity in the space cha
region changes as a result of the charge exchange, the
lanche breakdown experiences a relaxational delay. Su
delay was first observed by Akimovet al.2 and later efforts
were made to use it in the deep-level transient spectrosc
~DLTS! of the microplasma channels.3–5

The most rigorous theoretical treatment of the rela
ational delay of avalanche breakdown was first reported
the authors of Ref. 5, where the field dependence of
charge-carrier emission from the deep centers was taken
account in the approximation of the one-dimensional the
of Frenkel’ and Poole. However, the they5 were forced to
restrict the analysis to the case of moderate concentratio
the deep centers.

In all of the studies indicated above, the deep-level
rameters were determined not from measurements of
breakdown delay, but from the temperature dependenc
the avalanche breakdown field corresponding to a fixed
ration of the breakdown delay.

In our study we have considered a technique for de
mining the deep-level parameters directly from the bre
down delay measured at different temperatures. This te
nique can also be used in the case of strong compensa
when the concentration of the deep centers is comparab
magnitude with the concentration of the dopant impurity
4731063-7826/99/33(4)/4/$15.00
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the base of the diode. In this case it is possible to util
measurement regimes in which a charge exchange of
deep centers can occur in weak fields.

2. CALCULATIONAL FORMULAS

Let us consider an asymmetricalp12n junction whose
n-base has acceptor-type deep centers with energy levelEt in
the upper half of the band gap. Let the Fermi level in t
n-base (F) at the measurement temperature be greater t
Et . The deep centers in then-base will then be completely
filled with electrons ifF2Et is equal to severalkT. Com-
plete filling of the deep centers will also be observed in so
part of the space charge region near the boundary with
n-base. The width of this regionl0 is defined by the coordi-
nate of the intersection point~in the space charge region! of
the acceptor levelEt with the electron Fermi quasilevel an
in the case of uniform doping is given by6

l05F 2«~F2Et!

e2~Nd2Nt!
G 1/2

, ~1!

whereNd is the concentration of the donor impurity, andNt

is the concentration of the deep centers. In the remaining
of the space charge region the deep centers are almost
pletely destroyed. The concentration of deep centers hold
trapped electrons is defined by the ratio between the elec
(en) and hole (ep) emission from the deep center6

N`5
ep

en1ep
Nt . ~2!

Such filling of the deep centers will also occur for a reve
bias U if the p2n junction persists until steady state
reached. In this case, the width of the edge regionl0 does
not depend on the magnitude of the applied voltage.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Let a reverse bias be applied to thep2n junction equal
to the lowest voltage at which a microplasma is formed
the junction,U` . We assume that an avalanche current d
not yet flow at this voltage, but appears if it is increased
the slightest amount.

We decrease the bias voltage toUm and then raise it
back toU.U` at thep2n junction. When we decrease th
bias voltage, some of the deep centers previously foun
the space charge region are rapidly filled with electrons,
when we raise it again, they begin to emit their trapped e
trons. The concentration of deep centers, which are loc
in the relaxation region and which hold trapped electro
decreases in time in accordance with

N~ t !5~Nt2N`!exp@2~en1ep!t#1N` , ~3!

and the space-charge density and the electric field incre
After some timetb , the maximum field reaches its brea
down value and the condition for breakdown of thep2n
junction is satisfied. If the relaxation region, where the de
centers were occupied, does not touch the ionization reg
of the space charge region, then breakdown of thep2n
junction will take place at the same maximum field stren
Emb as it does for the bias voltageU` .

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the electric field in t
space charge region at different times. The symbols al
the x axis have the following meanings:L` is the boundary
of the space charge region atU5U` , Lb is its boundary at
the timet5tb , andL0 is its boundary attb50:

L15Lm2l0 , L25L`2l0 , L35Lb2l0 .

Here Lm is the boundary of the space charge region at
voltage at which the deep centers are filled, which is equa
Um . The area of the hatched region is the difference betw
the applied voltageU and the steady-state breakdown vo
ageU` . From simple geometrical arguments we obtain

FIG. 1. Distribution of the electric field in ap12n junction with deep
centers:1 — before change in the charge state of the deep centers;2 — at
t5tb , 3 — at tb50.
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U2U`5
a

b exp@~en1ep!tb#21
, ~4!

where

a5
1

2
~Em1El!~L`2Lm! ~5!

and

b5~Nd2N`!/~Nt2N`!. ~6!

The voltage at which current avalanche or the first m
croplasma pulses appear (U`) can be easily determined ex
perimentally. IfNd exceedsNt by an order of magnitude o
more, the subtracted term in the denominator in Eq.~4! can
be disregarded and the relation betweenU2U` and the
breakdown delay timetb becomes a simple exponential. Th
at once allows us to determine the mean holding time of
trapped carriers in the deep centers

t5~en1ep!21.

If Nt and Nd are similar in magnitude, then this same su
tracted term can be ignored in the ‘‘tail’’ of the relaxatio
curve when (en1ep)tb'2 to 3. Another way of determining
t is by fitting the dependence ofU2U`)21 on tb , which,
according to Eq.~4!, is given by

~U2U`!215
b

a
expS tb

t D2
1

a
. ~7!

By fitting this expression by the sum of an exponential an
constant, it is possible to determine all the parameters.
expressingEm and El in terms of the concentration of th
deep centers and the geometrical parameters of the mea
structure, it is possible to obtain the following relation defi
ing the deep-center concentration~for the majority of the
deep centersN`!Nt):

a

b
5

e

«
~L`2Lm!FNd2Nt

Nd
Ntl01

Nt

2
~L`2Lm!G . ~8!

Despite the relative cumbersomeness of this express
the determination ofNt does not cause great difficulties: fo
example, by comparing the dependencel05 f (Nt) found
from Eq.~8! and the analogous dependence given by Eq.~1!
if the energy position of the levelEt has already been found
The necessary values ofLn andL` can be determined from
the current–voltage characteristics.

It is of interest to consider relaxational delay inp12n
2n1 structures. If puncture of such a structure sets in
voltagesUp less than the steady-state breakdown volta
U` , then the situation simplifies significantly. In this cas
the width of the edge space-charge regionl, in which the
deep centers are completely filled, is less thanl0. It can be
easily shown that in ap12n2n1 structure with puncture
the following parametric dependence ofl on U holds:

l

l0
5H 11F el0E0

2~F2Et!
G2J 1/2

2
el0E0

2~F2Et!
,

U5 lE01
e

2«
@~Nd2N`!l 21~Nt2N`!~l22l !l#,
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where the parameterE0 is the discontinuity in the electric
field at then2n1 boundary, andl is the width of the mod-
erately doped region of thep12n2n1 structure. Figure 2
plots such dependences for a siliconp12n2n1 structure
for assorted values ofNd , Et , and Nt . For E050 the ap-
plied voltage isU5Up . It can be seen that forU.Up the
ratio l/l0 is substantially lower and the dependence on
voltage is weak. This implies that the width of the relaxati
region remains essentially unchanged during the entire re
ation process.

The distribution of the electric field strength at differe
times assumingl50 for this case is shown in Fig. 3. Ex
pressing the area of the hatched region in terms of the
rameters of the deep centers and thep12n2n1 structure,
we obtain

FIG. 2. Calculated curves of the dependence of the width of the edge re
on the applied voltage for ap12n2n1 structure; Nd5431015 cm23,
l 55 mm, N`50. Values of the quantities (F2Et), eV andNt , cm23: 1 —
0.5 and 3.631015, 2 — 0.5 and 331015, 3 — 0.25 and 231015.

FIG. 3. Distribution of the electric field strength in ap12n2n1 structure
with deep centers:1 — before change in the charge state of the deep cen
2 — at t5tb , 3 — at tb50.
e

x-

a-

U2U`5
e

2«
~ l 2Lm1l0!2~Nt2N`!exp@2~en1ep!tb#. ~9!

Here it is assumed that when the deep centers are filled
voltageUm falls to values less than the puncture voltageUp .
This relation significantly simplifies the determination of th
deep-center parameters. The deep-center concentratio
found from the value ofU2U` at tb50

U02U`5
e~Nt2N`!

2«
~ l 2Lm1l0!2. ~10!

The procedure for findingNt is analogous to the procedur
described above for ap12n junction.

3. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

We measured the deep-center parameters of gold
n-type silicon in epitaxial planarp12n2n1 structures. The
samples were prepared by boron diffusion into an epita
n-type film with r51.2V•cm grown on a substrate with
r50.01V•cm. The influence of curvature and surface brea
down were eliminated by creation of a dividing ring.7 The
depth of placement of thep2n junction was 8.6mm, and the
thickness of the epitaxial film was 15.2mm. Gold diffusion
was carried out for 50 min at 1000 °C.

The concentration of the dopant impurity, determin
from the current–voltage characteristics of the diodes
containing gold was (4.160.2)31015cm23. The steady-
state breakdown voltageU` of the structure, for which the
results given above were obtained, was 99.6 V at room t
perature. The characteristic slope change of the capacitan
voltage characteristic is evidence that the structure is pu
tured atUp574.5 V.

To measure the breakdown delay at a constant bias v
ageUm , we imposed a voltage step with a leading edge
about 10ms. Breakdown delay was measured with use of
S8-13 recording oscillograph which identified the onset
breakdown from the appearance of the avalanche current
static breakdown delay was observed, which is explained
the high gold content in the investigated samples. Bef
applying the voltage step, the sample was held at the volt
Um for 5 s. This was sufficient to set up steady-state filling
the deep centers in the space charge region in the inv
gated temperature range.

FIG. 4. Relation between the avalanche breakdown delay time and rev
bias for ap12n2n1 structure. TemperatureT, K: 1 — 255.8,2 — 278.9,
3 — 302.8; timet, ms:1 — 16.92,2 — 1.99,3 — 0.27.
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For all of the measurement regimes the relation betw
the applied voltageU and the breakdown delay timetb is
well described by the exponential dependence~9!, which
makes it easy to determine the timet5(en1ep)21. Figure 4
illustrates the agreement between the theoretical and ex
mental curves for three temperatures. The plotted dep
dences were constructed using measured values oft.

The temperature dependence oft is plotted in Fig. 5.
Assuming that the carrier capture cross section to the d
centers does not depend on temperature, we obtain for
depth of the energy levelEc2Et50.521 eV. This result is in
good agreement with the energy position of the gold acce
level in n-type silicon. The deep-center concentration
found fromU02U` , which corresponds to zero time of th
breakdown delay. At room temperature it is 25.4 V. T
deep-center concentrationNt was determined with the hel
of relations~1! and ~10!. Initially we obtained a rough esti
mate, as described above, and then refined it numeric
The necessary values of the parametersLm and l were deter-
mined from the current–voltage characteristics and w
found to beLm54.4mm ~for Um525 V! and l 56.6mm.
The value of the deep-center concentrationNt53.7
31015cm23 is about 91% of the concentration of the don
impurity Nd . Thus, the proposed technique enables one
determine the deep-level parameters inp2n junctions with
almost completely compensated base regions.

For such a high concentration of deep centers the ele
field in the region of relaxation of the field varies conside
ably during the relaxation process. Estimates show that in

FIG. 5. Dependence of ln(t T 2) on the inverse temperature.
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case in question for the filling voltageUm525 V the maxi-
mum electric field in the relaxation region during the rela
ation process could grow from 1.83105 V/cm to
2.23105 V/cm. By varying the filling voltage (Um) it is pos-
sible to vary the electric field strength in the relaxation
gion. The mean holding time of the trapped carriers in
deep centers~t! was observed to increase with increasi
filling voltage. However, the depth of the energy level vari
very insignificantly. All this points to the influence of th
electric field on the electron emission from the acceptor g
level in silicon. The obtained values oft andEt can probably
be related to the mean value of the electric field in the rel
ation region~roughly 105 V/cm!. Inference of the field de-
pendence of the emission of charge carriers from meas
values of the relaxation delay of avalanche breakdown is
interesting question, but would require a special treatme

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results discussed above show that relaxational d
of avalanche breakdown can be used for the spectroscop
energy levels in semiconductors. It can be successfully
plied in those cases where the equivalent circuit of
p2n junction is complex. This may be a case of stro
compensation of the base regions of the deep centers
presence of high-resistance buffer layers near the sp
charge region or ohmic contact, and also a case of inc
plete ionization of the dopant impurities in wide-ban
semiconductors.
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Effect of laser radiation on GaP epitaxial diode structures
V. V. Inyakov, E. N. Moos, and Yu. A. Shra ner
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The effect of laser radiation on the current–voltage characteristics and intrinsic quantum yield of
electroluminescence after irradiation is investigated. As a result of irradiation at supercritical
radiant power flux levels~greater than 107 W/cm2) an abrupt drop in the luminescence quantum
yield and a steep growth of the leakage currents are observed in the current–voltage
characteristics. It is assumed that by exciting the electronic subsystem of the impurity atoms the
powerful optical radiation facilitates the occurrence of quasichemical reactions. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02504-1#
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In studies of the mechanisms of degradation of the
trinsic quantum yield of light-emitting diodes and laser d
odes it is of interest to examine the effect of self-generate
well as external radiation in the optical range on aging p
cesses in diode structures. The degradation of AlGa
double heterostructures occurring as a result of optical e
tation of their active region was investigated in Ref. 1. Kry
ton laser radiation in the power density range 2310425
3103 W/cm2 with photon energies near the width of th
band gap of the given laser diodes leads to a consider
drop in the luminescence intensity after 223 hours of irra-
diation at 150 °C. The reason given in Ref. 1 for this occ
rence is the decrease in the intrinsic quantum yield of ra
tive recombination in the active region of the heter
structures as a result of amplification of nonradiative reco
bination channels. The effect of argon laser radiation in
optical range with a flux density of 103 W/cm2 at 250 °C on
epitaxial structures luminescing in the red, based on gall
phosphide doped with Zn and O~photon energy greater tha
the width of the band gap of gallium phosphid
Eg52.34 eV), was determined in Ref. 2. A decrease in
intensity of the red emission band with simultaneous grow
of the intensity of the infrared~IR! band due to transitions
between distant OP donors and ZnGa acceptors was observed
The reason for this behavior, in their view,2 is the decay of
Zn–O complexes upon excitation of the electronic subsys
of an actual crystal by optical light. Recombinatio
stimulated diffusion of Zn atoms from thep-layer3 or the
p1-layer of the contact4 into the space-charge region or th
n-layer with formation there of nonradiative recombinati
centers can lead to a drop in the intensity of luminescenc
green GaP:N light-emitting diode, in which Zn is the acce
tor. Such an effect may account for the appearance of d
line defects as a result of relaxation of the elastic stress
arises as the Zn concentration in thep2n junction is
increased.5 Laser radiation generates shock waves in mat
als. Such shock waves have an effect on the propertie
irradiated semiconductors, which can also lead to a dro
the luminescence intensity.6 Irradiation of a semiconducto
structure leads to a nonuniform density of point defects
vacancy–interstitial type, the generation of hyperso
4771063-7826/99/33(4)/2/$15.00
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waves, and nonuniform heating. Laser-stimulated diffus
of Zn atoms and displacement of the boundary of thep2n
junction by the action of neodymium laser light (l
50.53mm) was observed in Ref. 7.

In this article we report the results of an experimen
study of the effect of coherent laser radiation on the curre
voltage characteristics and the intrinsic quantum yield
electroluminescence after irradiation of gallium-phosph
epitaxial diode structures, whose active region is doped w
Zn and O. The aluminum–yttrium garnet laser with radiati
wavelengthl51.06mm and photon energyhn51.17 eV is
two times smaller than the width of the gallium-phosphi
band gap. Using the same diode structures, we perfor
brief current tests lasting 12 h at a current dens
;11 A/cm2 and effective temperature of thep2n junction
;115°. The structures had contiguous ohmic contacts
both thep and n sides of the junction. Laser treatment w
done at the end-faces of the crystals perpendicular to
plane of thep2n junction. Optical action on the active re
gion of the LED structures was effected by scanning a la
beam of diameter;60mm at a rate of;4 cm/s over their
end-face. The laser operated in the pulsed mode at a
quency of 10.2 kHz with a pulse length;0.3ms and power
flux density in the pulse;106 W/cm2. Scanning was real-
ized in a single pass with a step of 10mm.

For optical excitation at subcritical densities of the inc
dent light energy~less than 106 W/cm2) the current–voltage
characteristics of the samples in the working current ra
remained stable while in the current range 102821026 A
the leakage currents grew slightly~see Fig. 1!. No correlation
between the variation of the current–voltage characteris
and the intrinsic quantum yield of the light-emitting diod
after irradiation was detected. Upon examining the sup
critical regimes of laser action~power densities greater tha
107 W/cm2), we observed a partial destruction of the surfa
and a simultaneous steep growth of the leakage curren
the current–voltage characteristics with an abrupt decre
of the electroluminescence quantum yield. This phenome
can be explained by avalanche growth of the absorption
high radiation power fluxes and significant surface heat
accompanied by the liberation of phosphorus and enrichm
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of the surface with metallic gallium. After optical irradiatio
of the diode structures at subcritical radiation power flux
the luminescence quantum yield was found to grow
5–6%, on the average, although in the individual samples
radiation efficiency can vary from220 to150%. The mean
value of the electroluminescence quantum yield after 12 h
tests remained nearly constant and equal to the yield a
optical treatment.

The results of our experiments can be explained by
suming that powerful optical radiation with photon ener
hn;Eg/2 excites the electronic subsystem of the impur
atoms upon ionization of the deep levels, for which the c
dition t i@tc ~Ref. 8! is easily satisfied. Heret i is the life-
time of the ionized state of the atom andtd is the displace-
ment time of an atom. These factors facilitate the proces
quasichemical reactions with the participation of impurit
and native lattice defects, including vacancies. A subthre
old mechanism of defect formation is probably realiz

FIG. 1. Typical current–voltage characteristics of GaP : Zn, O structu
before~1! and after laser treatment at a power density;106 W/cm2 ~2! and
;107 W/cm2 ~3!.
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when the photon momentum is insufficient for direct impa
displacement of an atom. The changes in the quantum y
after irradiation may be a consequence of the simultane
occurrence of reactions of the typeM1hn→R, M1hn
→Q, R1hn→Q, andQ1hn→R, whereM is an inactive
defect,R is a radiative center, andQ is a nonradiative center
Not ruled out here is the mechanism of thermal defect f
mation due to strong absorption at inclusions in the volu
of the active region. The existence of defects is confirmed
the results of x-ray microanalysis and three-crystal diffra
tometry studies.

The data obtained here are evidence of the existenc
the volume of the gallium-phosphide active region of defe
with large photon capture cross sections at photon ener
hn;1.17 eV. Confirmation of the existence of such defe
can clearly be obtained by examining the luminescence s
tra of levels in the band gap nearEg/2. Charge carrier re-
combination via these levels is primarily of radiative typ
because of the satisfaction of the conditionEg@hvopt for
gallium phosphide, wherevopt is the angular frequency o
the optical photons.
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Vitali ¢ Ivanovich Stafeev „on his 70th birthday …
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January 1, 1999 marked the 70th birthday and 45 ye
of scientific, pedagogical, and organizational activity of t
well-known scientist, professor, doctor of physical and ma
ematical sciences, Distinguished Scientist and Enginee
the Russian Federation, Recipient of the State Prize of
USSR, and active member of the Academy of Engineer
Sciences of the Russian Federation, Vitali� Ivanovich
Stafeev.

Stafeev was born on January 1, 1929. After complet
the course of study of the physical–mathematical departm
of the University of Alma Ata in 1952 he was assigned to t
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute of the Academy of S
ences of the USSR, where he worked until 1964, simu
neously holding the position of professor in the departm
of semiconductor physics of the Leningrad Polytechnical
stitute. In 1964 Stafeev was named director of the Scient
Research Institute of Physical Problems of the Ministry
the Electronics Industry and for a long time was a dep
ment chairman in the Moscow Physicotechnical Institute.
1969 he transferred to the Scientific-Research Institute
Applied Physics of the Ministry of Defense Industries, whe
he first directed a section, and then became head of a de
ment. In 1961 he received the degree of doctor of phys
and mathematical sciences, in 1964 he became a profe
and he was twice awarded the State Prize of the USSR~in
1982 and 1988!. He was also awarded the Academici
A. A. Lebedev Medal. At present, he is chief designer
photodetector arrays at the Scientific-Research Institute~now
called State Scientific Center of the Russian Federation
the State Unitary Enterprise ‘‘NPO Orion’’! and professor a
the Moscow Physicotechnical Institute.

Stafeev is a scientist with a great breadth of knowled
a groundbreaker of new scientific and scientific-engineer
directions. He suggested the principles of operation o
number of new semiconductor devices, functional logi
circuits, and image detection, processing, and reproduc
devices. He created highly efficient sensors possessing
sensitivity to magnetic fields, pressure, and electromagn
radiation.

Under Stafeev’s guidance, studies of the physical pr
erties of a new promising semiconductor material, the so
solution CdHgTe, were carried out and its industrial prod
tion was organized. On the basis of this material infra
photodetectors and photodetector arrays, which are wid
used in various branches of science and technology, w
developed and are now produced.

Stafeev devoted a significant portion of his scientific a
4791063-7826/99/33(4)/2/$15.00
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tivity to studies of physical processes in dielectric liquids a
liquid crystals, studies of the properties of molecular film
and simulations of neurons and information processing
neural networks. He developed the principles of functio
microelectronics utilizing injection-plasma space coupling
semiconductor structures and also new circuit and syst
technologies. In 1958–1959 he made a significant contri
tion to the initial phase of the domestic realization
semiconductor-based solar energy technology.

Carried out under his guidance, the integrated studie
optical phenomena, occurring as a result of heating of
electron gas in semiconductors, led to the creation
injection-free semiconductor lasers in the far infrared a
high-frequency modulators of infrared radiation.

The scientific activity of Stafeev is reflected in mo
than 500 scientific papers, 12 books, and 90 inventio
Many of the results of his studies have appeared in mo
graphs published in Russia and abroad.

Stafeev is the head of a scientific school. Among
students number 20 doctors of science, more than 60 ca
dates of science, and recipients of the State Prize of
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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480 Semiconductors 33 (4), April 1999 Vitali  Ivanovich Stafeev
USSR. They work successfully in many cities of Russia a
in other countries of the Former Soviet Union.

Stafeev is still active in scientific-organizational activit
He organized the publication of the scientific-technical c
lection Micro-Electronics, he was one of the participants i
the organization of the publication of the journalMicro-
Electronics, editor-in-chief of the 22nd series of VOTMicro-
Electronics, member of the editorial board of the journa
Physics and Technology of SemiconductorsandRadio Engi-
neering and Electronics, member of the Expert Committe
of VAK, member of the Expert Committee of the Committe
on Lenin and State Prizes of the USSR, vice-president of
section ‘‘Narrowband semiconductors and photoelectr
d

-

e
-

ics,’’ president of the section ‘‘Physics and chemistry
semiconductors,’’ and organizer and member of the orga
ing committees of many scientific conferences, sympo
and seminars.

We congratulate Vitali� Ivanovich Stafeev on his jubilee
and wish him health and many more years of product
scientific work.

Zh. I. Alferov, L. A. Bovina, V. I. Ivanov-Omski�, and L. E.
Vorob’ev

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
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January 25 marked the 70th birthday of the Chief Sci
tific Worker of the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute o
the Russian Academy of Sciences, steady contributor to
reviewer for our journal, doctor of physical and mathema
cal sciences, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Lebedev.

Lebedev was born in Leningrad into the family of th
famous physicist, Aleksandr Alekseevich Lebedev. Af
completing school, he entered the physics department o
university, and in 1951 began to work at the A. F. Iof
Physicotechnical Institute, with which he has been associ
his entire life. Pursuing the path from a senior laborato
assistant to chief scientific worker, Aleksandr Aleksand
vich embraced the best traditions of the institute, distingui
ing himself among his colleagues by his erudition and exc
lent university training.

The start of Lebedev’s scientific career coincided w
the birth of semiconductor electronics, in the developmen
which he participated directly. His entire scientific activi
was inseparably connected with the physics of semicond
tors and to a significant degree defined its present level.
made a substantial contribution to the development of
domestic technology of growth of pure and doped germ
nium single crystals, and also to the study of the charac
istics of devices based on this material. His most import
scientific achievements were connected with the study of
properties of deep centers in semiconductors. Lebedev
his coworkers investigated the spectra of the impurity lev
of more than 30 elements, and also the energy spectr
localized electron states of defects in silicon and galli
arsenide. In the review articles and monographs dealing w
this topic many references to data obtained by him can
found. Lebedev is linked with the early development of t
presently classical method of deep-level transient spect
copy, which he successfully developed and put into pract
He published about 300 papers, and together with L. S. B
man authored a monograph. At present, another one o
books is to be published. Lebedev was recently in charg
work on light-emitting porous silicon and other porous sem
conductors, and he contributed substantially to the und
standing of the nature of this new phenomenon.

His pedagogical talent facilitated the growth and dev
opment of a large number of physicists who are engage
scientific work at the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institu
4811063-7826/99/33(4)/1/$15.00
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and in various institutes of the former Soviet Union. Lebed
is a talented experimental physicist who enjoys the respec
his colleagues and has earned the esteem of the world s
tific community. Aleksandr Aleksandrovich is distinguishe
by a rare modesty, generosity of the soul, and a deep sen
order which draw people to him. Since his early years
correctly understood his proper purpose in life: to be
volved in experimental work and avoid administrative dutie
He belongs to the breed of eccentric scientists who have
need of degrees or titles and who pursue only the knowle
of the true nature of things.

We heartily congratulate Aleksandr Aleksandrovich
his jubilee and with all our hearts wish him health and mo
creative success.

Students and Colleague

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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